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PART THREE

MEDICAL CULTURES

This section will depict the character of each medical culture,

divination agency, and cult involved with curing in the field area. The

services provided hy these medical resources will he considered as well as

their operative procedures and clientele. I will, by means of case studies,

describe the type of specialists who represent these medical cultures and

the type of relationships they maintain with their patients or clients. The

complementarity of traditional medical cultures will be documented and channels

of referral elucidated.

A study of these medical cultures will, moreover, point to their

role in maintaining social order and re-affirming structural principles

basic to the villager's conceptual framework. It will consider the multiple

meanings of disease and examine how various practitioners decipher these

meanings.

After traditional forms of treatment and divination have been

discussed, I will turn my attention to the process of "traditional modernism"

in the form of a new science of ayurveda which seeks to subsume modern

scientific fact within a traditional cognitive framework. Following this,

I will consider the impact of allopathic medicine on rural health and trad¬

itional medical cultures, the role of eclectic practitioners, and the type of

practice a rural MBBS doctor and PHC doctor maintain. The relationship of

Government PHC staff to villagers will briefly be considered. Finally, data

on the distribution of medical resources in the Panaje PHC zone and Vitla town

will be presented.
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CHAPTER TEN

SELF TREATMENT

The villager often attempts to cure or assist in the curing of his

own illnesses and bodily ailments. His efforts take the form of dietary

restrictions, herbal medicine, branding, and rudimentary curative rituals.

He also undertakes different preventive measures against disease in accord

with the seasons. I may outline these efforts at self help.

Dietary Restrictions

As a general rule, nan.ju and very vayu foods are restricted during

illness. These prohibited foods are:

Leftover foods (among Brahmans)

Fried foods

Colocasia antiquorum (Mundi)

Blackgram dhal

Eggplant

Indian mackerel

Jackfruit

Moringa Oleifera (Nugge)

Papaya

Pumpkin

Tamarind

The specific diet^ patya.undertaken depends on the disease and body state of

the afflicted. These diets take into account considerations of hot-cold,

nan.ju. gaseousness, etc. I may use pregnancy as a case in point.

During pregnancy, due to the increase of heat and the additional
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activity in her body, a woman becomes more sensitive to food. The eating

of either extremely hot or cold foods may cause her to abort. For this

reason, heating fruits, such as papaya, pineapple, and mango are strictly

avoided. Heating vegetables such as pumpkin (Cucurbita maxima), bitter

gourd (Momordica charantia), and bamboo shoots are also avoided. Among

Brahmans, butter is eaten rather than the cooler ghee. Grains which are

hard to digest such as blackgram dhal, are taken in moderation. Horsegram,

thought to increase the blood, is commonly given to pregnant women.

After the delivery, a woman's body is excessively cool and therefore

cold foods and substances must be avoided, to the extent that cold water is

not even used to wash the hands. The delivered woman, bananti. should

ideally bathe in very hot water for the forty days subsequent to the delivery

at least for half an hour daily. She is then rubbed with an oil prepared

from niagasampige (Mesua ferrea) or a very heating oil, and she must lie down

and cover herself until she sweats. Among non-Brahmans, a bananti may

be given cashew fruit juice or alcohol after childbirth to heat her body.

The bananti is restricted to a diet of rice three times daily for the

first nine days following the delivery. It is thought that the woman should

minimize the drinking of liquids in order for her body to contract. During

the first days of her bananti period, a woman will be given a bitter

decoction of neem bark for thirst. Instead of bloating the stomach and

interfering with its contraction, this bitter decoction aids in the contract¬

ion process.

Among Brahmans, buttermilk is avoided for nine days because of its

cooling nature. Among all castes, fruits, especially banana which is very

cooling, are avoided. Moreover, eggs, fish, meat and most vegetables are

avoided for the entire forty day period of bananti.
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The eating of chillies is advocated by some non-Brahmans, who

think that their heating effect is good during this period of coolness.

Both Brahman and non-Brahman villagers, if they can afford to, take

dasha mulla arishta.(imcons. 1968, 25), a prepared ayurvedic tonic, for the

forty days after the delivery. It may be noted that women who deliver in

PHC and who are given allopathic medicines have adopted a new outlook on

traditional dietary restrictions. Many claim that because they take the

hospital medicine they will not develop nan.ju and therefore are less observant

of dietary restrictions.

However, the fear of abortion and sutaka vayu. fits following del¬

ivery, do limit the variety of food a woman will eat in spite of her boldness.

To illustrate how seriously food consumption is taken, I may recount a case

study. A pregnant woman had eaten a small quantity of bitter gourd a few

weeks before her delivery. For fifteen days after its birth, her baby did

not open its eyes and an elder woman stated that it was because of ushna.

The small quantity of bitter gourd, she had eaten was remembered and the woman

became quite upset. Finally, as an antidote for the child and to keep the

mother occupied and in better spirits, a local vaidya instructed her to

apply breast milk to the baby's eyes which opened a few days later.

In the case of prolonged or serious illness, a villager will usually

consult a vaidya or learned elder about the type of food which should be

consumed. As a general rule rice will be eaten during sickness and other

foods will be consumed only when the appetite returns. One deleterious

custom must be emphasized, however. I noted in a number of cases of high

fever and diarrhoea that the afflicted would not be given water or liquid to

drink. In the case of fever, it was feared that water could cause kapha

or chills and in the case of diarrhoea liquid was thought to aggravate

the condition. This custom of restricting liquids causes dehydration and
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often makes a serious condition worse"'". One of my patron vaidya instructed

patients to drink only boiled-cooled water for he stated that the boiling

process reduced the cooling effect of water on the body.

Folk Medicine

An abundance of forest plants grow in the Panaje-Vitla region and

2
many of these plants are utilized, as medicines . The layman generally

knows the use of a number of traditional folk medicines, but he exercizes

considerable caution in utilizing new plants which are beyond his scope of

experience. The specialist however, continually exploits nature, looking

for new uses of known and unknown plants and their composite parts. To

the specialist, every plant is a medicine, the use of which may be ascertained

by experimentation or analogical reasoning vis-a-vis an extension of the

doctrine of signature.-

Home remedies, halli maddu. known to the laymen, are, for the most

part, single plant remedies, ekke mulike. which do not require elaborate

processes of preparation. I would estimate than an average Panaje non-

Brahman family knew between fifty and seventy five plants. However, I

must stress that the knowledge of medicinal plants is detemined as much

by family as it is by caste. In addition to halli maddu. many families

have their own secret medicines which have been passed down through the gen¬

erations.

1
Lozoff, Kamath, and Feldman (1975) have noted an unusually high prevalence
of dehydration among patients brought to hospitals in South India with
diarrhoea.

2
In order to document the actual forms of folk treatment self-administered
by villagers and prepared by indigenous specialists, data on indigenous
medicinal plants is essential. As this data is copious, I will include
only a minimum of it in the text. I have, however, provided an appendix,
Appendix G, which lists a representative sample of the medicinal regimes
utilized by laymen and specialists.
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Two reasons explain why the Brahman layman generally knows more about

medicinal plants than the Shudra. First, Brahmans have recorded their

observations about plants and have passed them down to their descendants

via journals. Many journals that I saw were quite impressive, listing various

names for medicines, their characteristics, the seasons in which they should be

picked, and how they should be prepared and administered. It may be noted

that medical knowledge was a responsibility of a Brahman areca garden owner

up until twenty five years ago. He was obliged to provide medicines for his

workers as well as his own family. This relationship gradually disappeared

as vaidya and doctors became more accessible and the government built

Primary Health Centres.

A second reason that Brahmans have a greater familiarity with medicin¬

al plants is their use in ritual performance. Brahmans must locate and

collect a number of plants necessary for different rituals, and the plants

required for many of these rituals have important medicinal value. In some

cases the medicinal value of plants used in a ritual add meaning to the ritual

itself, and ritual functions as a cultural repository wherein valuable prac¬

tical information is retained. I shall cite some examples of the medicinal

value of plants used in rituals shortly.

Locale also influences folk medical knowledge. Panaje residents

were better acquainted with medicinal plants than Vitla residents because

of an active ayurvedic tradition in the village and because alternative

sources of medicine were not easily available. Many Vitla villagers knew

the identity of medicinal plants, but no longer knew how to administer them.

A decline in the layman's folk knowledge coincided with the growing number of

roadside registered medical practitioners and the easy availability of ready

made allopathic and ayurvedic medicines at a local chemist shop and at local

provision shops.
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Another factor affecting the status of folk medical knowledge has been

a rise in neolocal residence. Young householders are becoming dependent on

ready made medicines for they no longer have an elder present to suggest or

prepare home remedies. Home remedies are not uncommon in Vitla, for they

do persist. However, their variety and the extent of their use has sig¬

nificantly been reduced in the past ten years.

Appendix C lists common halli maddu remedies used by laymen in the

Panaje-Vitla region. Generally, one member of each household knows at least

one remedy for boils, rashes, burns, cuts, cough, dysentery, constipation,

burning urine, worms, swelling, mild fever, headache, giddiness, indigestion,

vomit"i niy and general pain. Halli maddu medicines found in the appendix

include anodynes, anthelmintics, antispasmodics, astringents, carminatives,

cathartics, condiments, counterirritants, demulcents, diuretics, emetics,

emmenagogues, emollients, expectorants, febrifuges, laxatives, rubefacients,

tonics, and vesicants.

Ho one underlying strategy deteimines the use of local medicine, and

in most cases medicines are symptom orientated as opposed to syndrome

orientated. Moreover, a variety of strategies exist for treating the same

symptoms. For example, a burn may be treated by cooling mucilages, anthra-

guinion cathartics, essential oils or fats, as well as heating and drying

substances such as honey, lime, or spirit. Fevers are treated by cooling and

sudorific medicines, as well as by bitter plants which control the body heat

by forcing it to contract the heat in the body, thus controlling it.

Headaches are treated by external pastes and oils which may be either heating
CAlrn

or cooling. Cooling applications the mind while heating applications

attract the heat to the exterior. Boils may be treated externally by

heating pastes which hasten the boils to fruition or they may be treated by

internal decoctions which cool the body. Both allopathic and homeopathic

te^reir^y^rmrfiifriiT«
literal translation of the Kannada is cooling the head.

mhi u. .i _ m 4- ^ -w, 4-lo ^ virr Tc +". A Pi if? V" 0T
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principles pervade local therapy and no fixed criterion determines the specific

use of one principle, unless dramatic overheat or overcoolness are experienced.

In such cases the allopathic strategy is employed.

Villagers have a repertoire of preventive as well as curative

medicines. I have already noted in Part Two that villagers eat various

forest plants in rainy season to purify their blood, increase the urine flow,

and clean the bowels. A special medicine is also taken during this inauspic¬

ious time. At dawn, on the morning of Ati amavasya. a no moon day in June-

July, the bark of the Pale tree (Alstonia scholaris) is removed and boiled

with black pepper as a medicinal decoction. This decoction is consumed by

all family members. Pale is a blood purifier, a medicine used to cure

recurrent fevers, and a preventive medicine against malaria.

Villagers also consume a medicinal decoction in winter season. This

decoction is a tonic made out of tender shoots of the following plants:

Chimullu (Caeslalpinia minosoides)
Daddala (Careya arborea)
Gamate (Zenthoxylum rhetsa)
Kesavu (Andropogon muricatus)
Kene (Colocasia antiquorum)
Ko.jambu (Latin name not available)
Kukkuma (Mangifera indica)
Kuntangila (Latin name not available)
Madamala kare (Randia species)
Nannali (Henidesmus indicus)
Nekkarika (Melostoma malabathricum)
Nerale (Eugenia jamblana)
Perale (Psidium guyava)

A complementarity exists between the developing shoots of these plants and the

sun's ascent northwards during the months of the winter season. The sun's

position in respect to the flow of shakti in the -universe is northeast towards

a qualitative region of development. The development of the plants utilized

in the tonic is co-ordinated with the orientation of the universe at large.

By consuming a preparation of the shoots of these developing plants at a time
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of general development man orientates his body in a like manner towards

health"'".

Some medicines are consumed as general disease deterrents. Neem

is ingested by villagers, particularly Brahmans, during seasonal changes and

after allopathic innoculations as a preventive measure. Tulasi leaf, one

of the most essential local medicines, is consumed daily by some villagers as

a disease deterrent. Furthermore, Tulasi is planted in line with the eastern

doorway of a house to protect the entrance from bad winds. Temple nrasada

of sandalwood and turmeric powder are consumed both as a curative and

preventive medicine against illness. Both of these substances are commonly

used folk medicines. Sandalwood is used in cases of pitta, burning sensation

in the body, as a blood purifier, and in cases of children's abdominal pain.

It is used externally as a paste for skin irritations and rashes. Turmeric

is taken internally as a blood purifier and in cases of fits. It is used

externally in cases of skin irritations and as a skin cleanser and disin¬

fectant.

Some villagers administer a decoction of Ishvara balli (Aristolochia

indica) to children once every six months as a preventive medicine and as a

medicine to control the number of worms in the intestine. As I have noted,

villagers administer small tablets known as bala graha pills to their children

as a preventive measure against bala graha disease. Some mothers administer

the pill on new and full moon days, days to which the illness is especially

Similarly, prior to the harvest of the first rice crop in September, a
ritual known as mane tumbisuvudu. is performed in order to orientate
the bounty and fertility of nature to the domains of society, and man's
works. The leaves of various fruit trees, milky trees of the Ficus
family, bamboo, and a variety of creeper are tied together with the stalks
of new rice. After being worshipped next to the household Tulasi plant,
this bundle, representing the bounty of nature, is put in contact with
items symbolizing social pursuits. These bundles are hung in tool sheds,
cattle sheds, on ploughs, machines and over all doorways.
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associated. The pill is sold at least at one shop in each village.

However, I found that no set formula was utilized in the preparation of the

tablet. Parents administer Bha.ie root (Acorus calamus) ground in honey to

their children to enable them to produce retroflex sounds. In effect, the

root is a digestive aide and is used to reduce kapha by ayurvedic vaidva.

Some parents, particularly Muslims, apply a black oil based carbon mixture

to the eyes of children with the purpose of improving eyesight and preventing

dristhi and eye diseases"'".

Branding and Oiling: the Body

I mentioned in Chapter Five that young children are branded by hot

needles or with embers of turmeric or strychnine twigs. This procedure is

followed both as a curative and preventive measure against rickets and other

diseases affecting the limbs and bodily movements. Common locations for

branding are across the joints, the arms, legs, hips and ankles. Branding

may be performed in cases where a young child cries continuously for several

days or in cases where a child experiences difficulty in breathing. In these

cases, branding would be on the sternum or across the forehead. Some

informants thought that branding of the head would make a baby's sleeping shakti

come awake and move in the body. The movement of shakti is considered nec-

2
essary for health .

The placing of black soot in the eyes, which is a custom more prevalent in
the north than in the south of India, should be investigated as a cause
of tracoma. The puncta lacrimalia orifice, located at the side of the eye
functions to keep the cornea wet and clean. If this hole becomes blocked
by carbon particles fixed in an oil base, tracoma virus and fibration of
the cornea are possible consequences.

2
Shocking the body in order to make the shakti react and stimulate the
healing process is the basis for many types of local cures which make use of
caustic, heating, and repulsive substances. For example, Pinare (Sterculia
foetida) a foul smelling plant, is rubbed on the foot if a thorn becomes
embedded in it. It is thought that the plant's repulsive nature stimulates
the body's shakti to reject the thorn at its point of contact with Pinare.
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Oil baths are taken as a disease preventive measure as well as for the

purpose of establishing ritual purity"1". It is said that oil applied to the

head drives away illnesses above the neck, oil placed in the navel drives

away illness of the stomach, oil applied to the soles soothes the eyes, and

oil placed in the ears drives away diseases of the ears, nose, and throat.

Oil is poured into the navel of a woman in labour to ease her delivery. Oil

baths are given to young children as often as possible and adults will take an

oil bath at least once a month to tone the body. Brahman women take an oil

bath after their menses. Oil is regularly applied to the head to cool the

mind and to stimulate hair growth. One who does not apply oil to the head is

thought to develop uncontrolled desires and eventually go mad. A popular

Brahman joke chides a mother1-in-law who accuses her daughter-in-law of not

applying enough oil to the head of her husband to arouse his passion. Oil

is demanded by workers after they perform strenuous tasks, and of late workers

have been demanding oil after working with chemical sprays which irritate the

skin.

Ritual

Most rituals have adjunct curative and prophylactic value in the sense

that th^y are cathartic dramas. An extended illness in a family often dictates

that the family perform some co-operative ritual to an ancestor, house buta.

or deity linked to a particular pilgrimage site. As numerous anthropolo¬

gists have pointed out, illness is often used as a sign and focal point of

Among Brahmans, a procedure is followed in taking an oil bath. Oil is
applied first to the crown of the head then to the instep of the foot,
then to the navel, and then it is rubbed on the rest of the body. If
an oil bath is taken on a Sunday, a day of heat, a cooling red Kiskara
flower (ixora coccinea) is placed in the oil to cool it.
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social disorganization and/or stress"'*. A co-operative ritual becomes an

occasion where strained circumstances may be adjusted and social control

exercised in an environment of socio-religious sanctions. A ritual which is

conducted in such a context is as much concerned with family solidarity as it

is with curing the afflicted. This aspect of ritual will be taken up in

detail later. At present, I may give three examples of rudimentary rituals

performed by the layman with prophylaxsis or the curing of disease as their

primary concern.

The twin survival rate in villages is very low. If twins are

born, they will be placed in a winnowing basket and passed under the belly

of a cow. This symbolizes the rebirth of the children to the auspicious cow.

The winnowing basket is a natural symbol for transition. The same ritual is

performed for children suffering from pakki kadapu or for a Brahman child with

an inauspicious planet in the fifth house of its horoscope.

Another ritual of rebirth is performed by a Brahman woman who has

consecutively lost three or four new-born babies. A small trench will be

dug near the house and a married Koragas woman will be called. The new baby

will be placed in the trench by its mother and the Koragas woman will then

lift it out of the trench and rename it with a Koragas name. This is an

act of symbolic rebirth and the mother of the child will give the Koragas

woman gifts as a gesture of buying back her child. It may be questioned why

an untouchable Koragas woman is used for this ritual. This woman, although

ritually polluting, is favoured by the gods because of the Koragas' close

position to nature. In the words of one informant:

"*
Evans-Prichard (1937), Marwick (1965), and Turner (1967), just to
name a few.
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I have a mango tree and if it is not cared for it will not yield
fruit. Look at the wild mangoes in the forest. It is true
that they are not so large nor sweet as mine, but each year they
bear fruit. No one cares for them, but the gods. In the same way,
Koragas are cared for.

The rebirth of a child to a Koragas is not particularly auspicious but it does

favour its chance for existence. The child will retain its Koragas name

throughout life as a mark of its new identity.

A ritual of transfer is performed when a villager is recovering from

chickenpox. On the ninth, eleventh, or thirteenth day ofter the onset of

the illness, the afflicted will take a head bath. A special curry will be

prepared of either ash gourd, chicken, or sheep. This meal will be placed

outside the house on a banana leaf. The family will wait until a crow has

touched the leaf and will then have the afflicted person eat the food left on

the leaf. By touching the food from a leaf intended for the afflicted, the

crow removes his pollution via a ritual of transfer.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

FOLK PRACTITIONERS AND INDIGENOUS MIDWIVES

Visha vaidya

Visha vaidya are specialists who treat snake bite cases. Cobra,

viper, and krait are found in South Kanara and snake bite is not an uncommon

occurrence. Many cases, however, are false alarms. Either a poisonous

snake has slightly touched a victim, one of the numerous non-poisonous snakes

have been mistaken for a poisonous snake, or a man has stumbled on a branch

in the night and has mistaken it for a snake after a couple of drinks. When

cases do occur, however, equally as dangerous as a snake's venom is a villager's

fear and the possibility of shock. Visha vaidya treat a client for venom as

well as for fear.

Ita is a Meyara caste visha vaidya who lives three miles west of

Panaje. When a snake bite case is brought to him, he pours cold water on

the victim's head, recites mantram and beats the man with jackfruit leaves

which make a crackling sound. These actions momentarily take the victim's

mind off his fear and the recitation of mantram give him confidence that the

vaidya has not only the knowledge, but the power to cure him. The victim is

then given the leaf juice of Edaroli (jasminum angustifolium) to make him

vomit. A tourniquet is applied to the area above the bite and a medicinal

paste is applied onto the wound itself. The ingredients of the paste depend

on the variety of snake which has bitten the victim. This paste will be

reapplied for twelve days, and in addition, the victim must take a decoction

each day. These medicines are highly secret: and are known only to the

vaidya and his family members. Because of my close friendship with Ita, he

revealed his medicines to me and I have listed them in Appendix C.
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While undergoing treatment for any snake bite, a victim must abstain

from eating salt, buffalo milk products, or nan.ju foods. He is not allowed

to chew areca-nut and betel leaf for three days following the bite, and he

is not allowed to take a hot bath. Twelve days after the first consultation,

the victim must perform a ritual offering at a crossroads. He must offer a

hen and puffed rice in order to pacify any spirits which may have provoked

the snake to attack him or any spirit which may have entered his body while

he was bitten.

Ita receives ten to twenty snake bite cases a month. Another visha

vaidya living near Vitla who I found less approachable, received between

fifty and one hundred and fifty cases a month. Local authorities whom I

consulted reported that no deaths due to snake bite had been recorded in the

vicinity of either of these two vaidya. Two deaths due to snake bite did

occur in other regions of Vitla-Panaje during my stay, however. Few, if any,

snake bite cases are brought to allopathic doctors or Government PHG, which in

any case are not equipped with anti-venom serum.

Bone Setters and Kempu Yaidya

A few native bone setters are located in each region of South Kanara.

They are popular and many villagers prefer to consult them even when allo¬

pathic doctors or a PHC is nearby. Sham Bhat, a Havik Brahman aged sixty-five,

is a renowned bone setter. During the week he travels throughout the southern¬

most regions of South Kanara District setting bones. He regularly visits

three larger towns and a shopkeeper in each town knows when his next visit

will be. Every Sunday, Sham Bhat can be found at him home near Panaje where

local villagers consult him. Sham Bhat has practised the art of bone setting

for over thirty years and is self taught. He is well respected by the entire
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A Bone-setter sets a fractured arm.

j. A vaidya prepares
medicines to be used
in a decoction for
the cure of kempu.
The barks of seven

trees are carefully-
chopped up and clean¬
ed.
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community and allopathic doctors residing in the Panaje-Vitla region commented

to me favourably about his work. Sham Bhat is consulted by the illiterate

and educated, poor and wealthy alike. He sees between twenty to one hundred

patients a month and depends on bonesetting for a substantial part of his

income.

Sham Bhat's techniques of physiotherapy rely on a keen sense of

anatomy. When a client arrives, sesame seed oil mixed with cinammon and

nutmeg powder is massaged into the area around the broken limb. If any

wound has been caused by a fracture, tamarind powder is sprinkled over it.

Sham Bhat then feels the limb for five to ten minutes and slowly tries to

manipulate it back to its original position. His hand motions are forceful,

rhythmical, and sensitive. He then prepares a cast for the limb so that it

may be orientated in a particular direction.

To make a cast, egg white is mixed with Erachi bark and Muru kaveru

(Latin names not available) leaves. This paste takes about two hours to

harden into a cast. Splints are made with slightly flexible strips of

areca wood and areca sheath is used as an effective bandage and covering for

the cast.

Sham Bhat treats fractures of the arms, legs, hands, and feet, as

well as cases of slipped disc. A fracture is usually treated over the

course of one to two months and he sees his clients once every fortnight

at which time he manipulates the limb, recasting it if necessary. A client

normally pays him Rs.2-5 for each visit. On demand, Sham Bhat supplies

clients with a powder made of Kadamba bark (Anthocephalus kadamba) which is

made into a decoction and taken for limb stiffness. Sham Bhat also treats

cases of kempu by a decoction of QLle kodi (Memecylon amplexicaule) and

Nayi sonangu root (Mueuna pruriens). This decoction is given to all types

of kempu which Sham Bhat considers forms of the ayurvedic diagnostic category

rukta pitta (pitta in the blood).
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Bone setters and kempu vaidya are highly secretive and somewhat

competitive. They are most often Harijans, but a few Brahmans like Sham Bhat,

are also renowned for their treatment. Kempu treatment often combines mantram

with medicines. Most villagers will seek the aide of a kempu vaidya or an

ayurvedic vaidya in cases of red swellings and skin inflammation. If an

allopathic doctor treats the condition and it does not improve within a few

days, this will often be taken as a sign that mantrika treatment is also

required.

Indigenous Midwives

Dai, indigenous midwives, are found in most villages of South

Kanara. Most commonly, it is widowed women over the age of fifty who act

in this capacity. Most of these women will have received training from a

family member, such as their mother or mother's sister. The training she

receives is practical, i.e. going to deliveries, observing, and helping in

mundane ways. The dai in training, however, will not take an active role in

performing deliveries until after she herself has borne a few children.

A woman of any caste may become a dai. and delivery is a time when

caste barriers among non-Brahmans are crosscut. A Billava dai. for example,

may attend to a delivery of an upper caste Bant woman or she may attend a

delivery of a Harijan woman. However, Brahman women rarely become dai

and do not call a dai of another caste to assist them during delivery. A

Brahman woman will be aided by her own house members.

Dai usually work in the proximity of their home and often in the same

homes in which their mother or grandmother performed deliveries. A dai

does not examine a woman during pregnancy and is called only at the time of

the delivery itself. She does not bring any medicines or special tools with

her except for her knife, which she uses for cutting the umbilical cord.
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During a delivery, the woman giving birth is separated from male family

members, but she is not totally secluded from the children and female house

members. Women are discouraged from screaming or shouting during labour and

are expected to bear the pain with dignity. A rope or cloth may be hung from

the rafters for a woman to hold. Strychnine leaves are placed near her to

purify the air and to prevent malevolent spirit attack. Because delivery is

a time of transition, a woman in labour is particularly vulnerable to spirit

attack and an iron knife is placed under her cot for protection.

Most dai have hereditary knowledge of a few herbal medicines which

they may utilize if the woman suffers or has complications during delivery.

Some dai prepare a decoction of Kari .jirige (Vernonia anthelmintics) and

Kshira balli (Latin name unknown) to reduce pain. One dai tied the heating

Shiva Shakti (Gloriosa superba) flower to a woman's left wrist in order to

speed up labour. In cases of severe weakness during labour, a decoction of

Menthe (Fenugreek), Kari jirige. and ghee is prepared and given. Other

medicines which are used by dai have been noted in Appendix C.

When the baby is born, the dai waits until after the expulsion of the

placenta to cut and tie the cord. Because this is done with an unsterilized

iron knife, sepsis commonly develops around the baby's navel. The dai. or a

family member takes the placenta outside and buries it with strychnine leaves

under a coconut tree. This is done in great secrecy so others will not

discover it, for it is a powerful vehicle for mata. Strychnine leaves are

placed on the roof of the house to signal to non-house members that the

delivery has taken place and that the house is now in a state of ritual

pollution.

The bananti will be given a steaming hot bath by the midwife. A

bitter decoction of Kari .jirige or neem leaves will be given to her during
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this time to assist the uterine contractions. The woman must not comment

on the bitterness of the decoction as it is said that this will reduce the

effectiveness of the medicine.

If there is no other woman in the household, the dai will take the

bloody sari and bedsheets of the bananti and wash them. If other women are

present in the house, the dai will take leave of the bananti. A male house

member, usually a husband or brother, will pay the dai either in cash or in

kind. There is no set fee and payment is dependent upon the financial status

of the family, their relationship to the dai. etc. In addition to cash

payment, a dai is often given one kilo of rice and a coconut.

If the baby is born deformed, if it has a misshaped body or an un¬

usually large head, it is said to be a buta. In such a case, the baby's

head will be severed from its body with a shovel, for it is said that if it

is cut off with a knife it will grow back. The two pieces are removed from

the house and buried by a male household member in two separate places in the

house compound. If such a baby is born, it must not be allowed to gaze at

its mother, as its gaze would bring certain death to her. A few local dai

mentioned, when questioned specifically, that they had encountered such buta

babies but they would not comment further about such an inauspicious topic.

If a baby does not breathe properly as soon as it is born, anyone of a

number of procedures may be employed. Commonly, a dai will chew a few kernels

of black pepper or red chillies and then breathe onto the fontanel, netti.

of the childs head. This will send heat to the baby's body and will cause it

to cry. In other cases, the child may be held upright and shaken while warm

water is spilled onto its head. A dai may alternatively stick her finger

down the baby's throat to make it gag. A number of dai noted to me that if

a child still does not breathe it is because its heart and lungs are tight and

closed up. In such a case, it is necessary to force the new-born baby's
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internal heat to expand. To do this a shovel is heated and touched to the

umbilical cord which is still connected to the baby. The baby's shakti is

then set into motion. If a baby seems particularly frail, its body is

rubbed with egg white and red sandalwood paste.

When I interviewed dai I asked them what they would do (or had done)

in cases of a difficult delivery. Most of the dai said that they would

contact a trained PHC midwife. However, when I asked them if they had done

so in the past, the response was unanimously negative. The following

statistics reveal the number of deliveries recorded by the Panaje and Vitla

PHC's in respect to the number of deliveries performed by untrained dai and

trained hospital Auxiliary Nurse Midwives (Table 26).

Table 26 Deliveries Performed by ANMand Dai in Vitla and Panaje Regions

Year Village Births Hospital
ANMs

* Traditional
Dai

%

1973 Vitla 625 287 46 338 54

1974 Vitla 630 297 47 333 53

1974 Panaje 627 293 46.7 334 53

1975 Panaje 338 191 49.2 197 50 J
(Jan-Jul)

According to the statistics, deliveries are almost equally distributed between

indigenous and trained dai. I will discuss the relationship between trained

and untrained dai later.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

ASTROLOGERS AND SOOTHSAYERS

Astrologers, local diviners, and those possessed by deities are

consulted by villagers when they are in doubt as to the cause of an illness

or what action they should take to cure an illness. At present I will concern

myself with astrologers and local diviners who do not rely on possession for

their predictions. Local diviners, balime. may be distinguished from

astrologers, .ivotisher. in that they make use of an astrological facade with¬

out actually analyzing a client's horoscope via the tenets of astrology.

However, only those villagers knowledgeable in astrology actually distinguish

between these two types of diviners.

Astrologers

Most .ivotisher in the southern regions of South Kanara are either

Brahmans or Keratites. Keratites, especially those of the Balyaya caste,

have a reputation for a particular adeptness in the art of astrology.

Astrological prediction is a respected vocation in the region, and in Vitla

sime. a family of Brahman .ivotisher receive respect, mariyada. from the king

before all other Brahmans.

Astrology is usually a hereditary occupation. Training is arduous

and requires a long apprenticeship, a command of mathematics, the memoriz¬

ation of countless sioka, and knowledge of diverse subjects such as civil

engineering, water divining, and the general attributes of the planets .

The Ivotisher's role, for example, requires him to fix the measurements
of temple and house structures according to a system of measurement known
as aya stipulated in the classical work, the Vastu Shulpa. The same work
discusses water divining.
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A command of classical sloka in either Sanskrit or Malayafam is necessary for

a .jyotisher must back up his statements by a battery of classical pronounce¬

ments, if his judgement is to be respected.

A jyotisher must have a wide range of knowledge and experience for

his duties are multifarious. He is asked to calculate suitable days for

"puja. weigh the virtues of Brahman marriage proposals, conduct inquiries into

unusual events, mediate disputes occurring at temples and buta sthana. as well

as determine the cause of individual illness episodes or misfortunes. I

may first note the types of ailments ascribed to the effect of specific

planets and then speak of the jyotisher's role in the mediation of social

disputes and psycho-analysis of personal problems.

A client may ask a jyotisher the name of a planet causing or

influencing the course of his illness. He may also ask for the name of a

plant associated with this planet. Each planet is ascribed a plant which is

a remedy for the ailments caused by that planet's malevolent influence. The

medicinal plants and ailments associated with the nine planets are listed in

Table 27-

Today only a few Brahmans actually utilize the medicinal plant

associated with a planet. However, a special pu.ja known as a Nava Graha

Shanti Homa. is conducted both as a prelude to any auspicious occasion and

as a curative measure for a man suffering from a chronic disease ascribed

to malevolent planets, or the -papa of a past life1. In this latter case,

a homa will be prepared for the afflicted man and he will breathe in the smoke

of the nine plants which are offered to the nine planets through a ritual fire.

The ash of this fire, considered its prasada. is consumed as a self-administered

medicine.

1
During a Brahman's sacred thread ceremony, nine separate bundles containing
eight sticks of each of the planet's plants are offered to a ritual homa.
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Table 27 Correlation Between Planet, Ailments, and Medicinal Plants

Planet Ailment Medicinal Plant

Sun
Ravi

Moon
Chandra

Mercury
Ku.ja

Jupiter
Guru

1) heating complaints
throughout the body.

2) heart pain

1) mental illness
2) in combination with

Mars, menstrual problems

l) skin disease

1) general debility
2) Pitta vitiation

Arka (Sanskrit)
Bkke (Kannada)
Calotropis gigantea

Medicinal use:

cathartic, useful for
asthmatics, for heart
complaints.
Powder of the root is

prepared into an oil
and used for ulcers.
Leaves crushed with

pepper applied to serpent
bite.

Apamarga (Sanskrit)
Uttarane (Kannada)
Achyarenthes aspera

It is a blood coagulator
and blood purifier. It
has a cooling nature and
is used for mental
disorders.

Khadira (Sanskrit)
Kachi (Kannada)
Acacia catechu

Use:
blood purifier.
Ground with honey and ghee.
it is used as demulcent to
wounds and skin infections.

Atti (Sanskrit)
Atti (Kannada)
Picus glomerata
Use:

astringent nature.
Used to control pitta, as

a blood purifier, and with
ghee to soothe burns.
With the barks of three
other Picus varieties, a
decoction is prepared to
bathe skin infections.
Root juice taken for urinary
infections.
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Table 27 (Cont'd)

Planet Ailment Medicinal Plant

Venus
Shukra

Saturn
Shunni

Earth shadow
Rahu

Moon shadow
Ketu

1) worms

2) piles
3) bums
4) sexual problems

1) Vata problems
paralysis

2) nervous disorders
3) epilepsy

1) snake and insect bites
2) paralysis
3) fits

l) causes urinary disorders

Itti (Sanskrit)
Itti (Kannada)
Picus gibbosa

Uses similar to Atti.

Infertility.

Shami

Dicrostachys species

It is a heating plant used
for dismermorhea and

fertility. For rheumatism
and vata complaints.
Useful in nervous disorders.

Amritha Uaj-li (Kannada)
Tinospora cordifolia
Useful as febrifuge.
Reduces pitta.
Joint pains.
Useful in mental complaints.

Durbe (Kannada)
Cynodon dactylon

Relieves urinary
disorders.
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A .jyotisher will also advise a client whose horoscope predicts

illness to make offerings either to a specific planet or to the planets

simultaneously. Offerings are made in accord with the colour ascribed to each

planet. I will list the offerings made to the seven visible planets and

indicate other general properties ascribed to these planets in Table 28.

Table 28 Offerings to and Properties of the Planets

Planet Body
Part
Governed

Colour Offering Taste Sex

Sun bone copper-gold wheat, jaggery pungent male

Moon blood white rice, ghee salt female

Mars marrow blood red red dhal, bitter male

jaggery

Mercury skin green greengram. ghee mixed both

Jupiter fat yellow bengal gram sweet male

sugar

Venus semen white white bean sour female

ghee

Saturn muscle black sesame astringent both

A full hand measure of each grain to be offered to a planet is given

to a Brahman as a divadhana. A divadhana is a gift given only to a Brahman

who regularly performs jappa. When a Brahman accepts this gift he literally

shares with the sponsor of the ritual the trouble which that man is destined

to experience. The idea is that the concentration of this trouble is diluted

by spreading it to Brahmans who will then recite mantra in order to win merit,

punya. which will nullify the destined difficulty. If more than one planet
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is involved, then one Brahman for each planet must be given a separate

divadhana so as not to overload one Brahman with too heavy a burden of papa.

The constellation under which a man is born is also associated with

a particular plant which in turn is thought to be a valuable medicine for him.

A man's constellation plant may be used as a curative or prophylactic agent

for him, as its properties are suited to his prakriti. A man must not pick

the plant associated with his constellation, but should have a friend pick

it for him after a small pu.ja has been perfoimed in its honour. However,

the plant must not be picked during the thirteen and a half days in which its

patron star is reigning. The plant should be cut with a sharp piece of wood

or stone rather than with a metal knife. These constellations and their

medicinal plants are shown in Table 29-

Computation of stellar co-ordinates is only part of the .ivotisher' s

job. The position of planets and stars are often taken as signs, as

indications of general phenomena. The .ivotisher must then use his intuition

to uncover the relevant factors underlying or affecting a particular event.

What this often means is that the .ivotisher uses a dialogue about the position

of heavenly bodies to indirectly probe other states of affairs which could

not otherwise be discussed overtly. This is not to say that he does not rely

on his calculations, but to say that he used his calculations to initiate

discussions of social issues and implicit personal feelings. A .ivotisher

is sensitive to the remarks and gestures of his clients and these intimate

to him clues of actual states of affair. By continually referring to the

effects that planets and stars have on existing conditions, the .ivotisher

encourages his client to somewhat objectify his situation. For example,

in cases of temple disputes, the .ivotisher projects world problems onto a

celestial stage, thereby transforming internal disputes into structural

debates about the properties and characters of stars which may affect a given
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Table 29 The Twenty-seven Constellations and their Medicinal Plants

Constellations Medicinal Plants

1. Asvini Kasarka (Strychnas nox-vomica)
2. Bharani Nelli (Phyllanthus emblica)
3. Tritike Atti (Picus glomerata)
4. Rohini Nerale (Eugenia jambolana)
5. Mriyasira Khadira (Acacia catechu)
6. Arilia Mutte *

7. Punarvasa Bideru (Bambusa arundinacea)
8. Pushya Ashvata (Ficus religiosa)
9- Ashlesha Honne (Mallotus philippinensis)
10. Makka Goli (Ficus bengalensis)
11. Hubba Itti (Ficus gibbosa)
12. Uttara Sanna goli (Ficus retusa)
13. Hasta Ambate (Spondias mangifera)
14. Chitta Thenginakai (Cocus nucifera)
15. Svati Chalungi *

16. Visakha Ankole (Alangium decapetalum)
17. Anuradha Renje (Mimusops elengi)
18. Jyeshtha Sarale *

19. Mula Chandailike (Shorea robusta)
20. Purvashadha Nirumaruva (Terminalia arjuna)
21. Uttarashadha Halasu (Artocarpus heterophyllus)
22. Sravana Ekke (Calotropis gigantea)
23. Dhanishtha Shami (Dicrostachys species)
24. Satatara Kadamba (Anthocephalus kadamba)
25. Purvabhadra Chuta *

26. Uttarabhadra Kaibevu (Melia azadrachta)
27. Rivati Nannali (Hemidesmus indicus)

* Latin name not available
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situation. In such cases an astrologer often acts in the capacity of a

mediator between conflicting parties. If heated unresolvable disputes arise,

the astrologer may state that the stars of the day are inauspicious and a future

meeting will be arranged on a more auspicious occasion. A case study may

illustrate the .jyotisher's methodology:

Case One:

A number of illnesses and unexpected mishaps in a village near
Kasaragod led villagers to consult a local balime. The balime divined
that the trouble was the result of the pollution of a local temple which
had been abandoned by its patron deity. The temple had been neglected
due to poor management. Local balime sought to displace responsibility
for the temples downfall by focusing attention on an unspecified act of
ritual impurity. One balime suggested that the pollution was caused by a
menstruating woman who had entered the temple and another suggested that
it was polluted by a wandering preyta.

The temple, which was managed by Havik Brahmans, attempted to organize
a temple purification ceremony, brahma kalasha, but was unable to perform the
ceremony due to internal disputes among the temple trustees. The trustees
of the temple finally asked a prestigious Shivalli Brahman if he would assist
in the management of the temple. The Shivalli Brahman stated that he
would offer his services only with the full co-operation of all trustees.
An astrological consultation, prashne, was planned in order to predict how
the temple could be renovated and purified. A .jyotisher residing sixty miles
away in Kerala was selected to preside at the consultation.

The nrashne was held on the temple's premises. When the .jyotisher
arrived he was treated with the utmost respect and courtesy. At a time
decreed to be auspicious, assembled villagers prayed for the success of the
prashne and a pu.ja was performed. The .jyotisher drew a rectangular chart
of the day's planetary influences on the tiled floor of the temple's veranda.
He sat next to it and different parties of villagers gathered around him.
The manager of the temple asked the .jyotisher the first question: "Would the
purpose of the day (i.e. organizing temple affairs), be successful?" The
jyotisher replied that because Mars, the patron planet of the temple, and
Mercury, the patron planet of the .jyotisher were alligned, they would be
successful. The .jyotisher then tossed a handful of cowrie shells, using
them as an aid, counted them, pondered for a moment, and then replied that
Saturn was affecting the working limbs (the assembly) of the temple. He
stated: "There are those of you here who are more interested in your own
name than in the temple. If you join together your internal quarrels will
be less and this temple will be powerful. If you do not, sickness and mis¬
fortune will continue. You must solve your internal problems first. When
one has a stomach ache, he must correct vayu first and then pitta. If there
is too much wind or no air, can a fire be lit?"l

Gazing at his chart, the jyotisher next began to indirectly address
different members of the temple committee who were responsible for various
temple affairs. He subtly utilized each planet to refer to a different

The .jyotisher was emphasizing that internal conflict upsetting the temple
committee had to be settled first. Saturn, it may be remembered is assoc¬
iated with vata upset and ailments of the limbs. Pitta referred to the
strength, the internal fire of the temple.
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office or group of people . The moon represented the public, Venus the
temple priest, Mars the temple itself, Jupiter the temple's ancestry,
Mercury the .jyotisher. Rahu the temple's washermen and cooks, Ketu the flag
and reputation of the temple, and the sun (i.e. its guiding light), the
temple's manager. Six hours of discussion ensued. Each interested group
received partial responsibility for the downfall of the temple, but
ultimately, the effect of planetary influences on these interest groups
was blamed. For example, the .jyotisher stated that the sun was aligned with
Saturn and was therefore darkened, shaded by it. This shade caused the
sun, the manager, to be unsure of his direction and unable to offer advice
or to act swiftly.

The .jyotisher continually insisted that Saturn's malevolent effect
on the temple must be recognized and that internal disputes among the temple
trustees must be settled before the temple could be purified. Finally,
the manager asked the .jyotisher if a money dispute was the cause of the
difficulty. After a shuffle of the shells, the .jyotisher replied that this
was the case. A debate between two parties of trustees began. The
.jyotisher remained silent until he was directly consulted and was asked to
make a prediction on a particular point.

The dispute involved a family whose son was a popular lawyer who had
recently purchased land and had built a small family temple. Two years prior
to this prashne. a temple meeting had been called and donations for a brahma
kalasha ritual had been requested. As the lawyer was away on business, the
younger brother of the lawyer had attended the meeting. He had made a
donation of the same amount as the others submitted. A faction of the

temple became angry because the donation was not large enough in proportion
with their estimation of the family's wealth. This incident caused a
dispute in the temple committee and the ritual was not performed. The anti-
lawyer faction of the committee insulted his family and refused to attend any
of their ritual functions. The family in turn became angiy and refused to
have anything to do with the temple. The manager asked the .jyotisher,
"Should the lawyer's family have to pay a penalty to be reinstated in the
temple?"

The .jyotisher reminded those gathered that the welfare of the temple
and, moreover, the welfare and the health of the entire community was at
stake. He tossed his shells, paused, and then stated that it was the effect
of Saturn that had caused both parties to think of their own interests.
Because both parties had acted selfishly, each must make concessions if the
temple were to regain its status. He stated that both parties must work
towards the temple, rather than against each other. At the end of the
.jyotisher' s monologue it became apparent that should these parties not reach
reconciliation, future problems would be considered their responsibility.
As a result, the lawyer's family agreed to make a handsome donation to the temple,
as a gift, and not as a penalty. The members of the temple committee who
had initially opposed the lawyer, were also obliged to make donations, and to
attend the family's rituals in the future.

An allocation of particular planets to specific individuals or groups is
dependent upon the day's planetary influences and the character of
particular planets in respect to social position.
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Consultation of a .jyotisher focuses attention on the villager's

relationship to the universe at large. Moreover, a consultation alters the

villager's everyday conception of self as he is made more aware of those

influences on him outside his normal comprehension; influences that he

accepts as real but which he may know little about. By an awareness of the

complexities of the universe through the eyes of the specialist, the villager

gains a degree of freedom from the responsibility of his own acts; he is

able to talk about these acts no longer having to bear full responsibility

for them.

Soothsayers

Balime are more numerous than .ivotisher, often practicing exorcism

on the side, and catering mostly to illiterate non-Brahmans. No caste in

particular is relegated to the vocation of balime and they are commonly found

among the Sthanik Brahman, Bant, Billava, and Nalike castes. Training is,

in most cases, hereditary.

The procedure of balime and .ivotisher is somewhat similar. During

a consultation, if a .ivotisher is asked a question, he will consult the stars

by throwing cowrie shells. After throwing a handful of shells, a jyotisher

will divide them into multiples of four and will plot the number of sets of

four, plus any remainder, on a chart representing the planetary position of

the day. Counting will begin from the reigning planet of the day. Balime

mimick this shell tossing procedure, but pay less attention to the actual

relationship between planets as indicated by the toss. More commonly,

predictions of balime tend to involve a client's relationship with buta.

ancestors, or enemies, rather than his relationship with stars or planets.

When dealing with illiterate villagers, .jyotisher also utilize this type of
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prediction substituting the name of but a or preyta for malevolent stars and

planets.

Each balime has developed his own method of exploring his client's

fears, hopes, and social schisms. Balime and .jyotisher share a common

assertive nature and a talent to make their predictions flexible enough to fit

most circumstances"'". They are able to alter an original prediction with

amazing sublety. I will preface my discussion of balime by two case studies.

Case Two:

A Bant woman and her married daughter travelled to a village thirty
miles from their own in order to consult a somewhat famous Billava caste balime.

They entered the balime's house and waited amongst other clients for a con¬
sultation. When their time came, the daughter arose and placed Rs.3 next
to the balime's chart of the day's planetary influences. She was obviously
quite nervous and complained of weakness, sleeplessness, and dreams. The
balime consulted his shells, and said that these were caused by a water
spirit, .jala yakshi. He instructed her not to eat fish for a month and to
rub her head with mantrified ghee, which he gave to her.

This consultation did not satisfy the woman's mother who frowned and
approached the balime. The balime picked up a handful of shells and before
she could speak, he asked her the name of her village. As she told him, he
tossed the shells. He studied them for a moment, and then stated that
someone was making mata against her daughter. The mother's face lit up and
she glanced knowingly at her daughter. The mother then asked who was making
this mata. The balime asked her to think of a name. He then tossed his
shells and confirmed her suspicions without specifying a name.

The woman then asked what should be done. After consulting his
shells, the balime instructed the daughter to remain at her mother's home
for the time being. She was told to contact a mantravadi and to acquire
protection from him. She was to remain at her mother's house until an
illness occurred at_her husband's house. By this comment, the balime
indirectly linked mata to the daughter's affines, by suggesting that sickness
would occur in their house when mata was reversed, by the mantravadi. The
balime then asked the daughter if she had dreamt of a cobra. She replied
in the affirmative and was instructed to place a small stone cobra idol in
a patch of forest relegated to cobra worship, naga bana. near to the balime's
house. She was instructed to visit this place yearly and to make offerings
to the stone idol.

A diviner is aggressive when enacting his role. However, many of these
specialists adopt a subdued personality before and after a consultation,
in this way differentiating their role behaviour.
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I later found out that the daughter had no children, although she had

been married for five years, and that she was very anxious about this state

of affairs. She lived with her husband, but was unhappy because of ill feel¬

ings between herself and her husband's younger sister. This younger sister

was married, but had returned to her mother's house with her children. The

two women were constantly bickering and were jealous of each other. The

woman's sister-in-law had made derogatory remarks to her about her child¬

lessness. Her mother and brother were now urging her to return home, but

she did not wish to leave her husband.

I asked the balime about this case at a later date, and found that

although he did not know the family, his assessment of the situation was quite

perceptive. He stated that young women who complained of restless sleep and

dreaming most often had a desire for children, or were anxious about sexual

relationships. He had guessed that mata was involved in the case for two

reasons. First, the women had consulted a balime a considerable distance

from their homes although they could have consulted any one of numerous

balime who lived close by. He told me that many clients suspecting mata

consulted balime far from their homes in order to keep the affair secret.

The second reason why he suspected mata. and the daughter's affines in

particular, was that she was accompanied by her mother and her mother had taken

the initiative in asking further questions about mata.

A second case involves a famous Shivalli Brahman who combined the

practices of balime. .ivotisher. and mantravadim. This specialist was

ninety years old and had been practising divination in his home near Panaje

for over fifty years.
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Case Three:

On one occasion, the diviner in question was consulted by a young
Shivalli Brahman agriculturist who resided in a joint family which had
officially been divided, but which in actuality had remained intact due to
economic pressures. This Brahman approached the diviner, placed Rs.5
in front of him and directly asked him what illness his wife was suffering
from. The diviner tossed his shells, glanced at him, and promptly said that
she was suffering from a stomach complaint. The client replied that it was
not her stomach that was troubling her but her head. The diviner again
glanced at his shells and said that he was mistaken and that his wife was

suffering from cavi. He then stated that cavi had affected her thinking
and made her feel pains in her head.

The client replied that eight days prior his wife had had a still¬
birth and for three days afterwards had experienced fits. He asked if she
was suffering from sutaka vayu or if a buta was involved. The balime again
tossed his shells, carefully placed them in a configuration, and studied
them. After a few moments, he stated that the client's wife had originally
been troubled by sutaka vayu. but was now troubled by cavi. He further
stated that the still-birth was due to a brahma rakshasa. The client beamed
and again asked if buta were not also involved. The diviner glanced at his
shells and added that some buta had joined with the brahmalakshasa. but that
once the brahma rakshasa was dealt with, the buta would cause no further
trouble.

The client asked if he should go to Dharmastala or Guruvayu temple
to make offerings. The diviner tossed his shells and replied that he should
go to Dharmastala after his wife recovered and that he should take her with
him and perform a seva. He instructed the client to consult a doctor or a
vaidya about his wife's case. The client asked what doctor or vaidya he
should consult and whether or not he should consult a doctor in Puttur. The
diviner consulted his shells and replied that he should not take her to Puttur,
but that he should consult a vaidya in the southerly direction, i.e. Panaje.
He then gave the client mantrafied busma which would protect his wife against
further brahma rakshasa trouble. He told him to return in a week with a

tender coconut and a sheet of copper foil, indicating that_he would give him
further protection by making a yantra against the brahma rakshasa. The
client seemed quite satisfied and asked the balime to write his findings on a
slip of paper.

As I had developed a close relationship with this diviner I asked him

afterwards what he thought of this man. The diviner replied that when he told

the man that cavi was the cause of his wife's ill health, he was not satisfied.

If he had been, his next question would have concerned the type of treatment

that his wife should take or whether her current treatment would be successful.

Instead he had asked about buta. Through a series of comments the diviner

inferred that if he was not satisfied with an answer of cavi. then he wished

to use buta attack as part of a strategy to influence family opinion. He
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guessed that the client came from a poor joint family- He told me that if

such was the case it was difficult for one brother to ask for money to cover

a personal need. In this case, the need might not only be for medicine but

to enable him and his wife to go on a pilgrimage in order to set her mind at

ease"*". Now that a brahma rakshasa was involved it was the obligation of

the whole family to act on the woman's behalf. The situation would have to

be dealt with as a family affair as other family members might be struck

next.

Comments on Divination

Diviners take cognizance of signs which reveal client's implicit fears,

anxieties, and unverified suppositions. The case studies cited focus

attention on the diviner's attentiveness in observing gestures, emotional

responses, the content and order of a client's questions and the way in which

these questions are phrased. A diviner furthermore utilizes the knowledge

of a client's native place, caste, and occupation in making predictions. For

example, balime residing near Panaje know that Panaje villagers are presently

concerned about buta attack. I noted in Part One that a village buta nema

has not been performed for the last three years in Panaje and that villagers

fear that the village buta are causing sickness as a sign of their anger.

Diviners also know the patron buta of various castes in an area and they

recognize that villagers involved in occupations which are competitive common¬

ly suspect mata and dristhi as causes of their difficulties.

Some signs are obvious to the diviner. I noted in Chapter Eight that

mata is indicated by a sequential order of mishaps proceeding from domestic

Pilgrimage is one of the only times that a Brahman living in a joint family
can leave his home and be alone with his wife.
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animals to children to women, etc. When a diviner hears mishaps presented in

such a sequence, he is relatively sure of his client's suspicion of mata.

When a client complains of a feeling of a ball in the stomach and loss of

appetite, this is a sure sign of kai visha suspicion. This feeling of a

ball in the stomach is characteristic of both kai visha and an internal

disorder treated by vaidya called gulma. The client's consultation with the

diviner in itself indicates that he fears foul play on the part of a family

member or someone close enough to him to poison his food. Anxiety associated

with semen loss, sexual frigidity, or childlessness is easily recognized by

characteristic complaints of weakness, loss of appetite, poor sleep, leukorrhea,

dreams about the opposite sex, and in the case of women, dreams about cobra.

Recent social changes have created syndromes recognized by the diviner.

All diviners andmantravadi whom I developed a close relationship with noted a

marked increase in mata cases since the Land Reform Act began to be enforced.

I noted in Chapter Two that a result of the Land Reform Act has been that

landowners have begun to fear that workers will try to claim the land they work

on as their own. Workers could conceivably file for land they have worked

on for several years, although they are not actually tenants. Tenants, on

the other hand, fear that landowners will try to chase them off the land,

thus depriving them of their newly granted rights. This situation has caused

mutual distrust between workers and land owners and this distrust is often

expressed in terms of mata suspicion. This increase in mata suspicion has

coincided with a decrease in social stability"''.
In those villages where a village buta cult is still strong, such an

increase in mata and social instability is less marked. Diviners recognize

1
Marwick (1965) and Leiban (i960; 1967) et al. have pointed out that
witchcraft accusation is often linked to the failing of a system of
social control.
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this syndrome and claim that this is so because in villages with a strong buta.

villagers are afraid to perform mata lest it come to the attention of the buta

which might then be angered at such transgressions. It could also be argued

that buta kola and nema provide an opportunity for workers to express their

misgivings against landlords in a controlled situation. With the loss of

this opportunity, repressed aggression is feared.

Diviners have devised subtle techniques of inference. Each diviner

has his own range of favourite predictions. These predictions are not hap¬

hazard, but are structured so as to orientate his client's thoughts, toward or

away from, a particular domain of social interaction, or a specific respons¬

ibility and obligation. For example, the suggestion that an ancestor or a

family buta is involved in a case, directs a non-Brahman's attention to family

responsibilities and obligations. A prediction that Saturn, a roaming preyta,

or a homeless buta. is involved in a case, displaces attention from the pos¬

sibility that a mishap has been caused by a specific outstanding promise to a

buta. Likewise, guilt and anxiety over childlessness may be somewhat reduced

by reference to the curse of a cobra or the planets.

A diviner must use his discretion in selecting a prediction which will

enable his client to adopt a role suitable to his needs. In fact, a diviner's

success depends on his role selecting abilities, in keeping with a client's

expectations or plan of problem solving. The diviner's predictions cannot be

random because he is dealing with a subtle manipulation of responsibility. For

example, a woman suffering from an illness or unwanted spirit possession may

consult a diviner in an attempt to focus attention on a schism inside her family.

The prediction that mata is the cause of her misfortunes is anticlimatic.

Such a prediction would result in family members banding together against out¬

side enemies. Responsibility for her misfortune would be displaced outside of

the family instead of being focused inside it. Family solidarity would
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momentarily be achieved by an anti-mata ritual, but root problems inside the

family would remain. I observed one such case of unsuccessful divination.

Case Four:

A Nayaka caste man, his wife, and their two daughters of marriage¬
able age, worked as agricultural labourers at the Areca-nut Research Station
in Vitla. No attempt had been made to seek a marriage alliance for either
of the two daughters although one had reached the age of twenty-five. The
father was very fond of drinking and seemed unable to save or borrow money
for his daughter's dowry. One night he returned home to find his wife in
a state of hysteria over some derogatory remark a neighbour had made about her
daughters. Her husband was ill-tempered and beat her with one of his sandals.
Two days later, the woman developed fainting spells and began to shout in her
sleep. After this had continued for one week, her husband became concerned
and consulted a local balime who predicted that mata had been made against the
family and that a shanti homa costing Rs.50 should be performed. On hearing
this prediction his wife and youngest daughter became possessed. Sporadic
possessions occurred for the next two weeks, despite attempts by a local
mantravadi to exorcize the spirit possessing them. Finally, the possessed
daughter spoke and claimed that she was the spirit of an unmarried ancestor who
desired a husband and to be fed. She drank an immense quantity of water,
two gallons, indicative of her thirst, i.e. her desire. A ritual preyta
marriage and food was promised to her and as soon as the promise was made,
both women ceased their possession. The ritual marriage was performed a few
weeks later, and a marriage prospect for the eldest daughter was suggested by
her mother's brother who heard of the incident and who was afraid that she
would be unable to marry if her possession became common knowledge among other
caste members in the region.

In this case the possession of the women was catalyzed by an unviable

prediction made by a diviner. If this prediction had been acted upon it

would have directed attention away from the problem at hand and wasted a

considerable sum of money. Possession rectified the situation.

The examples cited thus far are representative of some of the more

dramatic cases with which a balime or .jyotisher is faced. Not all cases are

this complex and indeed, a diviner's day is often filled with mundane cases

concerning the best location for a cattle shed, the best time to apply for a

loan, which doctor or practitioner to consult for a particular illness, or

whether or not a medicine already administered will prove effective. In such

cases, a simple answer or an assurance is enough to satisfy the client, and a

consultation only lasts a few minutes, during which time only Rs. 1 or 2 change

hands.
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Of special interest to us at present is the diviner's function as a

referral agency. In many cases, a client will ask a diviner for a name of

a practitioner or a type of medicine which will prove effective in his case.

Most diviners will ask a client to think of a specialist and will affirm their

choice thus buttressing their faith in the practitioner. Others will direct

the client to a practitioner in a particular direction without specifically

naming him. However, some diviners take a more active role in allocating

specific illnesses to particular practitioners. For example, one balime

I observed near Sullia, referred clients to either ayurvedic vaidya or

allopathic doctors depending on their physiological symptoms and economic

capacity. He sent fever cases to allopathic doctors while referring stomach

complaints, joint pains, and paralysis to ayurvedic vaidya. Mental complaints

were sent to a nearby mantravadi.

The Shivalli Brahman balime living near Panaje made similar referrals.

He personally dealt with cases requiring mantravadim. but referred psychological

cases to a vaidya famous for treating mental problems as dosha imbalances. He

also sent most cases involving illnesses of the stomach or limbs to an ayur¬

vedic vaidya in Panaje, but referred fever cases and serious illnesses to

allopathic doctors. The balime himself was being treated by ayurvedic and

allopathic medicines. He saw no schism between these systems of medicine

and in fact did not view them as opposing. He remarked that ayurveda treated

man as a whole, but allopathy treated his symptoms. If man lived his life

according to shastra then there would be no need for allopathy; but man did

not. Because man did not obey laws, a police force was necessary. He

analogized allopathic medicine with police action. He further remarked that

just as police did not correct a man's nature, only his crimes, so allopathy

treated man's symptoms but did not correct their underlying causes. If these
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causes were not treated, then as soon as one symptom or crime was mitigated,

another would arise elsewhere in the body.

I may finally note that jyotisher and balime are considered to have

special powers of inference. The extent of these powers varies from specialist

to specialist and many diviners claim inspiration and powers from guru or

personal deities. As diviners have varying powers, a villager may consult

more than one, especially if the first diviner's prediction does not meet with

his approval or expectations. The consultation of a series of diviners is

not uncommon and is much like the process of approaching courts of appeal in

the hope of reaching a favourable verdict. However, the process is costly

and considered dangerous. Pees vary in accordance with the fame of the

diviner and may range from one to several hundred rupees. Furthermore, many

villagers stated that it was dangerous to consult a number of diviners in a

case which had already been divined as involving an angry deity. The deity

might become more displeased with a man's rejection of the signs perceived by

the original diviner.

In serious cases, a diviner residing a considerable distance away from

a party desiring his services will be chosen. Distance insures impartiality

and objectivity of the diviner's reading of the stars. Moreover, distance

augments the mystique of the diviner and his powers of intuition. The same

is true of distant pilgrimage sites. A local proverb captures this "distance

mystique" by stating: "Hittali gida maddalla". "A plant in the courtyard is

not a medicine".
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

MANTRAVARIM

The Atharva Veda, a compendium of charms and herbal regimen,

anatomical description, and metaphoric-metonymic relationships, is an

index of early medical ideology"'". The text is both a source of mantrika

and ayurvedic curative practices. According to scholars of Indian medical

history (Karanbelkar, 1961, 51-53) the two curative systems based on herbs

and charms, rivalled each other with the mantrika system originally being

the more popular. These systems were gradually merging and later works

such as the Kaushika Sutra illustrate further signs of this mutual accommo¬

dation. Ayurveda became more acceptable to the general public by encompassing

notions of spirits, charms, etc. Mantravadim became more complex due to the

influence of ayurveda as well as the influence of seers who constructed mantra

2
and yantra in keeping with subtle philosophic conceptualizations .

Prom an early date, South Kanara mantrayadi studied in Kerala where

strong traditions of ayurveda and mantravadim flourished. They transcribed

the teachings of the guru into a script known as Tulu lipi: a script akin

to Malayalam and used only for this purpose and not for mundane transactions

or record keeping. Mantravadi who originally received their training in

Kerala, passed down this acquired knowledge second hand to their kin and

disciples. Often, an understanding which had been gained by a father was

1
In the Arthava Veda disease and spirit attack are linked and plants are
named which are associated with both the warding off of spirit attack and
the curing of diseases.

2
Consider for example, Samkara's treatise the Saundharya-Lahari. This work
contains a number of complex yantra.
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lost to a son who became efficient in the craft of making yantra or perform¬

ing rituals without an understanding of the principles underlying these

practices.

Today one finds three types of mantravadi in South Kanara:

1. Those who practice a rudimentary form of mantravadim. which has

been little affected by Brahmanic or ayurvedic influence.

2. Mantravadi who perform rituals influenced by Brahmanic conceptual¬

izations, but who practise mantravadim as a craft.

Mantravadi who follow and understand the system of mantravadim

contained in classical texts.

The first variety of mantravadi are primarily Harijans, the second,

Shudras, and the third, Brahmans, but exceptions do exist. I may briefly

document how these mantravadi treat cases of mata. dristhi. possession, etc.

I will proceed from rudimentary to more complex techniques. In order to

describe these techniques and the mantravadi who use them, I will present

case studies. These cases represent only a small sample of the numerous

styles of mantravadim practiced in South Kanara.

Chomu

Chomu, a fifty year old Nalike, is a part-time mantravadi residing

in a village near Vitla. His specialities are treatment of children's pide

attack and pakki kadapu. When not working as a mantravadi, Chomu is an agri¬

cultural labourer who spends a great deal of his free time at a local toddy

shop. He learnt his skills of mantravadim from his father when he was in

his late teens. Chomu treats between five and fifty cases a month, and he

shrewdly estimates a client's means before charging him for his services.

Chomu performs pide exorcism ceremonies for clients whose children

are troubled by periodic fever, persistent bouts of diarrhoea, or poor
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A Mantravadi performs a shanti homa for the benefit of a client who desires
to be cured of a prolonged illness thought to be caused by sorcery.
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development. During this ritual he places a clay pot of kumkum water and

a clay pot of charcoal water, each having three lit wicks protruding from

their mouths, next to the child in question. Then he takes a piece of cloth

soaked in oil and lights it in front of the child's face. As the cloth blazes

and the child gasps or cries, Chomu simultaneously sprinkles water from the

two pots onto the burning cloth and the child. Then while muttering a mantra,

taught to him by his father, he takes the wicks from the two pots and places

them on a rice ball lying nearby on a banana leaf. This rice ball is then

carried to a place where three paths meet.

This sequence of acts serves to transfer ritually the pide and its ill

effects from the body of the child to the rice ball. Fire mediates this

transfer from the body to the red and black pots which represent the heating,

and dark tamasa nature of the pide. The burning wicks then mediate a transfer

of these characteristics to the rice ball which is then placed in a location

of transition and disorientation. Chomu carries out a similar ritual for

victims of buta attack, but instead of a cloth, a cock is sacrificed and its

blood is dripped onto the rice ball or its flesh is cooked into a curry and

then left at the junction of three paths.

After this initial pide exorcism is performed, Chomu gives the child

a mixture of black Tulasi leaves, Pancha -patre (Artemesia species), IshvaJa

balli (Aristolochia indica), and garlic. These are common medicines which are

used for children's illnesses by all villagers. Chomu then circles the

child's head anti-clockwise with mustard seeds and chillies which he then

burns in a fire. This act withdraws the heating effects of the pide attack

and is similar to the anti-dristhi ritual performed daily by women in their

homes.

In cases of pakki kadapu, Chomu catches a bat of the opposite sex

of the child he is treating. Then while muttering a mantra he lights a fire
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and boils the bat in oil. The child must eat the meat of this bat in small

quantities over the next month and the bat oil is massaged into the child's

limbs. It may be recalled that pakki kadapu is commonly thought to be

caused by a bird crossing over a child. The symptoms of pakki kadapu are

wheezing sounds like a bird, limbs drawn tightly into the body (vaguely

resembling wings) and often night blindness. These symptoms share similar¬

ities and contrasts with a bat's physical characteristics. The child is

similar to the bat in the sense that its limbs are tucked inwards toward the

trunk like wings and because its sound is similar to a bat. A bat's character¬

istics contrast with the child's, however, in that its movements are agile and

it can see in the dark. Difference is again stressed by a bat of an opposite

sex being utilized for the cure.

Chomu also treats cases of odi vata. sudden burning sensations in the

joints accompanied by swelling and possible fever. Odi is described as a

type of small buta who inhabits the borders of paddy fields. Chomu draws a

Ganapathi mandala. a six pointed star enclosed in one or a number of circles,

and places a coconut and a small oil lamp in the centre. A chicken is cut

over the coconut and then the coconut is cracked open while a mantra is

recited"^. A metonymic relationship is presumed between the opening of the

coconut and the opening of the body releasing the odi buta which is causing

the symptoms. Odi is then thought to be appeased by the blood offering.

Following this ritual, . Ekke (Calotropis gigantea), Garada patala (Rawolfia

serpentina), Nannari (Hemidesmus indica), and Chertikku (Clerodendorn puramasiade)

root, are all ground in cow's urine, and the paste is applied locally to the ailing

Brahmans call odi vata as sandhi vata (joint vata) and they perform a
similar ritual utilizing a sudarshana mandala. placing red flowers on the
coconut instead of offering a fowl.
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Kamala

A few dristhi cases are brought to Chomu but more commonly they are

brought to Kamala, a Billava widow who rolls beedies for a livelihood.

Kamala is middle aged, has three children, and is well liked by her neighbours.

Kamala was taught mantra for dristhi by her father who had spent ten years in

Kerala working as a contract labourer. He had acquired knowledge of these

mantra and a few medicines by offering gifts to a Keralite mantravadi.

Kamala treats between five and ten dristhi cases a week. Mothers

with children who develop boils, rashes, or recurrent fevers, or with children

who stammer or have difficulty in walking consult Kamala. Kamala tells

clients that they can expect quick results from her treatment if a child is

brought to her soon after a dristhi attack has occurred and a mother recog¬

nizes that her own efforts have failed. If Kamala's efforts fail, she suggests

that the child may have received dristhi while in the mother's womb itself.

In such a case, she is unable to cure the child and suggests that it be

brought to a vaidya for treatment. She asks no money for her treatment, but

usually receives Rs.l or 2 as a gift for her services.

When a child is brought, Kamala silently recites a mantra over a cup

of water and a black string. The string is then tied around the child's

waist or wrist and the water is poured over its head. The mother is asked

to bring her child back in three to seven days at which time a full bath is

given to the child with mantrified water. If the child is still suffering

from illness, she will place a paste of the leaves of En.jiru (Cleistanthus

collinus), Nekki (Vitex negundo), and strychnine on the child's head and she

will instruct the child's mother to reapply this leaf paste on the child's
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head for three nights . Nekki is commonly used in cases of vata. strychnine

leaves in cases of pitta and for blood purification, and En.jiru for the

treatment of boils.

Udapa

Cases of buta attack or mata are generally brought to more renowned

mantravadi either prior to or following the consultation of balime. Each

popular mantravadi I studied had his own mode of treating such cases. Some

mantravadi rely solely on the assistance of patron deities and others perf¬

ormed elaborate rituals designed to counterveil negative influences.

Udupa, a Bant aged forty, is a literate paddy agriculturist and

mantravadi living in a village seven miles from Vitla. He received Shiva

2
siddhi after living with a mantravadi in Mysore who was known to his father .

Upon returning to South Kanara twenty-one years ago, he constructed a shrine

to his patron deities, Durga and Annapa. He performs pu.ja to these deities

regularly and in the last ten years the buta has come to be regarded as power¬

ful by villagers in the Vitla-Bantval area.

Udupa is consulted by thirty to one hundred clients a week with

various problems ranging from mata and dristhi to missing persons and cases

of spirit attacks. He normally sees clients on Fridays and Sundays. On

these days he performs pu.ja and sits inside the Durga shrine located in the

front room of his tiled house. Villagers wishing to consult him gather

1 Medicines are commonly applied to the head to cool the body by drawing
undesired dosha or overheat out of the body. An adjunct strategy used in
curing is to place medicine at a point on the body which is opposite to the
afflicted area in order to reorientate heat or a vitiated dosha. For example,
an oil may be placed on the arch of the foot to relieve headache, medicine
for piles may be externally applied in the umbilical region, and medicine
for toothache on the right side of the mouth may be placed in the left ear.

2 Siddhi here denotes the performing of tapas to Shiva and mastering the power
of Shiva mantra enabling one to use the powers of Shiva.
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outside the shrine room on an enclosed veranda. There, a photo is displayed

of Udupa sitting on a tiger skin meditating.

Udupa is personable and confident. His consultations are held in an

atmosphere that is at once serious yet informal. Clients sit and chat a few

feet away from where a consultation is in progress, and Udupa strikes up

conversations with them on mundane subjects between consultations.

During a consultation, a client will tell Udupa his problem and what he

suspects is causing it. He will also tell him the findings of any balime he

has consulted. Udupa listens but asks few if any questions. After a client

has finished, Udupa closes his eyes and relies on his powers of intuition

gained from siddhi. He then tells his client if his suspicions are right or

wrong. To negate malevolent forces, Udupa silently murmurs mantram over a

black thread or he makes a simple yantra on a copper sheet which will be

inserted into an amulet to be worn by the client. He gives the client holy

water, tirta. and prasada from Durga and assures him that his problem will

be taken care of. Udupa does not regularly conduct rituals or homa to

counterveil negative influences, but relies on his patron deva and buta to

protect and rectify the problems of his clients. In the cases that I witness¬

ed, clients left Udupa's shrine reassured and confident of this protection.

There is no set fee for Udupa's services and each villager makes his own

offering in accord with his economic position and the severity of the case.

Udupa is famed for his treatment of villagers with mental upsets. He

treats such clients at his home and villagers will sometimes leave an afflicted

family member with him for weeks at a time. If the afflicted acts in a wild

manner, he is shackled and threatened by Udupa who states that a buta or preyta

has entered his body and must be exorcized via the power of his patron deities.

If the afflicted villager co-operates with Udupa, he is treated mildly and is

allowed to roam in and out of the shrine and to converse with neighbours and
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clients as they come and go. In this case it is said that the spirits causing

the man to act in an unusual manner have been controlled by Durga and have

become her devotees. In a similar manner the client becomes a devotee of

Udupa during his stay. At the shrine the client is given a new role and is

freed from responsibility for his past acts.

Udupa administers ayurvedic tablets to some of his clients who have

mental upsets, disturbing dreams, depression, or fits of hysteria. When I

first asked what these tablets were,I was told that they were a tonic. I

later found out through an ayurvedic shopkeeper in Mangalore that Udupa

purchased a regular supply of ready made Rauwolfia serpentina tablets. This

plant is an effective hypotensive agent, which grows wild in South Kanara.

To illustrate Udupa's method of dealing with a villager having a

serious mental upset, I may cite a case study:

An ayurvedic vaidya in Mangalore was called by a friend whose
brother-in-law had suddenly turned psychotic. He wanted to take the
man to Mysore where a relative ran a small nursing home and he hoped that
by this relative's influence he could have the man admitted to the
Bangalore Mental Hospital. He asked for the vaidya's assistance and some
drugs to calm the man as he had already caused extensive damage in his
house. The vaidya went to his friend's house, but the man could not be
subdued and would not take any medicine or food. The vaidya knew that Udupa
lived about ten miles away and suggested that they first try to take the man
there on some pretext. On the way to Udupa's house, the man ran into a chai
shop where he flew into a rage, broke tables and chairs,and was bodily dragged
out by villagers after a scuffle. At this point the man was panic stricken
and allowed others to take him to Udupa's house.

Udupa sat inside his shrine and he beckoned the man to sit in front
of him. With a forceful grip he grabbed hold of the man's right hand and
stared into his eyes for several moments. Then he began chanting mantram
and circling the man's head with burning incense. At first the mantram
were in a high pitch and gradually they lowered and became calmer. The
afflicted man also became calm_and the grip on his hand was released. He
was given tirta and Durga prasada. Up till this point, Udupa had said
nothing directly to him. The man suddenly turned to his relatives and said,
"I will stay with my guru", and he prostrated in front of the shrine.

The man remained in the shrine for the next several weeks. During
this time he performed daily worship to Durga. For the first few days he
was administered tablets of Rauwolfia serpentina, but after a week these
were no longer needed. He returned home, continued conducting daily Durga
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pu.ja. and to date has had no relapse. It may be noted that at the time of
his upset, he had suffered a considerable financial loss and was involved
in heated disputes with his brothers.

Shankara

Shankara, a Havik Brahman residing in a village near Kasaragod, is

a mantravadi who underwent a formal apprenticeship in mantravadim while a

brahmachariya. At the age of eleven, his family sent him to live with a

renowned Nambudri mantravadi in Kerala for ten years. During that time he

studied the techniques of his guru and classical texts on mantravadim written

in Sanskrit and Malayalam. He returned to South Kanara, and for many years

his services were contracted by clients in Kerala, Coorg, and Tamil Nadu.

At present, Shankara is eighty eight years old and is in the process

of instructing his eldest son in mantravadim. This son is intelligent, a

graduate holding a degree in Kannada and an orator of classical drama, giving

him a proficiency in classical parables and the art of persuasion. Shankara,

his sons, and their wives live in a comfortable thatched roof house, are

tenants of an areca garden owner, and have a few acres of durcast land which

they farm. The family is not wealthy and agricultural labour is performed by

family members and not by hired workers. Mantravadim augments the family's

income, but is not its only means of support.

Despite his advanced age and physical debility, Shankara's mental

faculties are keen and his stamina extraordinary. He maintains a rigorous

routine of nu.ia performance and treats between fifty to one hundred clients

a month. These clients come from the local community as well as from

considerable distances away. Approximately 75 per cent of his clients have

consulted balime or .jyotisher prior to seeing him and have sought him out as

a ritual expert in order to carry out specified tasks. Shankara is a per¬

fectionist in performing rituals, in drawing elaborate mandala, and in chanting
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Sanskrit sloka. He also has considerable expertise in the preparation of

folk medicine for mental complaints. I may briefly describe Shankara's

techniques by an examination of four common cases.

Case 1:

A Karadi Brahman complained of a thief robbing his areca-nut garden.
The suspected thief was the son of a neighbouring Brahman and he did not wish
to cause their families to quarrel. It was the son, he claimed, who was
corrupt, not the family. The following action was taken by Shankara:

a) A pot of turmeric and lime water (a red mixture) was placed into a homa
made of the caustic Kanabitti wood and strychnine wood. These two trees are
associated with mantrika ceremonies and represent the tamasa guna.

b) As the red solution boiled, a piece of cloth touched by the suspected
thief was thrown into the pot along with an idol of a man, made of Kanabitti
wood. The thief's name was written on it. This set up a metonymic relation¬
ship with the idol and the thief through fire and blood, represented by the
red solution.

c) The idol was removed and mantram were chanted over it. The client was
told to bury the idol under his kitchen hearth and light a fire of paddy husk
over it for three days. Then he was to bury it in his garden. If the thief
returned within forty eight days he would develop high fever or be caught.

The hearth is the cornerstone of the family. The fire of paddy husk
symbolizes the destruction of that which is unnecessary. In this case, the
client wanted good relations to be maintained with his neighbours but wished
to destroy only the unneeded husk, the thief, produced by his neighbour's
family.

Case 2:

A Havik who lived seventy miles from the mantravadi had a son of
marriageable age. His wife's brother had a daughter who he wished to marry
to his son. He had already hinted at this marriage and the boy had grown fond
of the girl. The boy's father did not want the marriage to take place for sev¬
eral reasons and wished assistance in changing the boy's feelings towards the
girl so that another marriage might be arranged for him. The mantravadi
took the following action:

a) He gave the father a vidivihana yantra for his son to wear. This yantra
would create a schism between his son and the girl.

b) A small piece of Chitra mulla (Plumbago zeylanica) root was to be admin¬
istered to the couple while they were together. This root was to have been
plucked from the southwesterly direction and had to have been buried in
buffalo dung for three days and then dried. It was to be powdered and placed
in their food. If the man found a suitable girl for his son he would have
to acquire another Chitra mulla root picked from a northerly direction and should
repeat the procedure. In this case a different yantra. a sukuma yantra should
replace the vidivishana yantra. The southwest, as we have already seen, is
associated with disjuncture, and the north with fruition. Chitra mulla is a
plant known for its heating properties.
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Case 3-

An Acharaya living in a village twenty miles away from the mantra-
vadi was sent to consult Shankara by a .jyotisher. According to family members,
who accompanied him, his business was lagging, he had no interest in work,
he expressed a desire to leave his village, and he yelled in his sleep. They
also mentioned that a few months prior to the aggravation of the man's
symptoms, a black dog belonging to his_family had suddenly died^. According
to the .jyotisher an enemy was making mata against the Acharaya and a mantra-
devata was attacking him. Action taken by the mantravadi:

The Acharaya was seated before Shankara and mantram were recited to
provoke the mantradevata into possessing the man. After a few minutes the
Acharaya started shaking his head, hissing, and gazing upwards. He let out
a guttural yell and tossed his head backwards. Shankara continued muttering
mantram to heat and provoke the mantradevata. After some time, Shankara
cut an ash gourd in front of the Acharaya as a substitute blood offering to
draw the mantradevata out of the man's body. The spirit refused to leave and
demanded a large vessel of water indicating that it had greater desires.
Shankara's son went to fetch water, but was told not to by his father. Instead,
Shankara produced an iron nail over which he recited mantra. He then went to
the edge of his house compound and pounded the nail into a Kanabitti tree.
The Acharaya screamed in pain. Shankara demanded that the spirit leave the
body of the victim. The mantradevata refused to leave and made visible
signs of defiance. Shankara's son was instructed to bring an iron three
pronged pitchfork, trishula. and this was held in front of the man's forehead.
A mantram associated with Bhadra Kali, a terrifying form of Shiva, was muttered.
The Acharaya collapsed.

Shankara drew with an iron nail a sudarshana yantra on a piece of copper
foil. He inserted this into a silver plated tube to be worn as an amulet by
the Acharaya to ward off future attacks of mata.

If Shankara detects that a client suffering from mental imbalance is

not responsive to ritual therapy, he will label the case apasmara and treat

it by ritual in conjunction with the administration of medicinal preparations.

Shankara classifies auasmara into three categories: roga. buta. and preyta

apasmara. In buta apasmara a villager will shriek and act wildly. In

preyta apasmara he will overtly speak his demands, whereas in roga apasmara

he will be silent, and be unaware of his surroundings. For buta and preyta

A black animal or monkey is thought to attract evil influences such as mata
or dristhi directed at a house. Some villagers keep a black animal for
this purpose.

The mantra set up a metonymic relationship between the iron nail pounded
into this caustic tree and the mantradevata. Iron is used to attract and
contain shakti. Iron is a multivocal symbol and in other contexts it
maintains a different set of meanings.
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anasmara. Shankara administers Ummatta (Datura stramonium) tablets. He

makes these tablets by boiling three tola ( 630grains) of the outer covering

of Ummatta root, twelve ounces of cow's milk, and six ounces of water. When

the root becomes soft, he fries it in ghee until it turns reddish. He

undertakes this procedure to purify the Ummatta. From a piece of the root

the size of a finger, fourteen to twenty tablets are made and one pill daily

for two months is given to a client. The client is also given cold head

baths daily and cooling Nela kanchi (Naregamia alata) root paste is rubbed

onto his head. For cases of roga apasmara. when the victim is silent,

Rauwolfia serpentina root is ground and boiled in milk and taken internally

as well as rubbed on the head for twenty-one days.

I may make a point in respect to Shankara's life in order to eluci¬

date a prevalent idea held by villagers concerning the practice of mantravadim.

I emphasized in Chapter Four that power is regarded as qualitative and unstable.

As a mantravadi has accentuated powers gained through siddhi. he is somewhat

suspect by villagers for such power may be corrupted and become dangerous.

Women are advised to avoid contact with a mantravadi because he may be tempted

to lure them against their will"'". Moreover, a mantravadi is thought to suffer

some hardship during his life as payment for the control of power. Sooner

or later he may make a mistake while conducting a ritual or evoke the wrath

of a deity. In Shankara's case, this is said to have happened twenty five

years ago, for at that time he was bitten by a viper and lost one of his legs.

Although Shankara is popular, villagers use his case to illustrate the dangers

of becoming a mantravadi. After his accident, Shankara wanted to renounce

his siddhi. an act which would have required him to go to the Ganges. However,

The same is true of sanyasi.
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he resigned himself to repent for his earlier dealings with mata and to

dedicate the rest of his life to the performance of rituals restoring peace,

shanthi puja.

Patterns of Referral

Traditionally, if a mantravadi failed to cure a client, he would refer

him to a vaidya for additional treatment, to a possession cult, or to a temple

renowned for healing. In each region of South Kanara different patterns of

referral have been established with respect to existing cults, temples,and

vaidya. I may describe one referral pattern between a vaidya and mantravadi.

which existed in Panaje until 1972 when the vaidya died.

A close relationship existed between a renowned Panaje vaidya and

a popular Shivalli balime-mantravadi residing five miles away. The vaidya

sent clients with mental upsets to the mantravadi particularly when they were

worried about the success of a course of treatment or were concerned about

domestic affairs which the vaidya interpreted as causing dosha imbalance.

The mantravadi. on the other hand, referred clients to the vaidya if they were

suffering from physical problems and mental upsets which he perceived as dosha

imbalances. An implicit code was shared by the two specialists wherein the

names of different spirits were used to represent general types of dosha im¬

balance. For example, fierce buta and brahma rakshasa indicated vata-pitta

imbalance, roaming buta and preyta indicated pitta imbalance, graha chara

indicated kapha imbalance, and Shunni indicated vata imbalance. Gandharva

indicated less o.jus and aroused pitta, while yakshi indicated a lack of o.jus

and pitta.

Such interco-operation between mantravadi and vaidya is becoming rare

today. A greater number of medical practitioners, jealousy, and competition
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among practitioners, a growing desire among villagers for a quick cure, and

easy transportation have led to the disintegration of such relationships.

In villages where a renowned vaidya or mantravadi has not resided,

local balime and mantravadi have commonly referred cases to buta kola,

possession cults, or famous temples. In Vitla for example, many local balime

told their clients to seek assistance from powerful buta in the area. If

these buta did not remedy a villager's problem, balime would then suggest that

a client go to Dharmastala temple and make special offerings. I will now

examine the function of buta kola and possession cults in the treatment of

illness.

Shankara, a Havik Brahman mantravadi.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

POSSESSION CULTS

I will examine possession cults in respect to their functions as

oracular and curative agencies. As I have already noted, numerous possess¬

ion cults serving multifarious functions exist in South Kanara. I will

focus attention on only a few popular cults to exemplify different thera¬

peutical methods.

The Buta Cult

In Chapter Four, the buta cult was seen to have a number of concomitant

purposes. A buta kola is a time for settling grievances, fulfilling obligat¬

ions, displaying the principles of caste hierarchy and intercaste co-operation,

and receiving assurance of future prosperity. It is also a time when villag¬

ers may approach a possessed buta dancer as an oracle, and a time when villag¬

ers may approach their buta and ask for personal favours in return for private

offerings. I took a survey at one of the first kola I attended to ascertain

why villagers were making special offers, parike.

I interviewed sixty Shudra and Harijan villagers who were making parike

at a Kallurti buta sthana near Vitla. The sthana has a following of between

five hundred and one thousand devotees. Of the sixty villagers making

special offerings, twenty-nine had been devotees of the buta for over ten years,

thirteen were attending for the first time, and five had been directed to the

kola by mantravadi. Twenty-eight villagers lived within a radius of one to

five miles of the shrine, twenty-four within a radius of six to twenty miles

and eight came from a distance over twenty miles away. Seven of the villagers
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were educated above tenth standard and twenty-six were literate. Parike

were presented for the following problems, as illustrated in Table 30.

Table 30 Special Offerings Made at One Buta Kola

Reason No. of Offerings

1. Sickness 23

2. Theft 4

3. Arguments in the house 3

4. Mata 2

5. To pass an examination 2

6. To secure a job 2

7. Problems with cattle 2

8. Childlessness 1

9. To secure a safe delivery of a first born 1

10. To protect a dog from rabies 1

11. The success of a court case 1

12. General protection, unspecified reasons 18

This shrine was not particularly famous for any specific curative

powers. Other buta shrine are renowned for the curing of specific ailments

such as poisoning, dumbness in children, children's fits, childlessness,

etc. At a smaller kola like this one, it is possible for villagers to

approach and ask questions directly of a possessed buta dancer. However, at

crowded larger kola and nema, this is not feasible. During such functions,
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villagers will make symbolic presentations to a buta in the form of silver

foiled figures representative of their problem. For example, a childless

woman will offer a silver cradle, a dumb child or a child that stutters will

offer a silver tongue, a man suffering from swelling of the arms or legs will

offer silver arms or legs, and a man suffering from nervous debility will

offer a serrated strip of foil. These figures represent either problems

villagers would like buta to act on or problems which buta have already acted

upon and for which a villager is offering a token of appreciation. A majority

of the silver figures are offered for illnesses and physical ailments, but

other figures are offered for agricultural diseases, vermin, and cattle

diseases.

One survey I conducted at a small nema revealed that a large majority

of silver figures presented to the buta were offerings for the buta's past

assistance. Elder informants told me that fifty years ago, images were more

commonly offered prior to a buta's help. According to these informants, in

the past, people's faith that the buta would assist them was greater. At

present, it is common for villagers to make offerings only after they have been

assisted. In actuality, however, during a time of difficulty or illness,

a villager will commonly put aside a coin or ornament in the name of a buta.

This token offering, wote. will stand for a larger offering, such as a fowl

or a silver figure, which the villager will offer, should a buta assist him"'".
The popularity of a buta stana for divination and the resolving of

problems, is in large part determined by the ingenuity of a buta dancer.

Some villagers put aside a coin in a box called a mudipu. for the god
Venkatramana of Tirupati, rather than placing wote for a buta. This
money is accumulated over a period of several years and is sent to the
Tirupati temple. Money may be borrowed from the mudipu if necessity
arises, but the Tirupati god is considered to have a violent temper,
should interest not be replaced with the loan.
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During a Kola, a dancer must win the faith of devotees by demonstrating the

power of the buta. by word and by deed. Dramatic acts, such as slashing

the body and forehead with a sword, or touching fire to the body while high

pitched wavering music is being played (on a nagaswara reed instrument),

assists in the demonstration of the buta's strength and the buta dancer's

possession. Trustees and attendants dramatize these acts by symbolically

trying to control the buta. They beg the buta to stop its frenzied activity,

promising that all villagers gathered have faith in it. The words of the

buta dancer are as important as its dramatic acts, especially when the past

promises that a buta has made have not been realized.

During smaller kola I have witnessed, villagers confronted a buta

dancer with their disappointment if the buta's promises had not been fulfilled.

In such cases, a huta dancer must rely on his ingenuity to win the favour and

confidence of his devotees. I may cite two brief examples illustrating how

a dancer is able to manipulate situations.

The first case involves a confrontation at a village buta kola

attended by two hundred people. Two years prior to my arrival in Panaje, a

Ganigas caste man suddenly died spitting blood. Shortly afterwards, his wife

developed mental problems. She became silent, rejected food and would scream

in her sleep. One day, the son of the Ganigas man returned a stolen silver

chain to a household in a neighbouring village. He begged the family to

withdraw the curse, upadra, they had asked their village buta to direct against

the thief who had stolen their chain (The family had made a public offering to

their buta when the chain was first stolen). The son claimed that the chain

had been stolen by his father who was now deceased and he begged for compassion

for his mother, his two sisters, and himself. Peace was made between the two

families and they exchanged betel leaf and areca-nut as a sign of reciprocal

respect.
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At the next buta kola, both families made offerings to the buta.

The buta blessed both parties and promised that its upadra would be lifted.

Some months later, just prior to the next buta kola, the son became ill and

developed a high fever. His mother's condition, which villagers claimed had

improved, relapsed. At the next kola, the son and the family who had origin¬

ally ordered the upadra. approached the possessed buta dancer and were blessed.

They enquired why the buta had not lifted its upadra. why the Garigas son had

developed fever and his mother had not been cured. The son asked, "What is

the use of returning the chain and the making of an offering if my family has

still to suffer?" The buta dancer danced back and forth furiously, and

shook his sword violently in front of the villagers. He then replied, "It

took you three years to return the stolen chain. Do you think your illnesses

will vanish immediately? No, they will leave slowly and you will remember my

power. Believe in me, have faith, and your illnesses will go."

The second example involves a Billava villager who held a small yearly

family kola in front of his house. This family had for the last two years been

plagued with remittent fevers and boils. I suspected the symptoms were due

to staphylococcus infection. During the Kola, the man asked the buta dancer

why the buta had not aided the family against what he suspected was an attack

of mata. The buta had promised aid at a kola the previous year. The man

threatened that if relief was not realized that year, he would not hold a

kola the following year. The buta dancer, a Nalike, replied, "You promised

me a cock. Have you offered it?" The man replied, "I will offer two cocks

when the fever goes and the mata is destroyed. But I will not feed you if you

do not do this." The dancer replied, "If you ask for a husband for your

daughter, should I drop him from the sky? If you supply manure for your

paddy fields, I will send the rain. Believe in me." The man, who had
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This possessed "buta priest, patri, acts in conjunction with a buta dancer
during a kola. He is about to touch his body with a burning torch in
order to demonstrate the power of the buta and truth of his possession.
The acts as well as words of the priest and dancer exemplify the character
of the buta.
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consumed a considerable amount of alcohol prior to the kola, was later

advised by elders to seek the aid of a vaidya. In their opinion, the .buta's

words had suggested that when the family helped themselves the buta would

offer assistance and blessing. The family was told that they should bring

medicine and consume the prasada of the buta with it.

Perfunctory Remarks on Possession as Therapy

Before examining the therapeutic aspects of possession cults, I

may make a few joHtTcjUictory remarks on the subject. Buta kola and organized

possession cult rituals are opportunities for villagers experiencing voluntary

or involuntary possession to participate in what may be described as a divine

psychodrama; a culturally constituted fantasy (Obeysekere, 1970, 107). To

understand this drama we must first consider how possession is utilized as a

means of problem solving.

Possession serves many purposes. Possession may be used as a means

to focus attention on family obligations. Group solidarity is promoted by

efforts required to appease or exorcize a deity or unwanted spirit possess¬

ing a family member. Social cohesion may be augmented by the fear of this

deity or spirit. Individuals who become possessed to solve social problems

and augment group cohesion may be powerless to effect change in their present

social roles (Gough, 1959; Freed 1954, et al)t or they may be powerful and use

possession as a means of legitimizing their actions or statements. Possession

may also be utilized by an individual as a means of achieving an identity

which allows him a greater expression of individuality or a degree of freedom.

In such a case, an individual's private fantasy may be oriented through ritual

so that he is not alienated from the rest of society. Such an individual is

given an identity and role within a mythological domain acknowledged by society.
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During a possession ritual various types of possession cases merge.

Each possessed individual lends support and credibility to others possessed,

by his presence and actions. A particularly verbal individual lends support

to one who is possessed but silent, and an individual who is active lends

support to an individual who is possessed but inactive and reticent. What

transpires for all possessed individuals during a ritual is that each trades

one role and a set of relationships for another. An individual is encouraged

to articulate repressed desires and anxieties to a priest. He does so by

responding to the name of a particular deity or spirit with characteristics

expressive of his feelings, and by demanding symbolically relevant offerings

or rituals to be performed. Once the possessed individual enters into this

psychodrama and receives recognition as a spirit, he becomes dependent on

significant others who in turn structure the course of his possession.

An individual is allowed to celebrate possession and is, to some

extent, given the freedom to choose an identity and role. The object of the

drama is both to focus attention on control and the possessed individual's

anxieties, inability to cope, or his desire for power. A possessed indivi¬

dual, as named spirit, must submit to a control by principles larger than the

individual exisence of man or spirit. Life is a continuous series of roles

and each role is, in large part, defined and delimited by ambitions and obli¬

gations which allow these ambitions to be fulfilled. Just as a buta is

controlled by a desire for fame and its obligations to man to obtain this fame,

so the individual desires of one who is possessed are controlled by the role

of the spirit who defines their expression. What ensues is a process de¬

scribed by Obeysekere as "regression under the control of an environment"

(1970, 108).

It is obvious that such a process can only be successful when the

possessed individual is aware of this environment, is responsive to human
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contact, and is capable of concentrating on a single train of thought.

This is not always the case. Buta dancers and possession priests are presented

with cases which do not respond to their treatment in the manner described.

In such cases, a villager suffering from an acute anxiety state is often

exhausted to the point of submission or is threatened into the suppression of

overt symptoms. Both this type of individual and the individual who is

"functionally" possessed as a conscious or unconscious means of problem solving,

are brought to various large possession cult rituals. I will now describe some

of these rituals and the techniques used by possession priests in dealing

with different types of possession cases.

Techniques of Exorcism

At the Ali buta sthana near Kumbla, a yearly nema is held. Prior

to this nema. a balime. a Sthanik Brahman, offers consultation to devotees

inside the temple at a specially assigned place. The balime's position at

the shrine is hereditary and the balime is blessed by the Ali buta dancer

during the initial stages of the nema. Devotees who have come about

possession cases or with problems they suspect are caused by preyta or

wandering buta consult this balime. There is always a rush for the balime's

services and he is only able to spend a few minutes with each client.

Generally the balime attributes all difficulties to dissatisfied preyta or

preyta captured by wandering buta.

After consulting the balime. villagers with preyta or buta difficulties

come in front of the possessed Ali buta dancer. They present him with a

measure of rice, areca-nut inflouresence, and the red Kepala flower (ixora

coccinea). These items are said to represent a preyta's worldly desires.

With a bit of showmanship, the buta dancer exorcizes the preyta and installs
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it in the coconut presented to him. This coconut, now containing the spirit

and the other items, is placed inside a white cloth, which then, claim

villagers, becomes extremely heavy. Family members support the man who

receives this cloth for it is said that if the cloth drops to the ground, the

troublesome spirit will escape. The party leaves the temple and throws the

cloth into the sea, thus relieving the afflicted person of the spirit possess¬

ing or troubling him.

If a villager becomes possessed by a spirit in front of the buta

dancer and refuses to be exorcized, the eighty-five year old dancer will shake

his finger at the person and threaten the spirit with a cruel annihilation.

As the legend of Ali buta tells of a mantravadi who became a buta,Ali's powers

of exorcism are feared and further resistance by the possessed is not offered.

At other buta kola, possession cases are dealt with by a buta dancer

in a more dramatic manner. High pitched music, burning wicks, and threatening

swords are utilized to frighten an unwanted spirit out of the body of a

possessed individual. A common technique is for a dancer to thrust a sword

or burning torch in the face of a possessed person. Rather than inflict bodily

harm to the possessed villager, he will beat or burn his own body to show the

superior strength of the buta. In some cases, however, if a villager is

unrelenting to the will of the buta. he may be beaten with a cane stick.

If the undesired spirit of a possessed individual cannot be exorcized

at a local kola or by mantravadi. the case will be sent to a temple renowned

for the treatment of possession cases. I will briefly describe the methods

used at two temples which attract a considerable number of possession cases.

The first is the Maha Kali temple of Udupi and the second is the Korakor Devi

Temple at Kasaragod.

Numerous possession cases are brought to the Maha Kali temple, a

temple which is several hundred years old and was originally managed by Jains.
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It is presently managed by a family of Shivalli Brahmans, under whose

efficient administration the temple has become increasingly popular. The

manager of the temple is said to have the divine blessings of the goddess Kali.

Aside from his functions in the temple during rituals, he answers numerous

letters which are sent to him daily, asking for his advice and Kali's blessings.

A large majority of these letters deal with domestic problems and cases of

uncured illness. Twenty years ago, three hundred letters a day were received

by the temple manager, ten years ago over two thousand letters, and in 1975

he received over twenty thousand letters.

The temple holds a weekly possession ritual and during this ritual a

possession priest, a patri. is possessed by Kali. He answers the queries

of devotees and he deals with possession cases which are brought to him. A

large majority of the possession cases which he sees involve women. Many

are possessed by previa who want to be married, and the temple is famous for

preyta marriages; rituals wherein one unmarried preyta is married to another.

This could aptly be called a marriage of desires. In cases of overt possess¬

ion, the patri and temple manager work together. The patri speaks by gestures

and the temple manager interprets these signs, facial expressions, and utter¬

ances. The manager is, moreover, the active interrogator of the possessed

individual. His stock questions are: "Why have you come here? Why didn't

you reach salvation? What is it that you desire?" Often, little or no reply

will be made initially by the possessed person. Then, the manager turns to

the patri who becomes violently possessed and shakes his sword, while staring

at the Kali idol in the temple. The manager, turning to the possessed individ¬

ual states, "Kali is superior to you. Kali is more powerful. You will be

given a place here in her temple. Kali will see that you are fed, but if you

do not prostrate now you will get no food." By these and supplementary

statements, the manager attempts to transform a relationship of fear of Kali
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into devotion and dependence.

Once a preyta is exorcized and established in the temple, the family

of the possessed is required to return to the temple once a year, preferably

during Naveratri. At that time, they must present gifts of white rice,

tender coconuts, etc., to the preyta installed in the temple, and black

bangles and kumkuma to Kali. If these gifts are not offered yearly, it is

thought that the preyta will become dissatisfied and will return to their

homes to trouble them. The temple manager estimated that in 1975, approxi¬

mately six thousand families presented gifts to preyta who had previously been

installed in the temple.

At the Kasaragod Korakor temple possession cases are brought which do

not respond easily to mere threats. Each month this moderately sized temple

will hold a possession ritual and a possessed patri will answer questions and

requests from devotees"'". This patri receives possession cases from South

Kanara, Kerala,and Coorg. Many of these cases have been sent by balime and

mantravadi who have been unable to exorcize the troublesome spirits themselves.

Some cases involve villagers who verbalize the desires of the spirit present

in their bodies. Other cases involve emotionally disturbed villagers who do

not speak or who will thrash about wildly and incomprehensibly. The manager

at the Devi sthana estimates that the patri is confronted with between two

hundred and fifty and three hundred cases of possession a year. The majority

of these cases involve women possessed with preyta and less often with buta.

During monthly possession rituals the patri is presented with villagers

who have been possessed in their own villages. In most cases, these individuals

In a survey I conducted during one monthly puja 40 per cent of the questions
asked to the patri involved illness; particular doctors and medicines.
Twenty per cent involved preyta. and 10 per cent involved suspicion of
mata.
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will become possessed as soon as the ritual begins. The patri will first

demand to know the name of the spirit. He will then threaten the spirit

verbally, and if it does not respond he will beat the victim with a cane

whip, the sound of which is more frightening than its effect. Should this

not prove effective, he will threaten the victim with an iron trishula. If

the spirit still refuses to leave, or if the spirit had promised to leave the

victim but had returned, the victim's family will be instructed to return to

the temple during Naveratri.

During the week of Naveratri. possession rituals are held every night.

As the shrine is situated in Kasaragod town, a crowd of between one and two

thousand devotees and spectators gather around the temple nightly. Clusters

of small food stalls surround the temple compound and between pu.ja. the sound

of blaring film music changes the atmosphere into one of a village fair. Each

night, a ritual is held and the possessed patri holds a prashne where he

answers questions presented to him by devotees. At an assigned time, those

of touchable castes who are possessed are brought to him.

Until five years ago, a complementary possession pu.ja for untouchable

castes took place simultaneously outside the temple compound. A man of the

untouchable cobbler caste, Madiga, would receive the possession of Devi's

mythological cobbler husband. According to the myth, Devi, a Brahman woman,

was tricked into marriage by this cobbler who pretended that he was a Brahman.

Devi discovered his trick after her marriage and cursed him. According to

the local version of the myth, both Devi and the cobbler then became buta\
During their simultaneous possession, the patri for Devi and the patri

for the cobbler exchanged derogatory remarks. Then, while touchable castes

The legend states that Devi came from Coorg and descended the Ghats coming
to the Bolar temple of Mangalore and then proceeded to Kasaragod.
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consulted the Devi patri with their problems, untouchable castes consulted

the cobbler patri with their respective problems. If the cobbler patri

ran into difficulty the Devi patri assisted him by coming to the edge of

the temple compound, and speaking to the spirit possessing the untouchable.

During seven of the nine nights of Naveratri. different modes of

spirit exorcism are performed by the Devi patri as seva. These seva involve

the use of fire, boiling water, and boiling oil. During the first four nights

of seva. the patri himself handles different modes of heat, thus asserting

Devi's power. Possessed villagers are impressed by the display of Devi's

strength and are threatened by the patri. if they refuse to leave their victim.

Victims are not, however, actually touched by fire or boiling substances them¬

selves. In cases where spirits refuse to leave the body of their victims,

the patri instructs their families to bring the victim to the seva held on

the final night. During this seva. considered to be the most powerful,

victims of possession actually come into contact with boiling water. I may

describe this event in some detail:

The possession held on the last night of Naveratri is known as the
Kenda Seva. A large copper pot three feet by three feet in circumference,
is filled with water mixed with turmeric powder. This pot is placed over a
large hearth and a blazing fire is kept continuously lit under the pot, caus¬
ing the water to boil profusely. About midnight, the film music being played
in the street stops. The music of the temple musicians begins; first the
conch, then the drums, then the brass kumbu horn, and finally the shrill
nagaswara. The patri. dressed in a red silk cloth and a silver belt, stands
in front of the Devi sthana. Around his right wrist is tied a piece of
turmeric root, nandi. which is used as a protective device to guard the
priest from any sutaka which may befall his family while he is possessed.
The patri is accompanied by three assistants who are dressed in a similar
manner.

With the sound of the shrill nagaswara. the patri begins trembling
and soon he is shaking like a vibrating rod, his eyes fixed on the idol in
the shrine. He begins to pace back and forth in a rythmic step and the
furiosity of his shaking is accompanied by the furiosity of the temple
musicians playing. After about an hour, the patri faces the pot of boiling
water and laughs loudly. He is handed two stems of white areca infloures-
cence, singara. Dipping these singara into the boiling water he sprays this
water all over his body and head for several minutes, while circling the pot.
Steam rises off his body and the crowd, which is huddled around him, is sprayed
with the water.
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Suddenly, a woman in her early twenties stands up in the middle of
the crowd and starts swaying, rythmically. Almost simultaneously, two other
women, a young boy and an elderly man, start shaking at other locations in
the crowd. The crowd watches those possessed with great interest. The
patri motions and one possessed woman is brought forward. She stands in
front of him hissing. They stare fiercely at each other. The crowd
presses forward to watch. The patri suddenly sprays her on the head with
boiling water and then demands in Kannada, "Who are you? What is your name?"
The woman does not speak and continues to hiss. The patri's attendants
repeat the question in Tulu and Malayalam, but they receive no reply. The
patri dances around the boiling water pot and sprays himself with boiling
water for several minutes, while his attendants continue to question the
woman over and over again.

The patri continues to spray the woman with boiling water, but after
fifteen minutes she has still not spoken. Two other possessed women join her
and they are all sprayed and interrogated. The bodily movements and facial
expressions of each are different. The crowd ceases to become mere spectators
and is responsive to the confrontations which are going on. These confron¬
tations are not merely verbal but visual. The facial expressions of the
patri and afflicted women are of primary importance. A tug of war goes on
between the fixed glances of these two opponents. One woman shakes her
head and her eyes resist being captured by the glance of the patri. She seems
to be saying, "Wo, I will not give up. You will not control me", while the
patri nods his head as if to say, "I am the strongest". When her face shows
determination the patri sprays her again with boiling water.

Another woman smiles and laughs as she is sprayed but suddenly she
she stands rigid with her hands outstretched. She attempts to faint, but is
caught by the patri's assistants who stand her erect. Turmeric powder is
placed in her hands and water is sprayed into them. She is instructed to
drink this turmeric solution from her cupped hands. A coconut is then
thrust into her hands and the spirit which has invaded her body is instructed
to enter it. The woman shrieks violently and throws the coconut down and
hisses in defiance. The patri lifts up an iron trishula and the woman cowers
in fear. She is not touched with the trishula. but it is held in front of her
forehead. She sinks to the ground and the coconut is given to her once again.
Weeping, she prostrates inches from the burning fire. The patri threatens to
spray her with water again. She breathes on the coconut and throws it into
the blaze. In a weak and dazed condition she is carried away from the fire
by the patri's assistants. Her father supports her and smiles in relief and
gratitude. The other two women give up their spirits within the next few
minutes in a similar, but less dramatic manner.

I attended this Kenda Seva in 1974 and again in 1975. During both

years, the type of cases brought to the ritual were much the same. In 1975,

thirty female and eight male possession cases were attended to by the patri.

Most women were between the ages of twenty and thirty-five, but six were over

thirty-five years of age and two were under sixteen. Seventeen were unmarried.

Three of the eight males were older than fifty, and two were teenagers.
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In most of the cases, the victims of possession were exorcized

quickly, hut some cases occurred where exorcism was staunchly resisted.

The acts of twenty-two of the women and six of the men followed a

familiar pattern of what may be described as semi-conscious role behaviour.

In all of these cases, victims were possessed for less than fifteen minutes

and after an initial display of overt possession, they succumbed to exorcism

and the demands of the patri and his assistants. In eight cases, female

victims showed great anxiety and resisted for well over an hour. They did

not seem to be aware of what was expected of them. Six of these women

finally submitted to what they were told to do. Two other women, however,

resisted all forms of contact and finally collapsed.

The two possessed teenage boys also were not exorcised. There can be

no doubt that one of the boys was subnormal, but the other seemed to be quite

aware of what was expected of him. He resisted exorcism although he was

sprayed on and off for over six and one half hours with boiling water. In

a silent manner, he clowned and joked with the patri. pretending to give in and

then springing back to full possession again. The boy played his part in

this divine drama- well and the crowd were exceedingly interested in his case.

The patri used every one of his ritual props, including the trishula, in order

to make the spirit possessing the boy submit to his powers. The boy was

responsive to these different props in accord with their ascribed effect.

Finally, he collapsed and was taken away.

After these possession cases were dealt with, the patri who had

himself been possessed for over ten hours, beckoned members of the public to

come forward and be sprayed with boiling water as a form of purification and

blessing. I underwent this spraying with boiling water twice. The exper¬

ience is not excessively painful and leaves no scalding of the skin. I would
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not care to speculate on the effect of being continually sprayed with this

boiling water for several hours, however. Some of the villagers I spoke to,

who underwent the Kenda Seva. compared it to the firewalking ceremony of the

Vishnumurti buta kola. During a Vishnumurti kola, possessed male initiates

of the cult run over a mound of burning embers as an offering to the deity

and as a means of purification. As I have already noted, the control of

heat as a sign of purity and devotion is a common theme in local myths and

puranic legends.

The Siri Cult

The last possession cult I will examine is the Siri cult. Whereas

the other cults cited are primarily concerned with the exorcism of possession

by unwanted spirits, this cult is based upon a type of possession which can

not be exorcized. I will document relevant aspects of the cult in some

detail in order to demonstrate the way in which different initiates utilize

the cult for distinct personal purposes while maintaining a supportive role

to one another. I will furthermore point out the way in which the cult

utilizes fictive kin roles and myth enactment as a mode of therapy.

The Siri cult is based around a myth involving three generations of

matrilineally related women, their children, and affinal relations. The

basic theme involves a courageous woman named Siri who stands alone against

a lecherous husband, a vindictive mother-in-law, and corrupt village leaders"1".
I may briefly summarize the plot of the myth:

"*"
Claus (1975) has stressed the purity and virtuous nature of Siri. I
would stress her strength and heroic nature. Siri's acts of divorcing
her husband, cursing a system of decision making exemplified by village
elders, and her battle with her co-wife are not virtuous, although
justified and heroic.
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Siri is a child born in truth, i.e. divine birth. She is brought up
by a pious old Jain Ballal who is childless and who finds Siri after praying
to Brahma for progeny. After Siri's maturity, marriage, and birth of her
first child, the Ballal dies. Siri's affinal relations and corrupt
villager leaders plot to usurp her position as manager of the Ballal's
house and properties. Siri has a heated argument with her jealous mother-in-
law and using her son, Koti Kumar, as a witness, she divorces her lecherous
husband who has disgraced her. Then, taking her son and her servant, Daru,
Siri leaves her home, cursing it to ruin. Crossing a river, she takes leave
of her village to seek a new life. Daru and Koti Kumar ask her to grant them
maya. to become unseen, so that Siri may be free to seek a new life unburdened
and so that they will not be shamed.

After some wanderings, Siri is married again, as a second wife to a
Kshetriya, and has a conflict of power with his first wife. After some time,
Siri dies in childbirth, after having delivered twins, Sonne and Deva Kumar.
Siri and Deva Kumar become maya.

Sonne is found and is given to an Alva, who also brings up a Brahman
girl, Gindi, who has been abandoned in the forest. Sonne is married
before puberty, but does not menstruate. She attends the nuptial ceremony
of her fictive sister, Gindi, and this is considered inauspicious because
Sonne is regarded as infertile. All the guests leave the nuptial ceremony
in anger. Out of shame, Gindi becomes maya. and Sonne is outcast by her
husband's family. Sonne meets a Brahman with magical powers who grants her
a miraculous pregnancy in return for a promise of a parike to his patron deity.
Sonne gives birth to twins, Abbaga and Daraga but does not fulfill her parike.
The Brahman curses the twins and they quarrel over a game of cherne. Abbaga
kills Daraga, throws her body into a well and jumps in after her. They both
die, become maya and join Siri and Kumar-*-.

Table 31 Woman's Difficulties Exemplified in Siri Myth

1. Jealousy of mother-in-law.
2. Lechery of husband.
3. Inherent difficulties with affinal relations.
4. Corrupt village leaders influenced by affinal relations - undermining

a woman's right to her property.
5. Divorce.
6. Remarriage.
7. Dispute with co-wife.
8. Infertility, and the shame attached to it.
9. Unfulfilled parike causing supernatural wrath.
10. Quarrels between sisters leading to the end of a matrilineage.

Claus (1975) has provided an

aspects of the Siri myth in relation

1
Various versions of the Siri myth
were well over 12,000 words each.

analysis of some of the more prominent

to the matrilineal principle of the

exist and the two version I collected
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aliya santana castes. He points out:

1. That the myth serves as a charter to the aliya santana system.

2. That the myth is an institutionalized sanction mediating the area
of potential conflict between a woman's husband and her natal kin.

3. The myth demonstrates that the destruction of the matrilineal
principle is caused by disputes between sisters.

4. Claus notes that the problems of initiates are structured by the
myth which gives them focus and resolution.

I will stress the use of the Siri myth and fictive kinship as a mode

of therapy. Whereas the Siri myth does support the principles of the aliya

santana system, women of all matrilineal and patrilineal castes, other than

Brahmans and Marati Nayakas, are attracted to the cult"1". Women find empathy

in the myth and cult, and support and strength to face and overcome the

problems of being a woman in South Kanara society.

Sixteen regional Siri shrines are found in South Kanara. At the

more popular shrines of Kabatar, Nidigalu, and Hidiadyka, a large possession

ritual held once yearly attracts between five hundred and one thousand Siri

initiates and between fifty and one hundred male ritual specialists who are

known as Kumar. Smaller local rituals, daliya. are held monthly or whenever
2

an occasion arises to initiate a new Siri . I will focus my attention on

these smaller daliya rituals and examine the motives and recruitment of the

women who join the cult and the Kumars who organize them.

Marati Nayakas are devoted to Devi and women will become possessed by Devi
as opposed to Siri. On one occasion, a Nayaka woman became possessed and
said that she was Siri. She was brought to a Devi temple where the priest
instructed her to hold a burning coal in her hands to prove that she was
Siri. She then claimed that she was Devil

Daliya is a Tulu word used in another context to refer to the purification
of clothes after birth or death pollution. The Siri ritual itself will
be viewed as a ritual purification; that is, a ritual where the spirit of
Siri is invoked, recognized, and sanctified.
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I may first make a few general points about Siri possession. Siri

possession is distinct from buta possession. Siri is described as a pure

deity which is neither a buta nor a deva. A woman possessed by a preyta

or buta may have the spirit exorcized by a mantravadi or a possession priest.

These ritual specialists may either chase the spirit away or install it in a

shrine. The Siri possession is recurrent, and once a woman has been possessed

by Siri or a member of her mythological family, she cannot have the spirit

exorcized. A woman possessed by one of the characters in the Siri myth

is obliged to become possessed at least once a year at a large Siri festival

or at a local daliya. Siri possession must be celebrated once a year as

an offering to Siri or it is said she will become angry and curse not only

the initiate, but her entire family. The suppression of Siri by a woman

who does not want to become possessed, due to pride, is said to cause recurrent

and incurable illness.

Siri possession is distinguished from the possession of other spirits

and deities by various criteria. The most obvious criteria would be if a

possessed woman verbally stated that she was Siri. In over one-half of the

thirty cases I investigated, however, initiates did not initially establish

their identity as a Siri in this way. Many of them had been possessed by

other spirits previous to Siri possession and were decreed to be Siri by

family members or a Kumar. In six cases I witnessed, a possessed woman refused

to admit that she was a Siri during a Siri possession ritual. The Kumar

present questioned the woman, asking, "Are you my mother, are you my sister?"

In four of the six cases, the woman either cried out that she was a buta or

gasped and hissed at the Kumar refusing to answer. Other villagers present

interpreted this event by saying that Siri had been insulted. Either the

woman's family must have insulted Siri, the woman was beaten while possessed

by Siri, or a mantravadi had tried to exorcize Siri, mistaking her for a buta

or preyta.
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In obstinate cases such as these, where a woman does not admit to Siri

possession after being taken to a cult ritual, she will be coaxed to do so.

A Kumar and other Siri initiates will comfort the woman asking her to chant

the myth, which is being continuously repeated by other initiates, or at least

to establish a fictive kin relationship with them. In some cases, a woman

will chant her own problems and these will be attributed to one of the

characters of the myth. For example, during one daliya, a possessed woman

made wild and derogatory remarks against her mother-in-law which seemed to have

nothing to do with the myth at all. Spectators present told me that these

words must have been the words that Siri uttered against her mother-in-law.

Other initiates had been named as a Siri by a mantravadi after he

failed to exorcize a spirit possessing them. Cases also existed of a woman

vowing to become a Siri if she was granted fertility or if one of her children

who was seriously ill was cured by Siri's blessing. In this case, Siri possess¬

ion is a parike. If this parike is not fulfilled by the mother then her child

becomes responsible for it. A woman may also be ascribed as a Siri if an

illness she is experiencing cannot be cured by several different types of

medicine or curative techniques.

Investigations revealed several circumstances precipitating Siri

possession. Common circumstances included the absence of a strong male in

a household, a husband's incapacity to fulfill the needs of his wife, and

circumstances where a woman was being mistreated by her husband or by other

women present in a house such as her husband's mother, sister, or mother's

sister. Other cases existed where a woman became possessed by a Siri prior

to marriage. In these cases, possession either expressed anxiety over the

failure to be married or a fear of becoming married. It may be noted that

once an unmarried woman acquires a reputation for being possessed by Siri, it

becomes more difficult to marry her, especially if her possession occurs
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regularly. Therefore, a family wishing to marry their daughter will attempt

to do so quickly if she becomes possessed. If a daughter becomes possessed

continually and in a wild manner, however, a family will give up hope of

marrying her and the pressure of marriage will be lifted from the woman

involved.

By and large, women who become Siri are not envied by other village

women who view them as unusual. However, I found cases involving women with

particularly strong characters utilizing cult membership as a means to est¬

ablish an independent role in the family, or as a means to express their

dominant character. Some of these women became oracles and received weekly

possession. They were frequented by other villagers who wished the blessings

of Siri, or answers for their questions. Other women used the Siri identi¬

fication to gain freedom from family obligations and their traditional roles.

In fact, I found two initiates living in Puttur who utilized Siri possession

as a means of leaving their homes in order to enjoy the sexual favours of

their lovers.

The organization of the Siri cult revolves around a Kumar who assumes

the role of Siri's son and who controls the possession of other initiates in

a Siri group. A Kumar may be of any caste, but a Kumar of a touchable caste

will serve only those initiates of castes which have a ritual status close to

his own. At large shrine festivals, various Siri groups will arrange them¬

selves towards the centre and perimeter of the shrine and this grouping is

correlated with their hierarchical ritual status. Anywhere between ten and

one hundred women will gather around one or.more Kumar who will initiate,

encourage, and control their possessions. At smaller daliya the number of

Siri in a group may range from five to twenty or thirty initiates. Quite

often a Kumar will be assisted by active veteran Siri initiates who will

reassure younger or new initiates and will chant the myth loudly.
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The role of Kumar is rarely hereditary. To become a Kumar one

must become possessed at periodic local rituals and finally at a regional

festival, thus increasing one's fame and reputation. Two of the six Kumar whom

I became acquainted with were recent initiates, and each admitted having

attended Siri rituals prior to their own possession. All six Kumar had a

strong physique and an aggressive and persuasive personality while possessed.

The Kumar were above average intelligence and the three more popular Kumar

proved to be shrewd and capable of innovating strategies enabling them to

exercise considerably power over their initiates and their relatives.

Kumar are respected as well as feared. A Siri initiate will complain

to a Kumar during a local daliya about events which have angered her or about

insults others have made against her. A Kumar will threaten the culprits

involved with disaster and illness if their acts are not rectified and if

offerings are not made to a shrine. If the circumstance is one of grave

importance, the Kumar will insist that the initiate be taken to a large Siri

festival for several years. I will recount one such incident:

A Billava woman was initiated into the Siri cult. Two months later,
her husband became intoxicated and threatened her. She became possessed,
but he continued his threats and finally left the house. Upon returning
several hours later he found his wife in a state of collapse. A Kumar was
consulted the next day and in his presence the woman became possessed and told
him of her husband's actions. The Kumar, who was also possessed, became
furious and directly threatened the husband and all the members of his joint
family. The man was ordered to pay a fine to the shrine and to take his wife
to the large regional Siri ritual being held at Kabatar the following month.
At the Kabatar ritual the man witnessed the simultaneous ten hour possession
of over seven hundred Siri initiates and was impressed. I observed the family
during the following year and noted that the husband's relationship with his
wife had changed markedly. He did not give up his habit of drink, but
ceased to scold his wife and children. Furthermore, he rarely requested that
his wife contribute money toward his drinking habit, which he had done in the
past, and he in fact contributed a larger proportion of his own daily wages to
the family's food allowance.
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Two of the three popular Kumar whom I investigated, also practised

mantravadim. The other Kumar had constructed a shrine to Devi where he

received Devi as well as Kumar possession. Each Kumar was making a substantial

cash profit on the cult. Two of the popular Kumar lived near Puttur and were

competitive. Each attended the larger daliya rituals organized by the other

Kumar but they distinguished themselves by being known as Koti Kumar and Deva

Kumar and by frequenting different regional shrines. These two Kumar each

attracted between fifty and one hundred initiates a year to their daliya rituals

and initiates travelled up to twenty miles to attend these functions.

I will briefly describe one of these daliya rituals held near Puttur

in 1975. Attending the daliya were eightly initiates, siz new candidates and

four Kumar. The following is an abstract from my fieldnotes:

The moon is full and it is about ten 0'clock at night. Two hundred
villagers gather around a clearing where eighty Siri initiates stand in
circular fashion each wearing a red or white sari. Each initiate has fasted
for the day and has bathed and purified herself. Her purity is again estab¬
lished by a Kumar who distributes a small amount of oil to each Siri initiate
who then rubs it onto her head. The siz new candidates for initiation stand
off to the side of the circle. The ritual is started by the chief, Adi Kumar,
who states, "In order to rid ourselves of trouble, we have gathered here.
Let us continue the worship handed down to us by our elders. Come and take
prasada." Each woman then receives tirta. from the Adi Kumar's hand as well
as a sprig of sweet smelling areca inflourescence, singara. Each initiate
gives the Kumar Rs.1.25 as an offering.

After prasada distribution has been completed, the Adi Kumar lifts a
kalasha pot of tirta and sprays the initiates and himself with it. Upon
lowering the pot he prays to the buta of his house, to Shiva, to Naga, and to
his guru. Then he becomes possessed. He takes up a full sheath of singara
and rubs it on his body and head while rocking rythmically back and forth with
his eyes transfized upward. Some of the women in the circle begin to become
possessed. The Adi Kumar touches each of three other Kumar present with a
singara sheath.

The four Kumar distribute singara sheaths to all the initiates and the
mass possession begins with the Adi Kumar chanting the Siri myth. Those
initiates not already possessed are approached by one or more of the Kumar
who touch them with their singara sheaths on the head. Each initiate begins
to rock back and forth, and to either chant a portion of the Siri myth or
simply to make the sound 'su..,su...su1. Some initiates join in unison to
chant a particular part of the myth while others simply chant to themselves
some portion of the myth or some complaint. Those initiates who appear to be
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less intensely possessed are approached by Kumar who asks them: "are you
my sister or are you my mother?" When a Kumar touches one of the initiates
she becomes dramatically possessed. One woman clings to the hand of a Kumar
and he strokes her hair with a singara sheath, telling her that he will protect
her. Finally one of the woman's family members comes forward and garlands the
Kumar with a garland of jasmine flowers. He bows lowly and offers the
Kumar a small silver foil broom. Villagers present tell me that this man
has beaten his wife with a broom and wished to beg forgiveness. The Kumar
shakes his sheath in the man's face and demands that he pay Rs.10 to the shrine
as a penalty. Another villager comes forward and offers the Kumar a silver
foil cradle indicating that she wishes to be blessed with fertility. She
is given a piece of the Kumar's singara sheath which she places in her hair.
An informant tells me that she has promised to let Siri enter her body should
she become pregnant and give birth to a child. While the garlanding has
been going on two veteran Siri initiates approach a third initiate who is not
overtly possessed and scold her chanting, "We are your daughters, you are our
mother." Finally the woman becomes possessed and begins to chant su...su...
loudly.

It begins to rain, and about twenty of the initiates leave the circle
and seek shelter under the roof of a nearby building. They are obviously
unpossessed. Fifteen minutes later they re-enter the circle and become
possessed again. Spectators do not seem to consider this either unusual or
inconsistant.

Finally the new Siri candidates are brought forward. They are
dressed in white and stand on white cloths. All four Kumar and three

aggressive, veteran Siri initiates stand before them, singing the myth and
stroking them with their singara sheaths. Each Kumar focuses his attention
on one initiate, asking her relationship to him. Three of the initiates
become possessed immediately, identify themselves,and are given singara
sheaths. Two other women prove to be difficult cases and spectators say that
this is because their families have insulted Siri. Finally they comply and
join the circle. The last woman, an unmarried girl of about twenty remains
silent and weeps incessantly. The four Kumar and veteran Siri present are
not able to make her chant, but after an hour she too is given a singara
sheath and gladly retreats to the perimeter of the circle where she falls
into the rhythm of the other women's swaying.

At twelve o'clock in the afternoon of the following day, the ritual
is ended by tirta once again being thrown onto all the initiates and by
having them give up their singara sheaths.

Large Siri rituals support smaller village rituals where only a few

initiates may be found. The possession cited took place three days prior to

the Kabatar Siri festival held fifty miles away. The Adi Kumar of this

daliya ritual attended the Kabatar festival where he led a large Siri group.

I noted that he was accompanied by five women who had attended the daliya

ritual and that two of these women had assisted him in coaxing other initiates

in their possessions. His group at Kabatar contained well over a hundred
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A circle of possessed Siri initiates.

A Kumar approaches a Siri initiate and her possession heightens. He affirms
his kin relationship with the initiate by chanting a portion of the Siri myth.
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women and he later told me that only about a quarter of these women had been

initiated by him at smaller daliya rituals. At Kabatar there is no fixed

membership to any of the many Siri groups and initiates may frequent which

ever group they desire. The decision to join a particular group, like the

decision to receive daliya from a particular Kumar, is based on an attraction

to a Kumar, i.e. to his charisma and style of possession.

The Siri cult serves multiple functions. As a means of therapy the

cult provides periodic cathartic rituals where suppressed anxieties, particular¬

ly those relating to a woman's family life, may be expressed. Moreover,

the cult provides a permanent role for its members which they may enter

whenever they find the strain of intolerable social relationships too much

to bear. The role of a Siri initiate may be used to mitigate strife within

a family where obligations and responsibilities have been ignored. Although

a woman who becomes a Siri will be considered unusual by other villagers, she

will not be ridiculed. This makes cult membership attractive to women who

have marital problems, who are infertile, or who are left to fend for themselves.

The cult attracts both weak women in a vulnerable position and women who have

a strong personality and who wish to exploit cult membership as a source of

power, recognition, and individuality.

The cult is, moreover, an affirmation, a display of the strength of

womanhood expressed by the power of fertility. Siri worship is closely

attached to the worship of Naga Brahma. Naga worship is conducted at all

Siri shrines and as I have already noted naga is associated with fertility.

Singara. the dominant symbol utilized in Siri worship, is commonly utilized

in marriage rituals as a symbol of fertility.

The Siri cult is appealed to by women for moral support, strength, and

hope. Ritual specialists refer women to the cult who are continually possessed

or depressed, and when their own techniques have failed. This is not to say,
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however, that all women are accepted into the cult for Kumar are particular

in accepting women who are mentally stable enough to follow the ritual procedure

of the cult. I did, on one occasion, witness a woman suffering from acute

psychosis divined as suffering from anasmara and not Siri possession. The

ability to chant the Siri myth and to interact with the Kumar in an appropriate

manner signals a woman's level of consciousness and degree of awareness and

control.

Brahmans, Possession, and Bhakti Movements

I have thus far discussed possession cults which primarily attract

non-Brahmans. Among Brahman women, possession is less common and is most

often an expression and means of releasing stress and anxiety. As Harper

(1963) has noted, possession is most common among Brahman women during that

period of their lives when they maintain a low status in their family, ie.

when they are newly married or widows. In contrast to a non-Brahman woman,

a possessed Brahman woman cannot readily initiate changes in family relations

by her possession state. At best, she can temporarily absolve herself of

her family role and obligations. Gough (1959) noted that Brahmans show great

concern over the welfare of the dead,but the dead are segregated from the

family at death rituals. She suggested that the social distance placed

between the living and dead is indicative of repressed anxiety involved in

a process of reaction formation which leads to an exaggerated concern over-

one's father reaching moksha.

This argument may be broadened to include a more generalized concern,

for control expressed by the purity idiom. In another context, it may be

noted that a Brahman woman who is experiencing anxiety, due to family relations,

will often develop an obsession about the purity of the household. Brahman
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women who reach menopause often scold daughters and daughters-in-law for their

lack of concern over purity regulations. This action may both be an expression

of her control over these females and an expression of anxiety and aggression

towards them as competitors for the attention of her sons. This is especially

the case if the woman is a widow. Young or childless wives, or young widows

will often become compulsive house cleaners, sweeping the same floor countless

times, perhaps in an unconscious expression of self-righteousness associated

with work and utilized as a defense mechanism. Women who have marital prob¬

lems, on the other hand, and who harbour aggressive feelings toward their

husbands tend to neglect work and responsibility as an unconscious protest.

Other ways a Brahman woman expresses anxiety are by suicide or fasting

(Harper 1963, 176) and by way of the illness idiom which I will document

subsequently. One cultural activity which serves to reduce suppressed anxiety

and which has a valuable therapeutic effect is that of bha.jan singing. A

bhakti movement based around the saint Sai Baba became popular in South

Kanara in the 1960s, culminating in a brief visit to the District by Satya

Sai Baba. Numerous local Sai Baba groups, samiti. have been established

throughout the District, organized predominantly by Govda Sarasvat Brahmans,

a few Haviks, and wealthy Bants. The groups hold weekly bha.jans which are

attended by many women who might otherwise have been primary possession

candidates, i.e. widows, the unmarried, childless, and those suffering marital

or family discord. This is not to say that all those attracted to bha.jan

groups and the Sai Baba movement do so for therapeutic reasons. Religious

commitment, image management, economic incentive, and the chance to make new

social contacts are other considerations.

The Sai Baba movement has taken an unusual turn in South Kanara.

One Govda Sarasvat Brahman devotee acts as a Sai Baba oracle in Mangalore, and
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she is frequented by numerous Brahman devotees with problems concerning

health, business, lost property, etc. At Barkur, a village north of Udipi,

a young Havik Brahman receives the powers of Sai Baba during weekly pu.ja

and he acts as both an oracle and a curer of disease with these powers. This

local Sai Baba, known as Barkur Sai Baba, mimicks the actions, hand motions,

and facial expressions of Satya Sai Baba and like Satya Sai Baba, he seemingly

manifests vibhuti ash and medicines for devotees in a miraculous manner.

His case is interesting because on days when he does not receive Sai Baba's

powers, he leads quite a normal life, smokes beedies, is known to have tasted

alcohol and, has held several jobs including being an insurance salesman.

Wealthy Brahmans who would not attend overt possession rituals, frequent

these Sai Baba rituals which are mild in nature and which include bha.jan

singing and discourse on the secular ideals of new India.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

AYURVEDIC VAIDYA

Ayurvedic vaidva may be differentiated into three ideal types:

1. Vaidva who have received hereditary training in the classical

symptoms of ayurvedic diagnostic categories and the herbal

medicines which will correct specified diseases. Vaidva of

this category function as herbal compounders rather than as

scholars, pundit.

2. Vaidva who have received hereditary or classical, training in

ayurvedic medicine, diagnostic categories, and the system of ayurveda

as it relates to subtle dosha interrelationships. These vaidya

treat patients and experiment with new remedies in accord with the

principles of ayurveda. Such vaidya practise a type of medicine

which is intimately associated with classical Hindu shastra and

ritual prescription. They are sometimes called pundit.

3- Ayurvedic vaidya who have been trained in an ayurvedic medical

institution where an integration of western and ayurvedic therapies

and principles has been encouraged. I will refer to this in the

text as "integrated medicine". Some of these vaidya attempt to present

ayurvedic principles as having counterparts in western allopathic

theory whereas others try to utilize western ideas to prove the

legitimacy of ayurvedic ideology.

I will document the ideas and services of these three types of vaidya.

To facilitate this endeavour I will use the case studies of a family of renown¬

ed vaidya and their disciples living in Panaje and Vit'la. This family is
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ideally suited for this purpose. I spent over fifteen months living with

different members of the family in order to better acquaint myself with both

ayurveda and its interpretation as well as variations in practitioner-patient

relationships. I will give a brief history of the family and then give

an account of different members who practise one of the three forms of

ayurveda forementioned.

The History of the Daitota Vaidya

For the past three generations, the Daitota family of Panaje has been

famous in the practice of ayurveda. Fifty years ago, this family of Havik

Brahmans moved to Panaje from Nirchal, a Havik settlement near Kumbla. At

that time, Panaje was a dense forest and the move was quite adventurous.

The original settler of Daitota was a Brahman scholar who was renowned in

ayurveda. He had studied Sanskrit, Kannada, and Malayalam texts, and had

an extensive knowledge of folk remedies as well as classical ayurvedic prepar¬

ations.

At first, the pundit and his family struggled to build a home, clear

the land, and plant an areca-nut garden. Gradually, his fame as a vaidya

spread and patients began to travel to his house. As there was no other

popular vaidya in this forest area, he soon found himself being called to

treat cases as far away as Sullia, at that time an obscure forest tract.

The pundit trained two"of his sons in ayurveda. Both sons received

intensive training directly from their father and one of them was sent to

Madras to study under a renowned teacher of the integrated system, Captain

Srinivas Murty. Both sons had studied texts written in Sanskrit, Malayalam,

Kannada, and Hindi.
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Shankaranarayana, the son who had received intensive hereditary training

remained in Panaje and began practising after his father's death. At

first his work took the form of publishing his father's medicines. As his

father had become famous, a weekly column in a Mangalore based Kannada

newspaper was given to Shankaranarayana to write about his father's medicines

and mode of treatment. In the column, he described the symptoms of ayurvedic

diagnostic categories and listed medicines which could be used to cure them.

This was a great success, but he was soon overwhelmed with letters and

visitors asking for advice. At the counsel of a Havik religious leader,

Shankaranarayana began to practise medicine, but only indirectly.

First he published a detailed questionnaire of symptoms and signs and

instructed patients writing or visiting him to take note of a number of

physical and mental characteristics. These ranged from the smell and

texture of mine, faeces, or menstrual blood, to description of dreams,

desires, and aversions. A few thousand of these questionnaires were filled

in and sent to the vaidya by South Kanarites from all over the District.

Shankaranarayana did not administer medicines to patients directly,

nor did he charge patients for his services. Rather, he trained Kanya

Balyaya, a folk vaidya living in Panaje, as his compounder. He gave

Kanya lists of medicinal plant remedies and instructed him how to prepare

them. Patients who visited Shankaranarayana were given slips of paper,

'prescriptions' and were told to visit Kanya who then prepared these medi¬

cines for a nominal fee. Many patients then took these medicines back to

Shankaranarayana so that he could touch them, thereby conferring his kai guna.

power of the hand,to them. It is believed that a cure is attained as much

by the kai guna of a vaidya as by the medicine he prescribes.

Shankaranarayana attempted to consolidate existing folk knowledge of

local plants in southern South Kanara. He met with several local vaidya
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and convinced some of them to allow their medicinal remedies to be published

in his newspaper column. It may be noted that some vaidya were antagonistic

to the campaign, as they viewed it as a threat to their practices.

Shankaranarayana maintained close relations with hill tribe vaidya and spent

six months living in the western Ghats with a hill tribe in order to learn

their medicines. This was an unprecedented act for a Brahman"'".
Shankaranarayana died in 1971, but before his death, one of his

nephews and two of his daughters won seats in a Government Medical College

and received degrees in allopathic medicine. In addition, all of his children

had been trained in the usages of medicinal plants. In the last years of

his life he encouraged a younger brother, Ganapathi, to take up the family's

ayurvedic practice. After Shankaranarayana's death, Ganapathi took up his

practice, but unlike Shankaranarayana, he began dispensing medicine for a fee

from his new residence in Panaje.

Shankaranarayana's brother, Ishvara, was trained in integrated

medicine in Madras. He developed an avid interest in research and his

ambitions were spurred on by Captain Srinivas Murty whom he greatly admired.

Upon returning to South Kanara, with the backing of relatives who wished to

cash in on the family's reputation, he set up an ayurvedic pharmacy.

The pharmacy was initially a success, but Ishvara became embittered

when his relatives insisted on capitalizing on popular ayurvedic remedies

instead of concentrating on new remedies and research. He withdrew from

the pharmacy, moved to Vitla and became a village doctor, utilizing ayurvedic

remedies and a few allopathic medicines. However, after a few years of

His actions made my research among different caste groups somewhat
understandable to Panaje villagers.
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general practice he took up areca agriculture during the boom years. At

this time he conducted his own ayurvedic research at home. After the death

of Shankaranaryana, Ishavara chaired a regional ayurvedic conference in

Shankaranaryana's honour. Subsequently he decided to enter full-time

ayurvedic practice again. During my stay in South Kanara, he began the

construction of an ayurvedic clinic and nursing home and he began to set up

the facilities to manufacture his own ayurvedic medicines.

Diagram 9 Panaje Vaidya
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I will now take a close look at some of these practitioners.

Kanya Balyaya

Kanya Balyaya has no enemies in Panaje. He is soft spoken and his

medicine shop, which also sells penny candies and newspapers, is used as

a central meeting place by both areca-nut labourers and Brahmans. Inside

his shop are hung bundles of drying leaves, barks, and roots. Kanya has an

assistant who spends his day chopping up roots and barks, sifting powders

and grinding pastes in a granite mortar and pestle. Kanya began, like his

assistant, as a compounder. He first studied under a vaidya in Kerala and

then came under the influence of Shankaranarayana.

At first Kanya was not particularly popular in Panaje because other

vaidya already practised there. With the patronage of Shankaranarayana,

however, Panaje villagers began to notice outsiders attending his shop and

became curious. Kanya's charges were modest and his character good natured.

He spoke in local vernacular and all villagers could understand the logic of

his instructions. As he learned more about ayurveda he did not utilize

this as a means of establishing special status. He continued to use local

terminology with Shudras and Harijans (in Tulu, Malayalam, or Kannada) but

spoke to Brahmans with reference to ayurvedic and Sanskritic terminology.

Kanya earns a modest income from his medicine shop. He is consulted

by approximately three hundred to four hundred and fifty clients a month,

depending on the season, and he makes two or three housecalls a week. In

most cases, a villager will come to him and describe a set of symptoms. Kanya

will then ask a few questions about the onset and course of these symptoms,

other related symptoms and the diet that the person is following. In other

instances, a young boy will be sent as a proxy to get medicine for a family
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member suffering from fever, vata. headache, stomachache, etc. Occasionally,

a client will request specific medicine which was previously prescribed by

Shankaranarayana or by another vaidya.

Kanya does not usually examine a patient. He offers a course of

treatment to suppress or rectify the symptoms named and he usually gives

additional medicines to clean the blood or bowels. Dietary restrictions

are always specified. Kanya knows a number of medicines for each symptom and

if one does not prove effective he will try another. He is aware of the

limitations of his knowledge and if an illness does not respond to his

treatment he often refers the client to another vaidya or to the PHC doctor.

His brother, a practicing balime in Puttur, conducts a nrashne each week in

Kanya's shop and patients with questions concerning the cause of an illness

consult him. Another relative of Kanya who lives in Panaje is a mantravadi,

specializing in mental upsets and Kanya sometimes refers mantrika work to him.

Kanya has himself been treated by allopathic medicines for a heart

attack. He does not view "English" medicine as a threat to ayurveda

although the PHC doctor who treated Kanya considers ayurveda as quackery."'"
Kanya states that each type of medicine has a purpose. Every week, numerous

patients come to Kanya after being treated by English medicine. Patients

are either dissatisfied with their treatment or complain of side effects.

Kanya's opinion is that English medicine is powerful and that it should be

utilized only when powerful medicine is needed and not when the body is un¬

balanced because of diet, work or seasonal changes.

Villagers generally refer to the allopathic system of medicine as "English"
medicine.
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Let us take a closer look at Kanya's attitude. Kanya's thoughts

pertaining to English medicine are very similar to his reasoning about buta.

Both cases involve an accentuated form of power. I noted in Chapter Four

that accentuated power is considered dangerous because it is unstable. Kanya

repeatedly told me it was bad to take powerful medicine every time one felt

ill"''. English medicine was good in an emergency, but it was dangerous.

Similarly, a buta should not be turned to for help every time a difficulty

arose. If either source of power was overused, it could turn on man and

cause side effects or make demands. Kanya's thinking, like that of many

villagers, is that it is best to utilize less powerful ayurvedic medicines

to achieve a balancing of heat and dosha in the body instead of powerful

English medicines which can cause reaction, side e'ffects, or disorientation

of shakti. Talk of English medicine causing overheating, digestive complaints,

coloured urine, nausea, dizziness, sleeplessness, etc., is common.

Detailed case studies were taken of a number of Kanya's patients.

I may present data abstracted from one week of case studies recorded in mid

October, just after the monsoon season had ceased. This data concerns

clients who consulted Kanya after having an illness for one week or longer.

They do not represent minor, everyday complaints such as headache, indigest¬

ion, etc.

In October 1975, during a one week period, Kanya was consulted by

thirty two males and twenty eight females. Sixty two per cent of these males

were literate. The following charts in Table 32 summarize data on the cases

treated.

Some villagers and vaidya think that if allopathic medicines are taken, it
is advisable to take ayurvedic medicines to reduce their side effects. One
popular and well qualified allopathic doctor in Mangalore treated his
patients with this in mind. He gave ayurvedic medicine with allopathic
medicine to reduce side effects of which his patients complained.
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Table 32 Case Studies of Kanya Balyaya

Types of Cases Treated Percentage

Body pain and weakness 21
Stomach and bowel complaints 18
Fever 13
Respiratory ailments 12
Skin and sense organ complaints 12
Mental complaints (including

confusion, sleeplessness constant (5 men,
headache, fear) 12 2 women)

Menstrual complaints 12

Length of Complaint

1-4 weeks 15
4 weeks to 3 months 18
3 months to 6 months 15
over 6 months 52

Prior Consultation (of 52$ patients)*

Private allopath or RMP 35
Vaidya 21
Jyotisher 14
Mantravadi 18

Primary Health Centre 15

*Approximately 52 per cent of these villagers had consulted one
or more specialists prior to visiting Kanya. Fifteen per cent
had consulted more than three different types of specialists .

Ascribed Causes of Illness

Internal imbalance (hot-cold, food, etc.) 67
External influences (stars, spirits, mata.

dristhi, etc.) 57
Both external and internal 27
Wo idea 3

Distance from Patientfe Home to Practitioner

1-5 miles 40
6-10 miles 18
11 - 20 miles 14
Over 21 miles 28
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Kanya does not charge for consultations and his medicines range in

cost from twenty paise a day to Rs.5 depending on the ailment and the amount

a client wants to spend. About one third of his patients cannot afford to

pay and he accepts payment in accord with their means. He sells packets of

raw ingredients to make herbal decoctions, ready made medicinal wines,

arishta, and pastes, lepa. He sells both daily dosages and quantities of

these preparations. Recently, demand for his medicines has led him to send

medicines through the post to patients who have sent him lists of their

symptoms from distant areas such as Bangalore and North Kanara.

Kanya purchases raw materials from travelling herbal merchants from

Kerala, a herbalist in Puttur and villagers themselves. Occasionally he

travels to Mangalore to purchase unavailable raw materials at a well known

herbal stockhouse. Kanya grows a few of his own medicinal plants and before

he became so popular he collected a majority of his own plants in the forests

near Panaje. Kanya has a twenty year old son whom he is training to be an

ayurvedic compounder-vaidya like himself.

Ganapathi Bhat

At present, Ganapathi is the only member of the Daitota family

practising ayurveda in Panaje. Ganapathi was trained in Sanskrit and

religious shastra from a young age. He completed high school and after his

marriage to a vaidya's daughter, he became the manager of the Daitota family's

areca-nut gardens. After several years of struggling with routine agricul¬

tural operations, Ganapathi grew restless and began searching for a new

identity. He became interested in hatha yoga, tantra, and the study of

religious texts and began travelling in search of a guru. Ganapathi's

brothers, Shankaranarayana and Ishvara, became concerned with his wanderings

and persuaded him to study ayurveda. He consented and began studying classical
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texts. Soon he became obsessed with ayurveda as a means to understand Hindu

custom, law, and ritual. Moreover, he found the role of vaidya well suited

to his personality for it enabled him to meet and talk to a wide cross-

section of people. Ganapathi was briefly trained in diagnosis by his brothers

and he inherited copious notes on family medicines as well as a number of

classical texts on ayurveda.

A few years after the death of Shankaranarayana, Ganapathi, his wife,

and six of his ten children moved into a new residence down the hill from

Daitota house and Ganapathi began his own ayurvedic practice. At first,

Ganapathi's popularity was based on the Daitota name. Even today a number

of villagers come to Daitota asking for medicines or if not medicines, just

water in the name of Shankaranarayana, so as to receive blessings for a cure.

Shankaranarayana's sons are not presently practising ayurveda out of respect

for Ganapathi. When they are confronted by villagers who beg them for their

father's remedies and for advice, they tell them that Ganapathi is now

practising ayurveda and that they should consult him.

Purity and the performance of jappa. siddhi and religious rights are

an important aspect of Ganapathi's practice of medicine. As I have already

noted, a vaidya's power of healing and intuition are related to his power

of the hand, kai guna. This power may be a birthright, the blessing of a

deity or guru, or achieved by personal efforts. Ganapathi was interested in

augmenting his own powers. He practised pranayama. breath regulation, in

order to acquire clarity in his reasoning and he performed a yearly siddhi

to acquire intuition and greater healing powers. Although many vaidya told

me they had performed siddhi at some point in their lives, Ganapathi was the

only vaidya I actually saw perform it.

Prior to performing siddhi, Ganapathi consulted a jyotisher to ascer¬

tain what form his siddhi should take. The jyotisher prescribed a mantra
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and the number of times it had to be repeated daily. This number increased

daily till it reached five hundred at a sitting. Moreover, Ganapathi

had to follow a restricted diet of wheat products, fruits, and milk to

emphasize his transitional state. He could not eat rice. Furthermore, he

had to abstain from sexual relations with his wife in order to conserve his

semen. Siddhi was set at forty days by the .jyotisher. Halfway through

this period, however, Ganapathi was polluted by sutaka by the death of a

family member. He once again had to begin his siddhi from the beginning.

At the end of his yearly siddhi. Ganapathi performed a Dhanvantari

pu.ja, a ritual to the god of ayurveda. At one time this pu.ja was per¬

formed by all vaidya. but today few perform it. An understanding of this

pu.ja will explain what might otherwise appear to be a moral contradiction.

On the one hand, Brahmans conceive of disease as a result of karma or divine

retribution. On the other hand, when a vaidya cures a disease he negates

the karma of his patient. Through the process of curing, the patient's karma

is transferred to the vaidya. A vaidya performs a Dhanvantari nu.ja as merit,

punya. to counterbalance the papa associated with the disease as well as to

dissipate this papa by transferring it onto other Brahmans who have been

invited to attend the pu.ja.

The transfer of the papa aspect of the pu.ja is based on a conceptual¬

ization known as karma vipaka. According to karma vipaka ideology, each type

of disease must be cured by a seva and a medicine. A vaidya should tell a

patient having a serious illness to perform some religious or social service,

such as feeding the poor, proportionate to the seriousness of the illness.

In cases of minor illness however, this is not necessary. The vaidya ritually

washes off the papa he inherits from these cases by a mantrified bath during

the Dhanvantari puja. After this bath a homa is performed and coins are

touched by the vaidya. These coins are then distributed to Brahmans who
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practise .jappa and are members of different gotra."^ In this way, the papa

is dispersed, for in accepting the coins they accept a part of the papa.

Stories exist recounting what happens if seva and papa distribution

are not done correctly. Ganapathi's father once performed a Dhanvantari pu.ja

and gave a priest the coins which he had touched. He told the priest to

distribute these coins to Brahmans of different gotra, but instead the priest

pocketed most of them. Three years later, the priest developed leprosy and a

.jyotisher divined the cause to be papa of this life. The priest then con¬

fessed to the vaidya that he had not distributed the coins, and a ritual had

to be performed to dilute the papa.

Another story concerns Ganapathi's brother. He had cured a patient

of a serious digestional complaint from which he had been suffering for seven

years. When Shankaranarayana consented to treat the man he said that he

would give medicine to him not in his name, but the name of Dhanvantari and

that the patient would owe a seva in repayment. The patient agreed, was

cured, but did not perform a seva. A few months later, Shankaranarayana

developed the same symptoms as the patient. He sent an angry letter to the

man requesting him to perform his promised seva as he suspected the man's

karma was affecting his own health.

Ganapathi's regular performance of .jappa and pu.ja and his use of

Sanskrit sloka and parables are an important part of his image as an ayurvedic

pundit. When patients arrive at Ganapathi's house, they take a seat on the

front veranda. In front of them is a desk upon which Ganapathi keeps a few

ayurvedic texts in Sanskrit, red, black, and white rods of wood indicative

of the three dosha, and a plate of areca-nut and betel leaf for chewing. If

Ganapathi is performing pu.ja. patients wait and chew areca, and if they arrive

when Ganapathi is not busy, they chew areca and listen while Ganapathi lectures

^
By practising .jappa, these Brahmans acquire merit and counterbalance the
papa transferred to them.
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to them about ayurveda. In any event, a consultation with Ganapathi is time-

consuming.

Ganapathi carefully questions patients and spends a considerable amount

of time examining them. They initially tell him their symptoms and on the

basis of what he has been told, Ganapathi predicts additional symptoms. For

example, if a patient has fever, Ganapathi will know that the patient is most

probably constipated due to dehydration.

To determine subtle dosha imbalances Ganapathi observes the pulse,

tongue, and urinal, faecal, and menstrual discharges. I may summarize some

techniques of diagnosis utilized by Ganapathi.

1. Pulse: Ganapathi presses three of his fingers on a male patient's right

wrist and a female patient's left wrist. The strength of the three

dosha can be felt at three points along the radial artery. Ganapathi's

index finger is placed on the vata nadi. his middle finger is placed

on the pitta nadi. and his third finger is placed on the kapha nadi.

He notes pulse rate, rhythm and strength of compression and tension

at these three points"'". Through experience he knows that a nonnal

person has a constant rhythm and pulse. If one point throbs particu¬

larly strong or weak:, this indicates dosha imbalance. Quick, irregu¬

lar movement between the three nadi indicates vata-pitta. sluggish

movement kapha, and irregular slow movement vata-kapha. A fast

pulse rate may indicate a pitta fever and if the pitta nadi strikes

particularly hard, Ganapathi claims that the bowels are obstructed.

Charaka and Sushruta made observations on the pulse, but the system of
pulse reading is fairly recent in ayurveda. As in Galen's pulse system,
different types of pulse are described in accord with the movement of
different animals such as ants crawling, goats leaping, etc.
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Whenever Ganapathi is in doubt as to the cause of an ailment he

will rely on pulse as an indication of dosha imbalance and will treat

the patient accordingly. In such cases, he will request the patient

to return periodically so he can check changes in pulse and alter

medication. Pulse is also read from other points on the body.

2. The Tongue: Kapha is indicated by a thick white coating on the

tongue, a feeling that the tongue itself is thick, and a sweet taste

in the mouth. If pitta is imbalanced, the tongue's coating will be

slightly reddish and broken lines will appear in the centre of the

tongue. The afflicted will have a slight burning sensation in the

mouth and will have no desire for eating hot, spicy food. Mouth

sores may be visible. Vata imbalance is indicated by a slightly

blackish or grayish tone, slight coating of the tongue and a bitter¬

sweet taste in the mouth. To test for heat in the body, Ganapathi

places butter on a patient's tongue. If the butter melts it indicates

overheat in the body, but if it sticks to the tongue or the patient

feels like spitting it out, it indicates coolness.

3. Urine, faeces and menstrual blood: Bodily discharges indicate dosha

imbalance by their colour, texture and smell. White discharge

indicates kapha, red discharge indicates pitta, and blackish discharge

vata. An acidic smell is associated with pitta and foul smelling

discharge with vata. Ganapathi analyzes urine for deposits of

disolved bone or an outward flow of o.ius. If such is present this

indicates an abundance of pitta in the blood. Ganapathi also tests

the urine by dropping oil into it. If the oil drop is round the urine

is normal. If it is concave a vata-pitta imbalance is present, and

if it is convex, a vata imbalance is present.
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4- Breast milk: If a young baby is ill, Ganapathi tests the mother's breast

milk to find the cause. The mother and the child are both treated

for the illness. To determine the quality of the breast milk,

water is added to expressed breast milk. Ideally it should become

homogenous with the milk. If the mother is suffering from a vata

ailment, the milk will be astringent, will float, and some foam will

be present. This condition will cause urine blockage and consti¬

pation in the baby. If the mother has a pitta disorder, yellow lines

will be present when the milk and water are mixed, and the milk will be

hot, sour, and fiery (kara) in taste. The result of this will be

that the baby's limbs feel hot after a feed. If the mother has a

kapha disorder, the milk will sink to the bottom when it is mixed.

It will be slightly salty and thick.

Ganapathi's predictions win a patient's confidence, and his reading

of a patient's pulse is highly impressive, as is his thorough questioning of

a patient about diet, defecation, sleep, etc. If a disease is clearly defined

Ganapathi will select one of his family medicines suitable for its cure. In

cases of vata imbalance, Ganapathi prescribes medicinal oils to spread vata.

He also prescribes purgatives to remove any accumulated mala which might block

the free passage of vata. Medicine to increase and decrease vata. or any

other dosha, are given in accord with suitable dietary restrictions which

accord with the taste dosha relationships noted in Table 18.^ In cases of

kapha imbalance Ganapathi prescribes heating medicines with honey to dilute

kapha. However, if kapha imbalance is accompanied by fever, honey is not

prescribed. Ayurvedic canons specifically state that honey is a yoga vahi,

a catalyst and amplification agent, and if honey is given in a fever case it

will cause the body to react with higher fever and accentuated kapha production.

^
See page 167.
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The same is true of ghee. Ganapathi normally gives medicine mixed in ghee

to control pitta imbalance in the body. Howevei; he does not use ghee in

fever cases as it is a yoga vahi which means it could cause the body to react

with a higher fever. In cases of excess kapha. Ganapathi prescribes herbs

to increase urination and in cases of pitta, he prescribes purgatives to clean

the digestive tract. In fever cases, he prescribes diuretics or purgatives

depending on adjunct symptoms of scanty urine or constipation.

It may be remembered from Chapter Five that the well-being of the body

is dependent upon a regulation of an optimum quantity of controlled heat moved

by vayu and controlled by kapha and o.jus. Ganapathi placed emphasis on a

balancing of the tridosha as well as the free flow of the dosha. This

requires the regular expulsion of wastes and Ganapathi's approach to medicine

was often 'expulsion' dominated. I may present an example of Ganapathi's

reasoning:

If the downward movement of apanavayu is blocked by undigested mala
due to indigestion or constipation, then the vayu which should be moving
downward moves upward"'". This vayu will take with it heat which should be
directed elsewhere. The vayu will push this heat to the head, the kapha
and o.jus centre of the body. This kapha and ojus will be melted or burned
and it will move downward accumulating in the lungs, or it may pass out of
the nose as mucus, the urine as white sediment, or the vagina as leukorrhea.
If this condition continues, the head will become hot and dry. As kapha is
moved out, vayu will be sucked into the empty space left in the head causing
hallucinations, confusion, and body pain. If this condition is not corrected
a man will die. In fact, this is what happens in cholera. Cholera occurs
in summer. The sun heats the head and melts the supply of kapha. This
kapha then fills the stomach and blocks it. The stomach tries to purge
the kapha by vomitting and due to constant vomitting and sweating the kidney
dries up. To cure this Chakranika root should be given, to control the
thirst, liquids must be drunk and a medicine taken to increase urination so
as to eliminate the accumulated kapha. The head mtist be cooled.

Ganapathi perceives a similar cycle in respect to pitta entering the blood
The liver is thought to collect pitta and direct it to the stomach. But
when mala blocks its passage it cannot enter the stomach. Instead, pitta
enters the bloodstream. It makes the heart beat faster, burns o.jus
found in the blood, and develops into rukta pitta if it is not controlled.
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I may now describe Ganapathi's psycho-therapeutic role. The Daitota

family is famous for the treatment of women's diseases, menstrual complaints,

and sexual problems. If a patient consults Ganapathi with ailments such as

menstrual complaints, leukorrhea, night emissions, non-descript burning

sensations, general weakness, inability to concentrate, mania or depression,

he asks questions concerning the patient's social and sexual life. He does

not initially ask intimate questions, but gradually wins a patient's confidence.

Ganapathi talks of o.jus imbalance and pitta disorders due to dosha imbalances

which he states are evident in the pulse and associated with improper sexual

relations. At the same time, he talks about the duties of a husband and

wife, and the wonders of ayurvedic treatment. , If the patient is young, he

takes on a parentalistic tone.

Eventually, Ganapathi will ask questions about coitus and masturbation.

This is a highly sensitive matter and if the patient is a woman and is too shy

to answer at first, Ganapathi will instruct his wife to speak to her. In

some cases when a woman complains of menstrual pain or pain during coitus,

Ganapathi, in the presence of his wife, will examine the woman's genital

area.

If Ganapathi senses that improper love making, frigidity, or masturba¬

tion is causing a set of physical and mental problems, he will speak to both

husband and wife separately and then ask the couple to consult him together.

At that time, Ganapathi will instruct the husband about female anatomy and

love making, while Ganapathi's wife instructs the female patient about love

making and personal hygiene. Outside of a therapeutic situation, these

subjects are suppressed within the culture, particularly in the case of

Brahmans. Ganapathi and his wife bolster a patient's confidence and bring

to the surface latent guilt, suppressed feelings,and fears.
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Ganapathi puts the couple on a strict diet, gives them rasayana

medicine and prohibits them from sexual contact for a certain number of days.

He tells the couple that their sexual difficulties have in part been caused

by accentuated dosha imbalance, in this way minimizing their personal respons¬

ibility for the problem. Ganapathi insists that this dosha imbalance be

corrected first and he gradually prepares the couple for sexual reunion.

Another common type of case which Ganapathi encounters, especially

among Brahmans, is the use of leukorrhea as a 'functional illness'; an

illness enabling a patient to withdraw from unwanted sexual obligations.

Brahman men know little about female anatomy and view leukorrhea as an

impurity. A wife wishing to withdraw from unsatisfactory, demanding, or

frustrating sexual encounters may enlist disease as a defense mechanism. In

such cases, Ganapathi is faced with treating a patient who does not want to

relinquish her symptoms and who does not wish to listen to talk about sexual¬

ity. Such patients are given moral lectures by Ganapathi and on occasion he

gives them aphrodisiac medicines containing mild intoxicants.

Ganapathi receives many cases of young villagers who exhibit psycho¬

somatic symptoms associated with latent guilt over the act of masturbation.

In the last decade, the marriage age has steadily been rising due to economic,

educational and other social changes. Many young villagers have illicit

sexual encounters or engage in masturbation, and then feel that they can no

longer control their thoughts or desires. In some cases this leads to

repressed anxiety and guilt. The number of such cases appears to be rising

at present. I will later present data demonstrating that a substantial

proportion of ayurvedic drugs sold in town pharmacies are for sexual complaints

of the young and not the old.

Ganapathi acts as a sexual counsellor. He has encountered enough

young unmarried patients to be able to distinguish psycho-somatic symptoms
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involving guilt over masturbation. In such cases, Ganapathi first re¬

establishes a patient's self-worth by a medicinal rite de passage. He baits

a patient by placing the prospect of marriage before him or her and then

praises the person's good looks, character, etc. Ganapathi tells his patient

that ayurvedic medicine can undo the harm caused by masturbation. He explains

that medicine can replenish the o.jus supply and that medicines can be given

to calm the mind and purify the blood. After a course of treatment has been

completed the patient is told that his full capacity of o.jus and vigour has

been restored, i.e. he is as good as new. Ganapathi will then speak to the

parents of the patient and will overtly mention the topic of marriage. On

three separate occasions, involving two boys and one girl, I saw Ganapathi

advise parents in such a manner.

Ganapathi also treats a number of children's diseases. Many women

prefer to have their babies and young children treated by ayurveda although

they themselves commonly use allopathic medicine. This is especially true

of such diseases as pakki kadapu. bala graha. grahani. and cavi. In fact,

the Lady Medical Officer at the Panaje Primaiy Health Centre told me that in

her two years of residence she had seen few cases of children's fits until

long after they had been treated by herbal medicines and local vaidya.

Ganapathi's treatment of these children's diseases was simultaneously based

on dietary regulations, the use of medicines and a form of psychotherapy.

An examination of this treatment may provide us with a greater understanding

of the psycho-social importance of ayurveda.

When a child becomes sick, a mother often feels that she is inwardly

responsible for the child's ill health due to neglect, diet, etc. Ganapathi

not only gives the mother medicines and a special diet to administer to the

child, but involves her in the actual curing process. She is involved in the
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time-consuming preparation of decoctions and in some cases, a nursing mother

is told to use her own breast milk as part of the child's cure. She may be

told to rub her breast milk onto the child's head to cool it or to place it in

the child's eyes when they become red. The social participation aspect of

ayurvedic treatment is of immense importance and I may note it in other

contexts.

The preparation of ayurvedic decoctions takes hours and a patient who

requires a special diet becomes the centre of his family's attention. This

attention is of particular importance in diseases of long duration or in

cases of functional illness when a patient feels alienated from his family

or social role. Ayurvedic treatment puts the family in contact with the

patient rather than isolating the patient's experience as would be the case

if he received an injection. Illness is 'socialized' as opposed to alienated

and made ambivalent. I may cite two examples which will illustrate this

point.

When Ganapathi treats couples experiencing sexual problems, his

therapy orientates the couple to help each other reach a new state of health

and awareness of each other. A wife must prepare special foods and medicines,

while her husband is given ritual duties to perform, thus expressing their

expectations and perpetuating their solidarity. Such duties may include

going on pilgrimages, or offering rituals to deities concerned with progeny,

sexual strength, or ideals of marital life. A second example involves

elderly patients who feel that they have been rejected or forgotten by their

families. In such cases, Ganapathi puts their children or grandchildren in

direct contact with them. Not only are special medicines and foods prescribed

but Ganapathi instructs the family members to give the elder an oil massage

daily.

I may briefly summarize seventy five consecutive case studies of

patients consulting Ganapathi (Table 33)-
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Table 55 Case Studies of Ganapathi Bhat

No. of Patients Breakdown by Caste % Literate

Men 30 Brahmans 35 74
Women 27 Shudra 40
Children 16

Total 75

Age Percentage

0-3 10
4-14 12
15 - 26 34
27 - 36 18
37 - 50 15
Over 50 11

Distance from Patient's Home to Practitioner

0-5 miles 39
6-10 miles 23
11 - 20 miles 7
Over 20 miles 31

Breakdown of Ganapathi's Diagnosis of Cases

Mental and Sexual 43 (31^ sex linked)
Stomach, Bowels and Intestines 27
Skin 12
Woman's complaints without psychological complications 10
Fever 4
Respiratory 4

Length of Complaint

1 week to 1 month 4
1 month - 3 months 15
3 months - 6 months 11

6 months - 5 years 43
Over 5 years 26
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Table 55 (Cont'd)

Patient's Idea of Disease Causation Percentage

Internal 68
External 30
Both 8
No idea 10

Previous Consultation

Self treatment 34
Jyotisher 28
Mantravadi 18
Parike to deity 31
Vaidya 54
Primary Health Centre 14
Private allopath/RMP 62

Consultation with one other specialist 12
Consultation with two other specialists 37
Consultation with three other specialists 35
Consulted no other practitioner 16

Multiple Consultations with Ganapathi ^

Adults 62
Children 44

This denotes patients who returned for Ganapathi's treatment after
an initial visit.
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These statistics indicate that a large number of Ganapathi's

patients suffer from long-term illnesses and have consulted other practit¬

ioners before coming to see him. According to Ganapathi, many of his patients

had psychological or psycho-sexual difficulties and were utilizing psycho¬

somatic symptoms"'"or convenient illnesses as a way of expressing anxiety.

I observed that it was most often these patients who found Ganapathi's

therapy appealing.

Patients suffering from chronic illnesses were also attracted to

Ganapathi's treatment. Ganapathi's use of ayurvedic doctrine combined with

shastra and religious ideology gave these patients new hope, courage, and

often a new outlook on life enhanced by pilgrimage or ritual performance.

Cases did exist, however, where Ganapathi's lectures on ayurveda were not

appreciated and talk of personal relationships was not welcomed. In most

of these cases, patients had come to Ganapathi due to the reputation of his

family, and if they received no alleviation of their symptoms after a week's

medicine, they did not return.

Ganapathi's treatment was not cheap like Kanya Balyaya's. His

choice of medicines was more complex and his therapy was of longer duration.

Moreover, if a patient consulted Ganapathi about a serious ailment he was

charged Rs.10 as an initial consultation fee. Because of his high charges,

long-winded lectures, and the considerable time needed for his consultations,

local villagers tended to consult him only when other practitioners had failed.

In a sense, Ganapathi became an ayurvedic consultant. Recently, Ganapathi

has begun to act regularly in this capacity in a two-day a month visit to

Mangalore. During these two-day visits, a younger colleague refers cases to

him which he has not been able to cure.

Ganapathi is assisted by his wife who is knowledgeable in the pre¬

parations of medicines and a Manyani compounder who is a reputed cattle
""

The term psycho-somatic refers to physical ailments caused by mental
proclivities which have vitiated the tridosha.
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vaidya. Ganapathi sends Manyani to collect a number of the medicinal plants

that he needs for his preparations, and others he purchases from Kerala, Puttur,

and Mangalore. Ganapathi instructs Manyani to collect plants in accord with

specified stars and times of day, based on shastra. For example, heating

plants are often collected on Sunday whereas various fever medicines are

collected during a cooling lunar eclipse. Strychnine and Nelli (Phyllantus

emblica) are picked when their adjunct stars Asvini and Bharani are reigning.

Plants with a sour taste are picked in the morning, a time of accentuated

pitta, and bitter plants are picked in the evening. Many medicinal plants

used for women's complaints are picked the day after the star Pushya begins

its reign in December; the day after the longest night of the year.

Ganapathi considered a great number of Hindu rituals and customs to

be underlay by ayurvedic considerations. He perceived a complementarity

between medicine and ritual and this affected his practice of ayurveda. It

gave him ideas as to how plants should be utilized and it enabled him to

emphasize to his patients the idea that ayurveda was based on the same

premises as ritual. He stressed that ayurveda was shastra which had been

passed down to man as truth from the mouths of seers, rishi.

The complementarity which Ganapathi and other vaidya discerned between

ritual and medicine was supported in many instances. I may cite a few

examples:

1. A Shiva pu.ja requires the use of the three leafed Ishvara balli

(Aristolochia indica) plant. Some informants said that this plant

was utilized because the leaf resembled Shiva's weapon, the three

pronged trishula. Pundit, however, noted that numerous leaves

resembled the three pronged trishula and stated that Ishvara balli

was used not only because of its shape, but because it has tradition¬

ally been used to cure fever. Shiva is the deity associated with
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fever, takman, described in the Arthava Veda.

2. Neem is symbolically married to the Ashvata tree (Ficus religiosa)

in Brahmanic culture. Neem, the female partner, is a specific

medicine for uterine bleeding and is administered after childbirth,

while Ashvata. the male partner, is used as a medicine for pitta

arousal and sterility.

3. The numerous plants required for Gowri pu.ja. a pu.ja performed for

fertility and wealth, are all medicines used for women's ailments,

children's diseases, or childbirth.

4. A Brahman death ceremony requires the ritual use of a series of

medicinal plants. An offering of water to the deceased, tilodaka,

is poured through the hand of the eldest son. He holds medicinal

plants in his hand which are capable of controlling each of the

tridosha. While collecting the bones of the deceased, family

members wear sprigs of wild brinjal on their wrist. Wild brinjal

is known for its vata controlling properties. In this case it

serves to control the body's vata at a time when the bones of the

deceased are attracted to the bones of the living; a time when one

may easily be pricked by a bone fragment.

Ganapathi pointed out these correspondences to his patients and

adversaries in such a way that a rejection of ayurvedic therapy would be a

rejection of the Hindu world view. Ganapathi also supported ayurveda in

opposition to allopathy. He emphasized that in order to understand the

body, a vaidya must understand the body cycle. This, he stated, was

impossible unless a doctor or a vaidya lives in accord with a routine;

ate a routine diet, was sensitive to the routine movement of the pulse, and

has mental powers and peace of mind enabling him to intuit a patient's
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bodily and mental imbalances. He stressed that food was a medicine and that

any system of medicine which paid no heed to dietary regulations was blind.

Ganapathi emphasized that rishi had lived an ideal life and that they had

based the principles of ayurveda on subtle observations of the body and life

cycle. These observations were the basis of curative therapy as well as

ritual and custom.

Ganapathi emphasized that because allopathy did not understand the

importance of the body cycle, it did not place enough significance on

menstrual complaints or a loss of ojus. Whereas ayurveda treated the

entire body cycle as important, allopathy only emphasized the treatment of

accentuated symptoms. However, it must be noted that although Ganapathi

did not support allopathy, he would refer patients to allopathic doctors in

cases of emergency, difficult deliveries, venereal diseases, and cases he

diagnosed as tuberculosis. Ganapathi also referred patients to a nearby

bone setter, astrologer, and mantravadi. Difficult cases which he could not

cure, but thought could be cured by ayurveda he referred to his brother

Ishvara living in Vitla.

Ishvara Bhat

Ishvara received an L.I.M. degree and license to practise Indian

medicine in 1942. The three year course he attended stressed an integration

of ayurvedic principles and the findings of modern medical research. It

included introductory courses on anatomy, midwifery, and surgery as well

as ayurvedic diagnosis and the principles of the tridosha and seven dhatu.

Moreover, students were taught the use of both ayurvedic and allopathic

therapies and medicines. Upon completion of the course many graduates began

practising allopathy. I will examine the L.I.M.s who took up allopathic
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practice shortly. At present I will consider Ishvara's practice and

interpretation of ayurveda. Although a few of Ishvara's ideas are unique,

his case is an exemplification of a popular movement in India which seeks

to bridge the gap between traditional and modern scientific ideas.

Ishvara's practice of ayurveda is considerably more complex than

Ganapathi's. Ganapathi diagnosed dosha imbalances and treated them by

hereditary medicines and medicines described in ayurvedic texts. Ishvara,

on the other hand, often prepared medicines especially suited for patients

with dosha imbalances which were located in specific dhatu tissues. Accord¬

ing to Ishvara, numerous medicinal plants are capable of rectifying general

dosha imbalance, but the art of ayurveda lay in choosing specific herbs

suitable to a particular patient in accord with age, climate, prakriti. etc.

The choice of a medicine should not be based merely on its general efficacy.

A vaidya must anticipate the medicine's action on a specific patient in order

to prepare for any side effects directly or indirectly incurred. Supple¬

mentary medicines must be given with "essential medicines" to mitigate side

effects and control the extent of the action of the essential medicine.

I may cite an example to demonstrate the importance of considering a

patient's age and the season in which he is ill before prescribing medication

via the ayurvedic system. If a young man contracts a kapha illness, such

as cough in the summer, the condition is rectified by heating medicines and

pungent foods. However, if a patient is old and develops a similar kapha

ailment in the summer, it is more difficult to cure. An old man already

has accentuated vata due to his age. Moreover, summer is a time of in¬

creased vata. Heating and pungent foods and medicines reduce kapha, but at

the same time aggravate vata. If such medicines are administered to an old

man it is possible, according to ayurvedic theory, that he will develop

serious vata complaints such as paralysis. Therefore a different mode of
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therapy must be chosen relying on the homeopathic principle or on carefully

balanced medicinal preparations which will reduce kapha and control vata. As

this example illustrates, the systematic practice of ayurveda is indeed complex.

As Ishvara was aware of such complexities he paid close attention to

the affect of the foods and medicines which he prescribed to his patients.

Like Ganapathi, he paid close attention to taste. He categorized each food and

medicine with respect to three principles known as rasa, viriya and vipaka"*".
I have already outlined the effects of the six gross tastes, rasa, on the

tridosha. The vipaka of a substance is its action during, or as the result

of, digestion. According to Ishvara, three vipaka exist in the digestive

tract (sweet, bitter-hot, and sour) and two vipaka (sweet and bitter) are

found in the blood. Viriya is a term which denotes a substance's overall hot

or cold after-effect on the body as opposed to its initial effect on the stomach.

Ishvara uses all three criteria in choosing medicines to mediate specific

imbalances of heat or the tridosha in particular regions of the body.

Table 34 The Effect of the Six Rasa on the Tridosha (Variation of Table 18)

Aggravates Subsides

Vata astringent salt
bitter sour

pungent sweet

Pitta pungent astringent
sour bitter
salt sweet

Kapha salt astringent
sour bitter
sweet pungent

Normally, when two substances have identical rasa, viriya. and vipaka
they have a similar action on the body. However, cases do exist where
their localized action is different and indeed opposite. Such exceptions
are called prabhava and must be learned by an aspiring vaidya.
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Table 33 Concordance between Rasa. Vipaka. and Viriya'*"

Rasa Vipaka Viriya

sweet sweet cold

sour sweet hot

salt sweet cold

bitter bitter cold-hot (variable)
astringent bitter hot

pungent bitter hot

Due to his contact with western medicine, Ishvara is an eclectic

with a highly structured cognitive reality. He has interpreted modern

metaphors as being analogous to, or derivatives of, traditional metaphors.

I may cite an example to illustrate this point.

On several occasions, Ishvara pointed out to me a complementarity

between traditional ideas of hot-cold manas-buddhi, and the modem

scientific ideas of hormones and enzymes. His reasoning was as follows.

Via hot-cold reasoning, atma is the mediator of heat (desire) via buddhi.

the cold principle. The agent of buddhi is o.jus. O.jus controls heat

in the body and regulates the process of catabolism in dhatu transformation.

Similarly, hormones regulate the body's enzymes which initiate catabolism.

More basically, it is the alkaloids contained in hormones which serve to

control the acids contained in enzymes. Therefore, alkaloids are the agents

of hormones and hormones are the agents of o.jus. Hormones and alkaloids

are manifestations of the cold principle and acids and enzymes the hot

principle. If there is too much heat in the body, alkaloids are necessary,

This is only a general correlation and exceptions exist.
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and. if the body is cool, acids are necessary.

Manas buddhi

hot cold

enzymes hormones

acids alkaloids

This reasoning is the starting point of an elaborate physiogeny which

Ishvara constructed out of traditional observations and modern experimental

data. Ishvara's consideration of acids and alkaloids in terms of a hot-cold

schema influenced his practice of medicine. He experimented with acids and

alkaloids in respect to the hot-cold etiology of various illnesses. For

example, in one case, Ishvara found alkaloid deposits in the urine of a

patient suffering from paralysis. To mitigate these alkaloid deposits and

to correct the vata imbalance and coolness causing paralysis, he administered

heating and acidic medicines. This is not to say, however, that Ishvara

simply administered acidic substances to control alkaloids, for his ideas

were more complex than that. For example, in a case of high blood pressure,

Ishvara construed that undigested fats, ama.were blocking the blood stream.

He treated ama by purgatives and by strengthening the patient's pitta with

heating and acidic medicines"'". However, he did not put patients on a salt-

free diet for fear of causing vata complaints such as body-ache. A limited

quantity of salt was prescribed for the movement of vata was necessitated at

other points in the body.

ascertain the salts and acids associated with various tissues in the body.

On the basis of this information, he has begun to mix minute doses of these

Such medicines would be heating in nature and would serve to make ama
into an oily liquid which could be redigested or purged once it re¬
entered the blood stream.

Ishvara has undertaken a study of modern medical texts in order to
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alkaloids and acids with ayurvedic preparations"'". He reasons that this will

allow him to better influence the anabolic and catabolic processes of the

specific tissues and organs he wishes to treat.

Ishvara's experimentation may be briefly contrasted to that of a

traditional vaidya I encountered. The vaidya was attempting to find a cure

for diabetes. His methodology involved dissolving sugar in water and then

trying to find a medicine which would negate the sweet taste without producing

a strong counter-taste. He had tried numerous plant juices and finally found

one that seemingly worked. He sold his elixir to clients after a demonstra¬

tion of the plant's miraculous effect on sugar water. The point I wish to

emphasize is that although Ishvara and this vaidya represent two extremes of

ayurvedic reasoning and sophistication both share a common goal of balance

which dictates their methodology and reasoning.

Before I discuss Ishvara's medical practice, I may note that he not

only conceived of all substances as demonstrating hot and cold properties, but

classified sound in a like manner. One of his favourite topics was the

"science" of mantram. Ishvara emphasized to me that mantra was not prayer and

that the ascribed meaning of a mantra often had little to do with its purpose.

Many mantram were designed to influence bodily processes in a heating or

cooling manner. Mantra could either be dominated by open sound, sagarbha.

or closed sound, agarbha. Open sounds are those which liberate heat and are

aspirated, such as ha, ma, ra, etc. Closed unaspirated sounds, such as om

According to Ishvara, in order to cure an illness, a vaidya must
supply the body with organic and inorganic requirements, i.e.,
alkaloids and tastes. For example, in a case of fever caused by
pitta, iron must be administered to contain heat in small units. The
bitter principle then condenses and consumes these units of heat.
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or hum are heat consuming1. Ishvara emphasized that the use of heating

mantram to cure patients of paralysis or depression, and cooling mantram

to control fever, hysteria, dristhi. and other heating ailments was "scient¬

ific". The science of mantram which he spoke of was indeed complex and

systematic. Each mantram was not only classified as heating or cooling but

heating or cooling to varying degrees. As in the case of medicine, mantram

of varying strengths needed to be selected for ailments caused by various

degrees of overheat and overcoolness. Moreoever, specific sounds directed

heating mantram to different body regions. Ishvara's ideas were collaborated

in part by other Brahman vaidya and mantravadi but in a much less sophisticated

manner.

Ishvara's clientele is significantly different than that of Ganapathi

or Kanya Balyaya. Ishvara does not treat many patients having psychological

complaints and he does not administer daily _ ,s doses of medicines

for symptoms. Ishvara is a serious vaidya and he insists on treating a

patient's entire bodily system, and not only a particular symptom which has

surfaced. He has a high-strung temperament and is business-like in his

dealings with patients. This does not make him popular with villagers having

everyday complaints.

Ishvara does not rely on the Daitota name for attracting patients nor

on a religious facade. He maintains a separate family identity in Vitla, and

his life style is a reflection of small town life. His house is electrified,

his sons are educated, and he is a progressive areca-nut grower owning a power

Ishvara's cognition of compression and dilation is akin to that of the
Greek philosophersAnaximenes, Xenophanes, and Hippocrates. With respect
to sound Anaximenes wrote that the breath which is compressed by the lips
is cold and that produced by a relaxed mouth hot. (Robinson 1968, 42-5l)
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tiller and a motor scooter. Some patients are attracted to him by short

articles he has published in Kannada. These articles are generally on the

subject of diabetes or high blood pressure and describe ayurvedic cures

couched in terms of western physiology. Most cases Ishvara receives, other

than the minor complaints of neighbouring villagers, are advanced stages of

illnesses which have been treated by several other practitioners without

success. A large majority of these patients have been treated by allopathic

doctors and most are literate, if not educated.

Ishvara is renowned for the treatment of diabetes, gastro-intestinal

complaints, and high blood pressure. During my fieldwork, he treated about

three hundred patients who consulted him about illnesses which prior practit¬

ioners had labelled diabetes mellitus. Ishvara found this term ambiguous

and stated that many of these patients did not have diabetes but had dietary

imbalances resembling diabetes. He chose to call such cases prameha. This

is an ayurvedic term used for urinary ailments and it is subdivided into eighteen

sub classes based on the colour, density, smell, deposits, and sweetness of

the urine.

Ishvara's treatments are long-term and accompanied by stringent dietary

restrictions as well as prescribed changes in daily routine. His medicines

are costly and his patients generally middle-class. They are assured of the

quality of the medicines they purchase for they are made by Ishvara himself

and raw materials are displayed to patients who wish to see how their prepar¬

ations are made. Ishvara dispatches medicine by post to patients, but insists

on periodic consultations.

Ishvara's patients are impressed by his rustic but professional

manner of diagnosis. His examination of patients is a combination of

allopathic and ayurvedic techniques. He uses a stethoscope and blood pressure

apparatus, asks a number of questions concerning diet, desire for or aversion
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to tastes, and records data on digestion, defecation, sleep, etc. He does

not engage in pulse reading. Most of Ishvara's patients with advanced

illnesses are interested in an explanation of their illness and Ishvara uses

a mixture of western and ayurvedic ideas to explain to patients what is going

on inside their bodies. These explanations are highly abstract, but are

supported by analogies which are easily understood. Such explanations

buttress a patient's confidence in Ishvara.

Ishvara insists that patients with diabetes or high blood pressure

undertake periodic urine analysis and blood pressure checks by doctors in

their own locale. He guarantees marked improvement in these tests after a

month of treatment and uses them as a gauge to measure the success of his

treatment. If improvement does not result he inquires about changes in the

patient's life or habits. I am in no position to comment on the efficacy

of his treatment, but I may note that on the basis of the comments of a large

number of his patients, considerable improvement accrued from his treatment.

In fact, it was primarily by the word of mouth of his patients that new

patients came to hear of him while he was practising part-time from his house.

I may make a few comments about Ishvara's opinion of allopathy.

Ishvara criticizes the practice and philosophy of allopathic medicine, but

not its experimental findings. Like Kanya and Ganapathi, he considered

allopathy a useful form of "emergency medicine", but not a science of life or

health. In his opinion, allopathy did not treat people, but diseases.

Because an allopathic doctor does not attempt to correct a patient's entire

body cycle, allopathic treatment only reduces or suppresses symptoms. More¬

over, allopathy ignores the essential problem of bodily resistance. The

question which Ishvara looked to answer was why a man developed a disease at

a particular time and why his resistance should be low, enabling his body to

nurture the disease.
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Ishvara perceived disease as an after effect of a dosha imbalance.

He stressed to me that it was the body cycle and resistance that had to be

reinstated if a man was to regain his health. If a doctor only treated

symptoms he would find that as one symptom became suppressed, another would

manifest. In this context, Ishvara criticized allopathy for holding out

false hope to villagers by offering them fast, but temporary cures, for

their ailments. Instead of supporting a traditional emphasis on resistance,

proper diet, and bodily and mental control, allopathy reduced the importance

of a regulated diet and life.

Ishvara's most poignant criticism of allopathy, however, was its

philosophy. This criticism was based on a crucial moral issue involving the

Hindu world-view. Ishvara's own statements are apt depictions of a clash

between allopathic and ayurvedic ideology. I may paraphrase three statements

which I recorded at different times:

1. Allopathy's aim is to conquer all diseases rather than assisting
the body to maintain equilibrium. According to Ayurveda if the
body is in equilibrium, disease will not be nurtured. Even if
seeds fall on a field, they will not take root or develop without
conditions suitable for their growth. Can any man conquer the
world? No, history tells us that it is not possible. As one
leader is defeated, another arises. Like that, a philosophy which
stresses war, and which prescribes pills and injections to combat
all diseases is doomed to failure. Can man fight all the forms of
disease? I do not think that you can count the number of village
gods and demons in India, let alone all the forms of bacteria or
viruses. Aren't new viruses and demons born every day? You must
ask, what is disease? Ayurveda speaks of external and internal
causes of disease, but it lays emphasis on its internal causes.
According to ayurveda, disease is a hunger and medicine is a food
for that hunger. A vaidya or doctor must know how to read the
body's signs and know what food is required. Anything which helps
him in that task advances the cause of ayurveda.

2. Your people speak of germs and viruses, and my people of buta and
preyta. Are we so different? You have spent so much time dis¬
covering that those attacked by buta and preyta already have an
imbalance in their lives, bodies, or minds. Isn't it the same with
your people with germs, viruses, and mental diseases? There are
not enough doctors to control all germs or mantravadi to control all
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preyta. You can give every man a vaccination and. a yantra but
will that end the problem of disease? You cannot truly begin to
cure disease until you have a plan for life. Tell me what the
allopathic plan for life is and how it may be implemented in
India?

3- In the West, you say that a stick of wood is a form of potential
energy; that it may be burned. I say that the stick has fire
within it, and therefore it attracts fire under favourable conditions.
It is so with disease. When the body has accumulated mala, under
the favourable conditions of dosha imbalance, krimi. germs, etc. are
attracted to the body and those already_existing in it multiply and
cause a specific disease. Likewise, papa and bad thoughts cause
imbalances which result in mental illness. Disease is like a tree.
Your people wage a war against the fruits and decaying limbs of this
tree, but not its roots. Your injections and vitamin pills
momentarily relieve a man of his symptoms, but the hunger of his
body is much deeper.

Ayurveda and the Hindu World View

The comments made by Ishvara emphasize India's moral commitment to the

philosophy of ayurveda. They highlight the close association of ayurveda

with the Hindu world view and ideal of balance propagated by Gandhi. We

have seen that this ideal is expressed on several intersecting planes of

ideology. With respect to the body, it is emphasized by the doctrine of hot-

cold and the tridosha. Socially, it is manifested through ideals of emotion¬

al control. On a ritual plane, it is expressed by the purity-impurity idiom,

by the symbolic balancing of hot-cold, and by the ideals of yoga, tapas. etc.

What is the relevance of these observations to an understanding of

medicine in India today? Two points may be noted. First, because ayurveda

is integrally linked to the Hindu world view it cannot be undermined by

western medicine, in spite of its apparent effectiveness. Variables of

discontinuous health, unpredictable disease, disease without immediate cure,

and sub-optimal nutritional conditions will insure that the cultural emphasis

on an ideal of balance remains dominant in India. The ideology of multiple
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causality and the fact that villagers often think in terms of discursive

symptoms as opposed to disease complexes augments the balance scheme. The

nature of allopathic medicines themselves reinforce this theme due to their

side effects which are interpreted in terms of balance ideology. Moreover,

it is crucial to recognize that two separate questions will always be asked

by villagers when illness occurs: why do I have this disease now and what

has caused this disease? The answer to the question as to what has caused

a disease will change, and indeed data presented in Chapter Eight on etiology

has documented the fact that variability as to the causes of disease is common¬

place. However, the question why a disease has occurred at a particular time

continues to be answered with respect to a patient's personal '^t^eurnstonces

dominated by balance ideology.

A second point concerns the position of the Government of India with

respect to medical policy. The Government of India is simultaneously committed

to the ideals of Hindu dharma and to modernity, i.e. social, scientific, and

technological advancement. These two ideals often clash and produce a

phenomena which J.P. Naik, of the Indian Council of Social Science Research,

has aptly labelled "double think". Ayurvedic medicine must be supported as

much, if not more, as a moral issue, than as an issue of health care and the

needs and desires of villagers. At the same time, allopathic medicine must

be encouraged both because it is needed and because of its international

status. Many heated debates have ensued over health policy with respect

to the two systems of medicine. A great number of these debates have little

to do with health needs and are fronts for the airing of opinions about moral

and national commitments, as well as grass roots versus liberal policies.

What is of special concern to us is that attempts have been made time

and again to merge allopathic and ayurvedic medicine. It was thought that
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this would aid national solidarity and produce a doctor capable of dealing

with village conditions more effectively. Leslie has pointed out the

weaknesses of this idealistic movement, namely its ambiguity and inability

to generate colleague controlled professional image. Leslie has character¬

ized this movement, of which Ishvara Bhat is a part, as "traditional modernism".

The movement was a response, a way of dealing with the
alienation caused by an onrushing modernization ...

They are saying, in effect, "We must break with the present
because the present has broken with the past. We are the
victims of history, heirs of a corrupted medical system.
We must renew ourselves by rediscovering and reclaiming
ancient medical wisdom, and this is best done by using
modern medical knowledge and techniques (l969, 48).

Whereas Leslie has pointed out the failure of this movement to build up

professional morale, to complement an established infrastructure of medical

establishments, I would point out its ideological significance which has had

a broad base of appeal. It is a manifestation of a larger movement occurring

in India on various levels. On one level, vaidya like Ganapathi interpret

Hindu ritual and mythology as underlain by "scientific" ayurvedic principles.

On another level, doctors like Ishvara explain ayurvedic principles in

respect to western scientific terminology. The explanations given by such

specialists may be individual interpretations of traditional ideology, but

their emphasis on the scientific is exemplary of a national phenomena. Just

as the Max Muller movement gave impetus to Hinduism at the turn of the

century by pointing out its logic, so now, ayurvedic interpretations of

customs hope to gain it status by pointing out its scientific "validity".

"Traditional modernism" is, in my opinion, more than a revival

movement or passing stage on the road to modernity. It is a statement of

a world-view which has survived many conquests and alterations. Moreover,

it is a display of the remarkable Hindu strategy of assimilation and incor¬

poration. I would emphasize that we should not underestimate the ayurvedic
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world-view. If India is undergoing traditional modernity, this process is

facilitated by a conceptual system which readily accommodates many modern

metaphors. In the field of medicine, C. Dwarkanath has made a laudatory attempt

to reappraise ayurveda in strict terms of modem medicine"'". His efforts

clearly demonstrate that the tridosha can be used analogically to depict

modern ideas of cellular metabolism and digestion. Rather than expecting

a paradigm leap in India's medical ideology we must come to recognize that
scope

medicine is a cultural structure and as such its is beyond man's

biological reality. If life is to remain meaningful disease and death must

remain meaningful. Medicine must respond to the moral aspect of disease in

varying cultural contexts if it is not to become recognized as only another

branch of technology. I will, shortly,document the fate of allopathic

medicine in India today as a case in point.

Data presented on traditional and modem interpretations of ayurveda

are of importance to a general theory of knowledge as well as to India's

medical history. We may see from a study of vaidya, representative of various

levels of ayurvedic sophistication, that a traditional conceptual framework

is incorporating new ideas and scientific facts. This process of incor¬

poration has been gradual and evolutionary. A study of the development of

ayurveda may in fact support Durkheim's assessment of scientific thought as

an outgrowth, a perfected and more efficient explanation of religious thought

The integrated school of ayurveda is now saying that modem scientific facts

are an outcome of an advanced technology which does not negate structural

principles recognized by rishi. They are trying to maintain a continuity

between the ideals of Hinduism, ayurveda. and modem science. In this sense,

For an in depth portrayal of the complementarities which have been drawn
between ayurveda and allopathy, consult the works of C. Dwarkanath (1959,
1967).
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ayurveda is an expression of Hindu religious belief and systems of philosophy.

Modern ayurvedic Pundit point to the hot-cold metaphor and then to the

laws of thermodynamics and draw a correspondence. Entropy is substituted

by the term shakti. Like the term entropy, shakti assumes the meaning of

turning, transformation, or reverence in different contexts and historical

times.

Ayurvedic Pharmacy

Before leaving the topic of ayurveda. I may say a few words about the

ayurvedic pharmacy. The evolution of the ayurvedic pharmacy in larger towns

and cities has complemented the movement of traditional modernism by literally

providing new bottles for old wines. I will describe the process of image

management employed by ayurvedic pharmaceutical concerns in the last decade.

This change may significantly influence the future of ayurveda.

I have noted that vaidya like Ganapathi and Kanya have traditionally

purchased medicinal herbs from travelling herbal merchants and medicine

stockists located on the coast. Herbal merchants have supplied vaidya with

raw materials from nearby districts and have functioned to disseminate local

medical lore. Other medicines have been purchased from coastal cities.

Mangalore has long offered vaidya an assortment of medicines imported from

other parts of India, the Orient, and beyond. The position of Mangalore in

relation to the areca-nut and spice trade has facilitated the importation of

ayurvedic medicines described in classical texts but unavailable locally.

A few small pharmacies have also sprung up in South Kanara. These

pharmacies have relied on local and imported medicines and have supplied the

public with popular ayurvedic medicines for several decades. They have not

produced medicine on a grand scale, however, and when towns like Mangalore
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began to grow in size, larger ayurvedic concerns from Kerala, Madras, and

Northern India became interested in South Kanara as a market. However, to

be successful in this market they had to compete against allopathic medicines

which had gained a strong foothold by the mid 1950s in most of India's cities

and large towns. This gave rise to a new style of ayurveda.

A villager walking in to an updated ayurvedic pharmacy today, will

not find roots, barks, newspaper wrapped packets of coarsely ground powders,

and self labelled bottles of medicinal oils. He will rather find factory

packaged bottles of ayurvedic pills, plastic capped bottles of ayurvedic

oils and wines, and vacuum sealed phials of ayurvedic injections. Ayurveda

has become a commercial concern of considerable magnitude and ayurvedic

pharmaceutical companies are carefully manipulating ayurveda's image in

keeping with social trends. They are emphasizing ayurveda's continuity with

modernity; its up-to-dateness.

Two points may initially be made about this phenomena. Hirst, it

must be emphasized that a great number of villagers classify a practitioner,

or a medical shop, by the form of medicine dispensed and not the system of

medicine adhered. I have already noted that the average villager knows

little about medical theory. Many illiterate villagers have no idea that

allopathy and ayurveda are based on different modes of thought and are at

odds with each other. The extent of their cognition of medicine is that some

practitioners administer new powerful injections and pills while others

administer traditional decoctions, wines, and oils.

The form and colour of a medicine influences villager's perception

of its action^. It is not unusual for example, for a patient to consult an

^
A common idea is that red medicines are heating and that blue or green
medicines are cooling.
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unfamiliar practitioner and to demand a type of medicine without knowing if

he is an allopathic or ayurvedic doctor. He may ask an allopathic doctor

for a decoction, or an ayurvedic doctor for an injection on the side of the

body that hurts. I will document shortly the repercussions of this lack of

discrimination on the part of villagers. What I wish to point out now is

that villagers tend to classify medicine via its form and the new marketing

of ayurvedic medicines will cause villagers to look at ayurvedic medicines

differently in the future.

Processed ayurvedic medicine is only beginning to reach rural villages.

Ganapathi has begun to stock a few ayurvedic pills and bhusirvk and shop

vaidya in larger villages have begun purchasing ayurvedic and homeopathic

injections. In Ganapathi's case, the medicines he purchases are those he

cannot produce himself and those he wishes to flaunt to impress educated

clients. However, one wonders how long it will be before a new breed of shop

vaidya emerges who knows little about the preparations of ayurvedic medicine

and who simply dispenses tablets. I will raise this point later in respect

to today's ayurvedic students.

A positive point is that major ayurvedic pharmaceutical concerns

offer standardized ayurvedic preparations to the public. The standardization

of ayurvedic preparations is being stressed by the Government and if new

licensing laws in Karnataka are indicative of the future, the standardiz¬

ation of commercial ayurvedic drugs will be enforced. Ayurvedic medicine

can be a lucrative business and applications for small pharmacy licenses are

growing in number in accord with a demand for pre-packaged common ayurvedic

medicines. However, standard ayurvedic preparations are often expensive to

produce and the price of quality materials is rapidly rising. What effect

this will have on the village ayurvedic market remains to be seen.
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In order to ascertain the popularity of processed shop ayurvedic

medicines I carried out a one week survey of the sale of medicine at the Puttur

branch of the Kotakoll Ayurvedic Pharmaceutical Company. The shop has been

operating for about five years and is located in the heart of this crossroads

town. The town boasts numerous allopathic and ayurvedic practitioners, a

Government Hospital, an allopathic chemist shop, and local herbal stockists.

Table 36 Ayurvedic Medicine Sales for One Week at Kotakoll Pharmacy

Complaint Number of Patients1

Vata (body ache, .ioint pain) 132 20.6

Stomach and bowels 72 11.3

Skin diseases 59 9.2

Debility, strength, sexual stimulants 50 7.8

Cold, cough, slight fever 50 7.8

Tale bisi (uncontrolled thoughts and emotions) 40 6.3

Sleeplessness 23 3.6

Huchu (hysteria, mental upset) 20 3.1

Apasmara (fits, epilepsy in adults) 13 2.0

Severe headache 18 2.8

Worms 33 5.2

Tonic during or after pregnancy 31 4.8

Children's fits (bala graha) 29 4.5

Chest pain 27 4.2

Urine problems 27 4.2

White discharge, menses irregularities 16 2.2

Total 640 99.4

This column actually lists the number of sales for each disease category.
In many cases, one patient purchased medicines for more than one disease
or symptom state.
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The manager of the Kotakoll Pharmacy is a registered medical prac¬

titioner who studied ayurveda in Kerala. He generally sells medicine to

clients on the basis of their verbalized symptoms without conducting an

examination. The figures presented here are indicative of a modem ayurvedic

pharmacy clientele. However, it may be noted that Kotakoll specializes in

vata oils.

I conducted a complementary seven day study in a Mangalore pharmacy

stocking drugs from four well-known ayurvedic pharmacies. I found the sales

of their drugs to be comparable to those of Kotakoll except in the case of

vata drugs, which were less popular, and complaints about sexual debility

which were more popular. In fact, I would estimate that fifteen per cent

of the medicines sold in this popular Mangalore shop were for male sexual

debility and another ten per cent for menses complaints. Of the men who

purchased medicine for sexual debility at least three quarters were educated

and between the ages of eighteen and thirty. During my travels in coastal

North Kerala, I interviewed ayurvedic shop owners and found a similar situ¬

ation"'". Another tendency was for large sales of medicine for skin diseases.

Some informants associated a rise in the sale of sex tonics with
a rise in the marriage age among those continuing their education.
Ganapathi's experience with students revealed that they purchased
these tonics after engaging in masturbation and fearing adverse
consequences.
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ALLOPATHY

Allopathic medicine entered the villages two decades ago and has had

a dramatic effect on rural health. In order to document the form and

extent of this effect, it is best to examine first the types of specialists

administering allopathic medicine and involved in its propagation. Towards

this end, I will employ case studies of practitioners serving the Panaje-

Vitla region. My primary emphasis will be on the clientele who frequent

these practitioners and the services offered to patients. Supplementary data

will be presented on the economics of allopathy, the effect socio-economic

pressures have had on town practitioners, and the role of allopathic chemist

shops and PHC staff.

I will begin by examining the practice of allopathic medicine by

Registered Medical Practitioners (RMP) and then document the practice of a

qualified private and government doctor. The RMP title broadly designates any

practitioner hereditarily or institutionally trained in the practice of

ayurvedic or allopathic medicine who has registered with the Government. I

will use the term RMP to designate any medical practitioner administering

allopathic medicine without a bachelor of medicine degree (MBBS) from a

recognized school of medicine.

Registered Medical Practitioners (RMP)

A variety of RMP practice in the Panaje-Vitla region"'". Some have

undergone short medical training courses, such as that offered by the Madras

village vaidya scheme conducted in Mangalore in the early 1950s. Many

have completed courses in ayurvedic medicine with emergency allopathic training.

Others have acquired knowledge of allopathic drugs by working as compounders

^
The title RMP will generally be applied to both practitioners having heredi¬
tary training and those holding diplomas from ayurvedic colleges or colleges
of integrated medicine. When I wish to distinguish institutionally trained
RMP from non-institutionally trained RMP, I will refer to the former as
licentiates. Practitioners who administer only folk or ayurvedic medicine
m' "1 "1 /-\ rtn "I—i ni 1 /~\ 4" /~\ 4-* /—v n 1 1 /-\4 Trn -i ^ Anin -I 4* n 4"V\ <n -I v» n4- a4-iia a 4* v»n n.-i r-1 4- "v»n 4 •! /A -vn
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or by learning from relatives who are RMP or qualified doctors. These

practitioners have augmented their meager or limited training by experience

and by trial and error experimentation.

These RMP are commonly charged with quackery. I will emphasize that

such a blanket charge is somewhat misconceived and misrepresentative of the

practice of medicine by a significant proportion of rural RMP. Although

rural RMP do not understand the science of allopathy many have become reason¬

ably proficient in technical, not scientific, aspects of medicine. Speaking

in respect to ideal conditions these practitioners are quacks, but in actual¬

ity, the practice of medicine in rural India even by the most qualified

doctors is open to the charge of quackery. This seemingly brash charge is

not my own, but a statement made by qualified rural doctors commenting on

their own practices. The reasons that these doctors feel that they are

reduced to "educated quacks" will be discussed shortly. At present I will

direct my attention to a cogent discussion of RMP, their practice of medicine,

clientele, and role in the village.

Krishna Bhat

Krishna Bhat is a Havik Brahman, aged fifty-five. He lives in an

interior border village four miles from Panaje, accessible by a dirt road,

precarious in the best of seasons. Before becoming an RMP, Krishna was a

well respected Sanskrit and Kannada teacher. He is a scholar of extraordinary

intelligence who has taught himself enough technical English to be able to

read medical texts and the Indian medical journals to which he is a regular

subscriber.

Krishna's father and grandfather were both part-time ayurvedic vaidya.

His elder brother registered as an RMP and practised a combination of ayurvedic

and allopathic medicine. This brother initially utilized ayurvedic diagnostic
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techniques and medicines, but as he came in contact with other practitioners

and chemists, he learnt the use of a few basic chemotherapeutic and anti¬

biotic drugs. At that time there were no other allopathic practitioners

within a several mile radius. In 1961, Krishna's brother moved to Sullia,

and Krishna took over his practice.

Krishna's practice of medicine has become significantly more elaborate

than that of his brother. His fluency in Sanskrit and his ability to read

English assisted him in the study of modern and traditional medical texts.

He studied college text books on anatomy, physiology, pediatrics, gynaecology,

and on techniques of diagnosis. He also studied traditional texts on the

practice of ayurveda and the preparation of famous ayurvedic medicines.

Krishna purchased a blood pressure machine, a stethoscope, opthal-

moscope, and a urine testing kit. He was instructed in the use of this

equipment by a distant relative, a qualified MBBS, and by doctors with whom

he has initiated a friendship. Krishna both consults and refers difficult

cases to these doctors. Krishna's knowledge of allopathy has also been

augmented by literature distributed by pharmaceutical companies operating in

South Kanara and by his son. Four years ago, Krishna's eldest son entered

an integrated medical course in Bangalore and the techniques he studies are

explained to his father.

During consultations, Krishna spends at least five to ten minutes with

each of his patients. He examines a patient in a private room and the

techniques of examination which he employs are seemingly those of a profession¬

ally trained allopath. He takes a thorough history of a patient's complaints

and past consultations.

Most of Krishna's patients receive both ayurvedic and allopathic

medicine. He invariably discusses diet with his patients, prescribing
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dietary restrictions in a manner complementary to local ideology. These

restrictions are based both on ayurvedic notions of rasa, viriya, and vipaka,

and modern nutritional factors.

A striking aspect of Krishna's practice of medicine is his ability

to win his patient's confidence. This ability has established for him a

reputation of having kai .spina. While taking a patient's history, he subtly

discusses a patient's family problems, inquires about previous consultations

with .jyotisher, offerings to buta. suspicions of mata, etc. Krishna acknow¬

ledges and supports a patient's beliefs, as he lays emphasis on faith as an

important aspect of the curing process.

Krishna has maintained good relationships with other traditional

specialists and he has retained their confidence as a vaidya as well as a

doctor. It is not ■uncommon for him to receive a patient who produces a slip

of paper written by a .jyotisher, denoting a dosha imbalance. Likewise, if

Krishna finds that a patient has faith in astrology and is discouraged by

the length of time required to cure his ailment, he will suggest that the

patient consult an astrologer. Because Krishna understands and pays credence

to his patient's ideas, fears, and expectations, patients confide in him to

a far greater extent than they do in doctors with better qualifications, but

from whom they feel alienated. Krishna's ability to intuit the totality

of his patient's problems has augmented his popularity, especially among

patients who use illness for functional purposes.

Krishna receives between seventy to one hundred patients a week at

his home and he makes house calls. As he is often not available at home

during the week, Krishna receives more patients on the weekend. Whereas

weekday cases tend to be the routine complaints of local villagers, weekend

cases tend to be ailments of longer duration. I carried out an in depth

study of the histories of sixty patients treated by Krishna on one weekend.
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The most salient point which emerged from an analysis of these sixty cases

was that almost 50 per cent of them were associated with, or complicated hy,

psycho-social problems. A large number of these cases were interpreted by

Krishna as having "functional" aspects associated with the reduction of

personal anxiety. Data also indicated that 48 per cent of the cases Krishna

received came from areas where a number of more qualified doctors and medical

facilities were available.

These initial findings naturally intrigued me and I took them to an

eminent Indian psychiatrist, Dr. R. Kapur, who was conducting research on

psychiatric epidemiology in a coastal village seventy miles north of Panaje\
He encouraged me to continue my study of Krishna and to investigate the manner

in which patients reported illnesses of psycho-social import via the use of

key somatic symptoms.

With Krishna's assistance, I undertook a study of patients whom he

suspected were using illness as a means of:

a) escaping personal obligations or frustrating roles,

b) deriving indirect gratification,

c) emphasizing self importance.

Krishna's interpretation of cases was based on his knowledge of patients and

their families, and the nature of those symptoms reported to him. It was

noted that common complexes of symptoms were employed by such patients and

that these complexes implicitly denoted varieties of anxiety. Data 'uere.

collected on two hundred and fifty cases, spanning a six month period of

consultations. Seventy five per cent (188) of these cases involved Brahmans.

The result of this study undertaken by Dr. Kapur and Dr. Carstairs has
recently been published (1976). It is beyond the scope of this thesis
to discuss or to offer a comparison of the material collected in the two
field areas.
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Forty nine per cent of the cases (l23) involved patients who were literate.

Approximately 35 per cent of the cases came from a radius of one to five

miles distance from Krishna's house, 40 per cent from a radius of five to

ten miles and 25 per cent distances over twenty miles away. The three or

four symptoms stressed by the patient were recorded and are shown in Table 37-

Table 37 Symptoms of a Somatic Nature Stressed by Patients Exhibiting
Signs of Functional Illness

Symptoms
No. of Times

Reported
Percentage of 250
Patients

Stomach complaints, digestive
disorders 111 44

Asthmatic complaints, breathlessness,
wheezing 107 43

Sleeplessness 105 42

Weakness, bloodlessness 101 40

Aspecific pains 89 36

Burning sensation 81 32

Sexual problems, particularly
o.ius loss 74

(53$ of male patients
6$ of women)

White discharge

Menstrual complaint

31)
) 60

29)

24
(48$ of women

patients)

Headache with dizziness 50 20

Itchy skin, hair falling out 15 6

Cold sweat 5 2

Somatic hallucinations (indicated
bv the term huchu) 6 2

Total 799

(Average of 3*2 symptoms per patient)
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An analysis of this data must initially take into cognizance two

factors. First, practitioners are often famous for the cure of particular

types of ailments. I noted that Ganapathi was famous for his treatment of

menstrual complaints. Krishna was famous for the treatment of asthmatic

complaints. Many patients who consulted Krishna had been labelled asth¬

matics by other practitioners whom they had previously consulted. Krishna

classified about one third of these patients as suffering from asthma

associated with emotional or psychological distress. Most asthma patients

have built up a long-term relationship with Krishna, consulting him every few

months or after severe attacks. Krishna usually questions such patients

about their social lives to determine latent anxieties which may have

precipitated an attack.

A second point to note is that Krishna still retains his identity

as a vaidya although he has taken on the title of doctor. The setting of

his thatched roof house conveys a traditional appearance as does Krishna's

dress, mannerisms,and mode of discussion. Krishna uses a hypodermic syringe

and stethoscope, but his use of modern medical props is complemented by an

extensive knowledge and use of local medicinal herbs, dietary regulations,

and ayurvedic and local terminology. The reason I emphasize this fact is

that I noted from sittings with various types of practitioners that patients

often reported,or emphasized, distinct symptoms to different practitioners.

The reporting of symptoms was influenced by a patient's ideas of which symp¬

toms a practitioner would respond to with powerful medicine, concern, or

anticipated restrictions. For example, many perceptive villagers have

learned that modern doctors tend not to be as impressed with talk about diet,

food,or indigestion as they are with complaints of pain, sleeplessness,

severe headache, and dizziness. Krishna occupies a middle position between
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a modern and traditional identity. The important point to note is that

patients still report symptoms to him in a traditional manner.

The data collected must be seen in relation to traditional ideology

of bodily processes. Patients in the survey most often emphasized those

symptoms which denoted interference with essential bodily processes.

Digestive complaints, weakness, sleeplessness, bloodlessness, body pain, and

burning sensation took precedence over descriptive accounts of fears, anxieties,

or feelings of guilt. Most patients did mention tale bisi. to denote mental

worries, but this was not the precipitating factor of their visit, nor a

point' they initially laboured. They utilized an emphasis on somatic

sensations as a means of communicating their loss of a generalized sense of

well being.

The presentation of symptoms by Brahman and non-Brahmans was only

slightly different when correlated with factors of education, age, and sex.

Brahmans had a greater tendency to emphasize stomach complaints and overtly

mention o.jus loss. Shudras more often stressed tale bisi by reference to

burning sensation and body weakness. Women generally emphasized weakness,

as well as back pain, painful menses, and white discharge. Older patients

tended to stress stomach complaints and loss of appetite more than younger

patients who stressed sleeplessness. The educated had a greater tendency to

emphasize sleeplessness, severe headache, and dizziness. However, it may be

appreciated that it was difficult to judge where emphasis was being placed

during a diagnostic session for discussions were ad hoc, and followed the

general flow of discussion. Moreover, patients were sensitive to the

practitioner's slightest reaction or sign of interest or preoccupation.

I qualified my use of the term hallucination in the table in order

to denote a distinction made by villagers between hallucinations which are
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somatic in nature and those which are definable in respect to collective

thought and adjunct orders of reality. The experiences of seeing a buta

or feeling dristhi are not treated as hallucinations. Experiences classi¬

fied as hallucinations in the table, are those which Krishna and the patient's

family members considered disoriented and not fitting into any culturally

defined order of reality. These experiences were classified as madness, huchu,

caused by bad stars, nana, mata. or improper food habits. Huchu is disting¬

uished from possession, and clients treated by Krishna who had been possessed

or who had seen visions of deities were not classified as having experienced

hallucinations, be they visual or auditory.

Krishna keeps exacting records of the patients he treats, the

medicines he has administered, and their effects and side effects. He also

keeps an accurate account of payments made and he will not treat patients who

cannot pay for his services. The cost of allopathic medicine is steadily

rising and Krishna cannot afford to give away costly drugs. If a patient

is very poor, Krishna will charge minimally for his services and will use

local medicines if possible. Usually a patient will pay from Es.l to 5 in

excess of what Krishna has paid for the medicines he uses. In some cases

a patient will be requested to purchase a medicine from a chemist and Krishna

will supply a prescription. Krishna has not become wealthy from his practice,

but maintains a reasonable standard of living, comparable to an areca agri¬

culturist having five acres of garden land.

Balakrishna Bbat

One might wonder whether practitioners such as Krishna Bhat are

not a rare phenomena. Krishna's case is unusual in that he is virtually

self taught, but a number of other RMPs practise allopathy after undergoing
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only minimal training. Balakrishna is one such paraprofessional. When

he was twenty two, Balakrishna' s mother died in his remote village because

medical assistance was not available. The incident affected him deeply

and one year later, when he read that a medical training course was being

organized in Mangalore, he made application and was granted one of twenty

places in the course.

The course was primarily designed to teach homeopathic medicine. It

was organized by a reputable and established homeopathic hospital, Father

Muller's, the first hospital founded in South Kanara. The course, began in

1957, met three times a week, and lasted for four years. At the end of the

course, basic knowledge of a few allopathic medicines and diagnostic techniques

were taught. When Balakrishna completed this training, he left for his

village, with a medical bag containing antibiotics, homeopathic drugs, a

stethoscope, and a hypodermic.

Balakrishna initially practised medicine for two years in a small

roadside town near Vitla, but due to family obligations, he was forced to

move his practice nearer to his home. He began a practice in the remote

village of Manila. Manila is six mountainous miles, a two and a half hour

walk, from the nearest medical facility. Balakrishna practises medicine at

his home four days a week and walks an hour and a half to Manila three days

a week. During each visit to Manila he sees about twenty five patients, most

of whom have tried home remedies before consulting him, and few of whom have

consulted outside practitioners.

Balakrishna is a promoter of social change. When he first arrived

in Manila, his clients were initially Brahmans and Muslims. Gradually,

Shudras began coming to his clinic but it has been taking him time to win the

confidence of the Harijan community. At present, Harijans only consult him
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in cases of high fever, chronic dysentary, and gastro-enteritis. The

buta and Siri cult is strong in the village and a Kumar and a Ehlike mantra-

vadi practise herbal medicine and ritual curing.

It may be emphasized that a qualified allopathic doctor identified

with town life and a modem ethos would hardly be accepted by most Manila

villagers. Government PHC staff from Vitla who are supposed to cover the

village, have had little impact on it, and consider the village beyond their

capacity to cover, even superficially. In such contexts, practitioners like

Balakrishna and Krishna Bhat have played a crucial role in initially intro¬

ducing villagers to modem ideas, medicines, techniques, and the framework

of modem therapy. Moreover, they have won villager's confidence by function¬

ing within the culture, paying credence to the moral and social aspects of

disease, and playing up the symbolic aspect of medicine. It is not unusual

to see Balakrishna placing his stethoscope on a patient's paining leg. This

is not because he does not know the proper use of the instrument, nor is it

as ludicrous as it might first appear. Patients are impressed by the instru¬

ment, and Balakrishna uses it symbolically the way a mantravadi uses a whip

which cracks loudly, but causes little pain. In both instances, the action

affirms the patient's worth, emphasizes the importance of the condition and

assures the patient that the specialist is usingall of his available resources

to promote a cure. Shortly, I will discuss the administering of injections

and placebo injections by a practitioner utilizing a similar rationale.

Graduates of Ayurvedic Colleges and Colleges of Integrated Medicine

Today, there are fewer RMP emerging who have not had some type of

formal training. A number of RMP who utilize allopathic drugs have under¬

gone two to four year courses in ayurveda. Some of these courses have
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included instruction in the use of allopathic "emergency" medicines and

diagnostic techniques. A detailed account of these courses is "beyond the

scope of this thesis, but I may make some general comments about the graduates

of these courses and their practice of medicine.

Ayurvedic courses originally began training their students in

allopathic medicine and minor surgery because it was envisioned that these

young licentiates would be working in rural areas where alternative sources

of medical aid would be scarce. Integrated courses such as the L.I.M.,

initiated by Captain Srinivas Murty, were not designed to train students

to be paraprofessional allopaths. Students were trained to practise ayurveda

assisted by modern medical paraphernalia and minor surgical techniques.

Their training in allopathy was only intended to be for emergency use. However,

•uhLike Ishvara Bhat, most licentiates did not take up a practice of modernized

ayurvedic medicine. Most graduates of ayurvedic and integrated courses,

prior to the 1960s, found themselves in great demand because of a shortage

of doctors. They generally moved to small crossroads towns, like Puttur

and Vitla, where their practices flourished. A substantial number of the

patients initially consulting these practitioners did so only in advanced

stages of illnesses and after first trying home remedies. "Emergency"

medicine soon became routine medicine. As allopathy proved itself by curing

a number of more serious symptoms, a greater number of villagers began to

rely on allopathic medicines for the quick cure of more common ailments.

I would conservatively estimate that three quarters of these licentiates

utilized allopathic medicine as a substantial part of their practice and that

one third of this number solely relied on allopathic drugs. Today, this

proportion is increasing.

Problems over the EMP's right to use allopathic drugs began to arise
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in the 1960s when larger numbers of MBBS graduates began emerging from newly

established medical schools. MBBS graduates began to glut the medical market

in cities and towns. They resented competition from less qualified pract¬

itioners, especially since illiterate villagers could not distinguish between

them. Competition from well established ayurvedic and integrated licentiates

was accepted, but the prospect of competing against young licentiates who

often charged less for their services, caused strong protests.

The result of this protest and political pressures exercised by

financial backers of new private allopathic medical colleges was that colleges

of ayurvedic medicine eliminated their courses in allopathic medicine.

Students of ayurveda were outraged and a series of protests were launched

campaigning for allopathic training.

In 1975, ayurvedic students won their protest and one and a half years

of allopathic medical training was included in an extended five year course

of study. One effect of this decision was an immediate increase in appli¬

cations for seats in ayurvedic courses. A small survey I conducted revealed

that 85 per cent of fifty South Kanara students applying for admission to

ayurvedic courses in 1976 would have preferred to attend an MBBS course, but

did not have the grades nor the money to do so. In their opinion, regardless

which degree they received, they would have to practise some form of allopathic

medicine in order to be popular.

What can be adduced from a diachronic account of the recent history

of 'integrated' training in ayurveda and allopathy? Originally, allopathic

medicine was taught as "emergency" medicine; as a necessity for rural

practice. Today, however, young graduates of ayurvedic schools must rely on

allopathic training for a different order of necessity. Many will take up

practices in areas where qualified allopaths are already practising. They

will enter a highly competitive medical market. In populated villages and
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towns, the pressure to practise "commercial" medicine increases. By the term

"commercial" medicine I mean the practice of medicine, structured, if not

dictated by the demands of patients for dramatic cures and specified forms of

medicine, most notably injections. I furthermore imply a variety of medicine

significantly influenced by the enticements of pharmaceutical companies who

persuade practitioners to utilize their products by offering them consider¬

able discounts. My observations would lead me to surmise that the practice

of "commercial" medicine by qualified and unqualified allopathic practitioners

alike is more open to the charge of quackery than the limited practice of

allopathic medicine by many rural licentiates and ENPs who retain contact

with and influence over the patients whom they treat.

This statement is not to claim that these practitioners are beyond

the charge of quackery, but to emphasize that their case is not as contemptuous

as that of commercial practitioners. Most RMP whom I encountered in small

villages were men of character, social standing,and above-average intelligence.

However, character and a close affinity to the populace, although commendable,

is not enough to dismiss them from charges of the misuse of potent allopathic

drugs. For example, many of these EMP have unknowingly suppressed the

symptoms of tuberculosis by administering only palative dosages of Strepf-o -

mycin to patients"*". They have used antibiotics such as Chloromycetin, a

-tuplnoid
drug used against typhoid, so often in non-typhoid cases that
bacillus has bccoTvi. ret. istant to thi

Strejtomycin is given haphazardly and Iron x not commonly issued. Even
a light case of tuberculosis requires a minimum of 60 to 90 injections of
Streptomycin. The fact is that even if an EMP requested a patient to
return at least 80 per cent of his tuberculosis patients could not afford
to. (These figures are based on the patients of one EMP commonly treating
tuberculosis).

2
An interesting phenomena which may be noted is that most EMP do not admini¬
ster penicillin injections because of the drug's reputation for producing
drastic side effects. EMP tend therefore to use tetracycline and Eeclor,
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If villagers build up a resistance to essential antibiotics, drastic re¬

percussions could result if an epidemic occurred.

However, we must not totally blame the RMP for his abuse of drugs for

he often learns to use such drugs from propaganda distributed by pharmaceutical

concerns or directly from chemists1. If other channels of information were

open to him such incidents could be minimized. A majority of the rural

BMP that I spoke to, enthusiastically endorsed the idea of short, periodic

training courses in the use of new drugs and the establishment of a medical

information and advisory agency.

A debate has for some time raged in India over the status of the RMP

and his right to use allopathic medicine. This debate is most often present¬

ed as a moral issue, but, in reality it is based on important economic consider¬

ations and rightly so! Let us briefly consider relevant social and economic

aspects of the issue before engaging in polemic about morality.

Due to competition, graduates of ayurvedic and allopathic colleges

practising in towns are forced, by prevailing social and economic factors, to

practise "commercial" medicine and use potent drugs yielding dramatic results.

If a young practitioner does not fulfill patients' expectations of dramatic

curing, and if he cannot build a reputation quickly, he is faced with economic

a brand name for Chloromycetin. One PHC doctor in Beltangadi reported to
me that she found that her patients responded better to penicillin than
to tetracycline or Chloromycetin and suggested this as a reason.

Pharmaceutical companies sell drugs directly to qualified doctors and
licentiates with popular practices at a reduced rate, 30 to 40 per cent
less than prices at chemist shops. Survey work conducted in the southern
taluks of the District disclosed that 48 per cent of the rural practition¬
ers visited by medical representatives were licentiates and 36 per cent of
their largest buyers were in this category. Pharmaceutical companies
ensured that these practitioners were provided with medical literature on
the drugs they wished them to buy. Chemists, on the other hand, had an
economic interest in providing unqualified RMPs and less popular licentiates
with information on drugs for they stood to gain a larger profit in their
dealings with these practitioners.
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disaster. His family has already invested a considerable sum of money in

his education and a few thousand rupees in setting up his practice. The

young practitioner is therefore placed in the situation of having to

regard his practice as a business venture first and a profession second, at

least until he is established.

MBBS graduates, particularly young graduates, do not want less

qualified practitioners taking away their business. RMP charge less for

their services and their simple shop fronts are often less conspicuous and

less alien to an illiterate villager. Moreover, such villagers feel more

comfortable talking to a practitioner who uses local vernacular and pays

credence to their ideas. In any case, they will receive what appears to

them to be the same medicine. This irritates many young MBBS graduates who

try to maintain social distance and dignity in accord with their newly achieved

status.

One might be tempted to ask why a young ayurvedic graduate does not

strictly practise ayurvedic medicine. The fact of the matter is that his

chances of establishing himself as an ayurvedic vaidya are minimal because pat¬

ients desiring pure ayurvedic treatment will consult an older vaidya with

experience and an established reputation. The proverb, "Better an exper¬

ienced patient than a young vaidya". expresses a common attitude. This is

not the idea held of the practice of allopathy for it is considered a modern

skill; technical knowledge. Some ayurvedic graduates have begun, with some

success, to use manufactured ayurvedic injections and tablets as a means of

establishing their own identity. However, most do not rely on ayurvedic

drugs except in cases where effective allopathic drugs are unknown or where

ayurvedic medicines have proven to be dramatically more effective. Moreover,

it may be noted that young ayurvedic graduates are becoming increasingly

alienated from the mode of production of ayurvedic medicines and are becoming
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as dependent on pharmaceutical concerns for ayurvedic drugs as they are

for allopathic drugs.

The Indian Medical Association has charged that non-MBBS graduates

should not be allowed to administer allopathic drugs because they have

insufficient training. They argue that allowing these practitioners, or

even paraprofessional multipurpose health workers to engage in the curing of

disease by allopathic drugs is dangerous and moreoever, immoral. The

IMA's argument is scientifically irrefutable. The, argument does, however,

lose its potency given the rural context, a doctor's clientele, and his

"actual" role. To emphasize this point, let us consider the practice of a

rural MBBS doctor and the Government PHC doctor.

Ra.ja Bhat

Raja is a descendant of the Panaje vaidya. He was a rank student

and won a seat in the Government Medical College in Mysore fifteen years ago.

Raja graduated high in his class, but opted to return to his village and

practise rural allopathic medicine rather than going on to further post¬

graduate training. Inspired by the tradition of the Panaje vaidya and not

wanting to leave the areca-nut belt, Raja began a rural practice in Perla.

Perla is a roadside village five mountainous miles from Panaje and conven¬

iently located on a regular bus route between Vitla and the coast. Raja

travels to Perla daily by motorbike after conducting a one hour clinic in an

interior section of Panaje. He treats approximately fifty patients a day

but as many as one-third of these patients will receive treatment by proxy.

A small boy may arrive with a slip of paper saying that his mother has a fever

or a woman may come and tell Raja about her father-in-law who is suffering

from kapha or diarrhoea. Raja will treat such proxy cases symptomatically

with an initial dosage of a seemingly appropriate chemotherapeutic medicine.
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He will ask that the patient come for an examination the next day but only

about one-half of these proxy patients actually appear.

One-half of the patients that Raja does examine have such general

complaints that he is unable to determine whether the root of the patient's

condition lies in a nutritional disorder or in a specific illness. He

criticizes his medical training for not paying enough attention to nutrit¬

ional disorders which are so prevalent in Indian villages. Raja's diagnosis

is almost completely symptomatic and he is often forced, against his better

judgement, to rely upon broad spectrum antibiotics instead of chemotherapeutic

drugs. If he does not use antibiotics and produce immediate results within

two or three days there is a 30 per cent chance that his patient will not

consult him again about the ailment. After one week, the percentage rises

to 75 per cent. Village patients expect a slow cure from ayurveda but they

have been led to expect miraculous cures from allopathy. If they do not get

this, they feel cheated.

Many patients do not return to see Raja when his medicine appears to

be ineffective, but just as many patients do not return when his medicines

have been effective. It is not at all uncommon for a patient to receive

one or two injections of an antibiotic and feel enough relief so that he will

not return to finish the series. Often a patient will measure his suffering

against his economic capability, and when his symptoms recede to a point of

tolerance he will discontinue treatment. It must be kept in mind that an

injection of antibiotics costs about Rs.4, over a day's wages for an areca

garden worker. Raja told me that he was infuriated by ouch incidents of

discontinued treatment when he first began his practice but because it is so

common he has learned to accept it as part of his routine.

To determine other common features of a routine rural practice, I

sat with Raja and several other practitioners during their consultation hours.
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Once again I noted that villagers reported those symptoms which they felt

were the most important and neglected to mention others which they regarded

as secondary to their immediate source of discomfort. Raja had to question

patients about symptoms he suspected, but which were not initially mentioned,

and this took both ingenuity and time. In many cases, the symptoms he

elicited after prodding were of crucial importance to his diagnosis and could

not have been discovered by a brief physical examination.

I noted that patients reported symptoms strategically. Some

patients exaggerated or added symptoms so they received better or particular

types of medicines. One patient suffering from dysentary, for example,

complained of fever because he had received a strong injection for fever in

the past. When it was found that he had no temperature, the patient was

questioned and admitted that he had fever the previous week, but that overheat

in his body was now causing diarrhoea.

Raja gives injections of distilled water to the growing number of

patients who are adamant about receiving injections, even when they do not

need them. Many contract labourers who have been to the city not only

demand injections, but demand specific types of injections. They designate

three types of injections: Government, English, and German. Government

injections are weak, English injections are powerful but take several hours

to act, and German injections are painful but act immediately. Some prac¬

titioners have made a considerable amount of money by administering calcium

glucomate injections as they cause an immediate burning sensation in the body

as well as a characteristic taste"'".

Some villagers judge an injection's shakti by its immediate heating effect.
This has influenced patient's preference to drugs. For example, the
Government issued a form of crude liver extract to PHCs which was apprecia¬
ted by male labourers because of its heating effect. Later, a variety
of the same essential ingredients was issued in which these side effects were
reduced. The drug lost its popularity.
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Other patients emphasize symptoms in order to get decoctions or

tablets. For example, a woman suffering from a skin disease was dissatisfied

when Raja gave her a medicated cream and tablets for her condition. She

immediately began citing several other symptoms concerning the blood and

asked for a decoction to purify the blood. In her opinion, like that of

many villagers, only a decoction could act as a blood purifier. Raja

mixed up some coloured water and gave it to her with detailed instructions

and dietary restrictions in keeping with her expectations.

Another tactic used by poor town patients was to minimize the

effect that a medicine was having upon them in subsequent consultations with

the doctor. In some cases this was a ploy to get better medicines which a

villager perceived that a doctor owned, but administered only to special

patients. In other cases, the patient would claim that a medicine had not

worked or had caused side effects as a ploy to minimize or postpone payment.

The important point to be highlighted here is that allopathic medicine

is viewed as a business by a large number of villagers. The relationship

with a doctor is purely contractual and not social. Therefore, they are

somewhat suspect of a doctor's motives and consider him an entrepreneur.

A town doctor is treated as a family doctor by few patients. Many patients

suspect him of being an agent of a pharmaceutical concern. Moreover, a

number of patients think that because doctors do not explain to them various

aspects of their illness, these doctors do not really understand the bodily

imbalance causing the illness. They perceive doctors as having been trained

in the skill of administering a set of medicines for a set of symptoms. When

a doctor does not achieve immediate results they blame him for having medicine

of poor quality or consider that his kai guna is insufficient in their case.

Villagers do not blame a doctor for improper diagnosis when his
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medicines fail. In fact, as far as they are concerned a doctor's jot is

to treat symptoms, not try and establish health as bodily balance. They are

little concerned with his diagnosis, and primarily desire the quick action

of his medicines. Therefore they have less patience for his symptomatic

cures than they do for ayurvedic treatment which may be lengthy. It is the

ayurvedic vaidya who they perceive as re-establishing bodily balance and the

integrity of essential bodily processes. The villager's use of western

medicine is pragmatic, and the doctor's strictly biological perspective of

disease is alien to the villager's idology of health as balance. Although

pervasive, this ideology remains latent, overshadowed by convenience, fast

symptomatic relief, etc. It does, however, lead the villager to suspect

western medicine of side effects weeks after it has been taken. Because

allopathy medicine is not understood vis-a-vis balance ideology it remains

a source of mystery, a source of uncontrolled influence.

Villagers lack of understanding of allopathic drugs is causing

serious repercussions which cannot be ignored. Today, a doctor's clientele

is capable of travelling by bias to other roadside villages in order to seek

alternative sources of medical aid. Therefore, doctors like Raja must satisfy

his patients' expectations by using potent medicines and a variety of symbolic

cures a la hypodermic!

In Raja's own words, he is forced to treat symptoms and then treat

diseases if given a chance. hue to his background, Raja is considerably

more perceptive of his patients than most other doctors, particularly young

doctors. Whereas Raja administers placebo injections for symptoms he

recognizes as exaggerated or as strategic, many other doctors administer

potent drugs to alleviate ascribed symptoms without having extensively

questioned their patients. Such questioning would hardly be feasible for

doctors working in larger towns where their time is minimal and where they
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can afford to spend only two to three minutes per patient unless the case is

obviously an emergency. If this seems a sorry state of affairs, I would

further note that in towns some people frequent a number of practitioners on

the same day in order to receive different types of medicine to assure a

quick care. I met villagers who received massive doses of antibiotics

from two or three doctors on the same day!

When I first met Raja and I asked him if I could collect data on

his medical practice he laughed and said I would find 90 per cent quackery

and 10 per cent medicine in the clinic of a rural practitioner. He then

looked sadly at his doctor's bag and told me that when he first began his

practice he had high ideals and wanted to live up to the principles that he

had been taught in college and for which Panaje vaidya were known. The

result was that lie had lost a considerable amount of money in his first

three months of practice by insisting that his patients complete courses

of medicine even upon credit. He soon reached a point of disenchantment

when he became aware of the reality of a village medical practice. His

principles were compromised and his years of medical training in Mysore seemed

hardly relevant in light of the conditions in which he had to work. Like

so many other young doctors, he began to question his purpose and what the

aims of a rural doctor should be.

Raja still has a soft heart and over 50 per cent of his patients

cannot pay him when treated, but he is gradually hardening. He recognizes

that for the poor, illness and nutritional deficiencies are a perpetual cycle,

and that he cannot fight a lack of resistance with pills and injections. He

is beginning to refuse to treat patients whom he knows will not be able to

pay him and he is rejecting patients whom he knows will not be able to follow

the course of his treatments for a prolonged period, if such is needed. He
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refers such patients to the Panaje PHC or to the Perla Government Rural

Dispensary. We may take a brief look at the type of treatment available

to villagers at such centres.

Primary Health Centre Doctor

I will not attempt at this time to examine the internal and external

affairs of the Primary Health Centre and its staff in great detail. I will

rather briefly focus attention on the role of the PHC doctor and the Auxiliary

Nurse Midwife (am) in rural India. Extensive data was collected on these

medical workers in three PHC and one rural dispensary in locales varying in

population density and private practitioner-villager ratio.

First let us acquaint ourselves with the economics of the PHC. An

average PHC, like that found in Panaje, receives approximately Rs.10,000

per year for medicines and supplies. These medicines are distributed through

various government agencies. Medicines sent to PHCs are not requested, but

are allocated in accord with availability, and doctors often complain that

the medicines are substandard. Despite the limited quantity, this supply

of medicine must serve an area populated by 80,000 villagers. Each day

between one hundred and two hundred villagers attend the out-patient clinic

at the PHC. This means that if a minimum of one hundred patients are each

given one rupee (5 pence) medicine or bandaging a day, the medical supplies

of the PHC will last three and a half months.

Let us next consider the types of cases treated at the PHC and the

PHC1s radius of influence. Research was conducted into the severity of

illnesses of those patients who consulted the Panaje PHC doctor in one dry

and one monsoon season. It was found that between 45 per cent and 60 per

cent of the cases treated at the PHC were by proxy. Of those cases which
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were directly treated, approximately 30 per cent were for minor complaints,

often so general that the medical officer could do little more than offer the

patient a few vitamin tablets and aspirin. Fifty five per cent of the cases

were specific complaints which were serious, but not chronic, and 15 per cent

of the cases were chronic or in very advanced stages. Of the patients

actually coming to the centre, 65 per cent lived between one and three miles

away and another 25 per cent lived between three and six miles away. Despite

this small radius of influence, thirty three villages are relegated to the

jurisdiction of this PHC.

I may next say a few words about how a patient is treated at the PHG.

When patients arrive at the PHG out-patient clinic, they have to wait up to

three hours to see the doctor. The average consultation time is between

forty five seconds and two minutes, except in cases which are chronic and

require more than peripheral examination. Such patients account for 5 to

10 per cent of the patients seen. In a typical case, half a patient's

consultation time is spent while the doctor fills in the register and medicine

chit. The patient then voices his complaint and the doctor asks one or two

pointed questions. When a patient is to receive treatment, he is assisted

by a PHC staff member who is often callous and tactless in administering

injections, taking blood pressure etc. Instead of reassuring the patient

during a time of apprehension ambivalence often intensifies the patient's

disorientation, particularly when medical paraphenalia is being used.

Most patients who frequent the PHC are too poor to seek alternative

forms of modern medical aid. Others try the PHC medicine on the chance that

it may work and save them money or because it is convenient"'". I found,

however, that few patients had confidence in "government" medicine. This

Approximately 75 per cent of the patients who frequent the PHC have not
sought specialized assistance elsewhere.
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was the case for both allopathic medicine issued at the PHC and ayurvedic

medicine distributed at a Government Ayurvedic Health Centre in nearby Kerala.

The reason "government" medicine has this stigma is hardly surprising when

one considers the fact that a PHC doctor is forced to give patients only a

fraction of the required dosage of medicine needed because of a shortage of

supplies. In fact, by the middle of the year, the doctor is limited to only

a few basic drugs. Villagers are aware of this fact and many do not waste

their labour time coming to the clinic. They rather send a child with a

message such as "Chomu has kapha", and an empty bottle for an all too familiar

red tonic cum cough decoction.

Many villagers associate free medicine with useless medicine and

suspect the PHC doctor of administering good medicine to private patients who

pay extra for it. Villagers reason that because there is no personal inter¬

action between the doctor and themselves there is no reason why he should

give them good medicines, unless they are willing to submit to family planning

operations, for which they suspect the doctor receives some benefit.

Some PHC, like the one found in Vitla, are fortunate in having a

chemist shop nearby. Doctors in such PHC, issue prescriptions to their

patients for required medicines. Pew patients, however, actually follow the

doctor's instructions by purchasing the quantity of medicine required. This

is in large part due to the cost of the medicine but it is also due to failure

on the part of the patient to understand why a full course of medicine must

be taken. As I have already noted, the villager judges the value of a

medicine by the immediacy of its action. If one or two days of the medicine

does not seem to help then the medicine is considered ineffective and a

villager will consult another practitioner. This may. be either another

allopath, if one is available, or a vaidya. He does not necessarily switch

medical cultures for he may think the practitioner's kai guna or medicine is
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not powerful enough.

I studied the extent to which antibiotics were misused by patients

by conducting a survey of one hundred patients who received prescriptions

for antibiotics from the Vitla PHC. These patients only had recourse to

purchase these drugs from the Vitla chemist shop. I found that 76 per cent

of the patients did not complete a three to four day prescribed course and

that 57 per cent purchased only a one day dosage of the required medicine.

A study carried out in a Mangalore chemist shop yielded similar results.

These studies also revealed that a considerable number of villagers, after

an initial contact with a chemist through a PHC prescription, consulted the

chemist directly in the future. They treated the chemist as a doctor citing

their complaints to him and asking for medicines in accord with how much

money they could afford to spend. Such patients comprised between 25 per

cent to 50 per cent of a chemist's daily business.

PHCs like that found in Panaje are a considerable distance from a

chemist shop and patients must therefore rely on private sources of drugs

available in the village. In such villages, private drugs are often stocked

by the PHC doctor himself. A PHC doctor may, if he wishes, set up a profit¬

able private practice. In this regard, I may note that whereas ten years ago

it was difficult to staff a rural PHC in South Kanara with a qualified doctor,

this situation is rapidly changing"1. Today, due to a glut of doctors in

the cities and large towns, and the competitiveness involved in private

practice, more young doctors are willing to do PHC work. Their willingness

to take up PHC work is not based on social conscience or a morbid desire to

work in a hopelessly equipped PHC. Rather, they are compelled by economic

As a result of the Land Reform Act many doctors have been forced to return
to their native villages to manage their lands rather than forfeit them.
Such doctors often vie for PHC positions near to their lands.
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incentives for PHC work does have its advantages. In addition to the salary

of Rs.1000 per month, it provides a doctor with a chance to establish a

lucrative private practice, in which he may make up to Rs.100 per day.

Private practice undermines the identity and cohesion of the Health

Centre. A doctor's effective use of potent medicines in his private practice

reinforces the idea that "government" medicine is useless. This idea spills

over into many other area of PHC activity which therefore become suspect.

Moreover, private practice makes for poor relations between members of staff.

PHC are deputed both a male and female medical officer, but these officers

can hardly compete against each other in private practice. It is often

the case that the male doctor establishes a private practice and villagers

come to think of the lady medical officer as his assistant or nurse. This

proves to be infuriating as well as embarrassing to her.

I also found that where government doctors took up a private practice,

they tended to shroud medicine in a greater aura of secrecy and were reluctant

to teach their field staff about the use of simple medicines or diagnosis of

common complaints. One ANM, a close informant, was rebuked by her medical

officer for giving out aspirin and tablets for dyspepsia. He viewed her

action as a threat to his position. What was at issue was of greater sig¬

nificance than her use of simple medicines. Her action was a threat to his

status, for her familiarity with even the simplest medicines demystified his

position in relation to medicine as a domain of specialized knowledge"'".
As a final point, I may emphasize that villages need PHC doctors with

surgical skills. Numerous patients require emergency operations in the

I have been critical of the doctor's practice of medicine in the PHC.
However, can we really expect a trained doctor to work in a PHC without
necessary drugs? Can we blame him for purchasing his own drugs to treat
at least those villagers who can pay for his services? Moreover, can
we deny him personal initiative?
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villages. They cannot afford to travel to government hospitals and the

idea of going to a strange place away from family support is understandably

distressing to them. Therefore, many villagers suffer rather than travelling

to whatever outside medical aide may be available. Of late, villagers have

become confused because they are told that family planning operations perform¬

ed at the PHC are not dangerous. On the other hand, they are told that other

operations cannot be performed for them because the PHC does not have the

proper facilities.

The PHC is equipped poorly and can facilitate only minor or

emergency surgery. However, even minor surgery is not conducted at many

PHC which are staffed by young doctors who have little, if any, surgical

experience. In the case of emergencies, if there is a good chance that a

patient will die, a doctor turns him away for it is bad for his, as well as

for the PHC's reputation, if a patient dies on the premises.

The following example, an entry from my diary, may illustrate the

depressing reality of the PHC doctor:

The heat today was truly unbearable so I sought out the one
place that I knew had a fan, the Primary Health Centre. As I arrived,
a motorized rickshaw, packed full of people, screeched to a halt and
a father, clutching his young daughter, leaped out. The child
was gasping for breath, her face pale, her eyes bulging.

The young lady medical officer was having lunch, but an
attendant beckoned her and after a few moments, she appeared with
her stethoscope in hand. She looked at the child and placed her
stethoscope on its chest. The father looked relieved. After a
moment she said, 'I cannot treat her here. Take her to the
Government Hospital in Puttur. ' As he ran back to the rickshaw she
turned to resume her meal, saying that the child would not live
more than ten minutes. We both knew that it took a half hour to
reach Puttur. She said, J'We have no oxygen here, it's better if
she dies at home with her own family members.'

I have not cited this case with the intent of being melodramatic or

of chastizing the PHC doctor. If anything, I empathize with the doctor, for

she has not been trained to work under such conditions and cannot be expected
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to perform miracles, for even miracles require basic ingredients such as

oxygen. If anyone is to be chastized, it is whomever is responsible for

equipping the PHC with a battery of meaningless statistical forms, elaborate

programmes which cannot be implemented, and staff who do not have the means

to be effective. They have placed the horse in front of the cart and have

neglected to supply it with wheels.

Although the PHC is allocated meager funds for crucial medicines it

maintains a staff of thirty to forty employees at a cost of ten to fifteen

thousand rupees a month, over ten times its monthly medical allowance. The

official emphasis of the PHC is on social and preventive medicine and family

planning, and most of the employees are supposed to be engaged in educating

the public in these fields. My wife and I accompanied PHC staff of both

sexes on numerous occasions while they conducted their daily rounds in rural

areas. I would surmise that a majority of their time is spent in an expensive

farce of data collection, which yields a barrage of dubious statistics with

few practical results. I may briefly support and further specify the nature

of this charge by examining the role of the AM, the work horse of the village

health scheme.

Auxiliary Nurse Midwife

To become an AM, a woman must have secondary school education and

pass a preliminary examination. There is no interview or aptitude screening

of applicants. Most candidates whom I met entered the course not out of a

particular interest in nursing or social work, but out of dire economic

necessity"1". Once enrolled in the course, a candidate will undergo one year

For the semi-educated woman, there are few available jobs. The AM is
viewed as a secure position with a steady salary of Rs.280-300 per month.
Many ARM take on the job to support their families and to earn their own
marriage dowries or those of their sisters.
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of training in midwifery and one year in nursing. Upon completion of the

course, an ANM is assigned to a Primary Health Centre, as part of a team of

ten MM. She will either be provided with quarters at the PHC or will be

assigned to live in one of the nearby villages in which there is a subcentre.

When the MM is deputed to a PHC, she is expected- to spend most of

her time going from house to house within an allocated zone of approximately

five thousand residents. She is faced with many practical difficulties.

For example, she is required to dress in a clean white sari at all times

although her job necessitates that she walk through muddy paddy fields in

rainy season. More difficult than keeping her sari clean, however, is

preserving her dignity. In a culture where a woman is not expected to

venture alone outside of her own neighbourhood, an MM is often chastized as

a loose woman or a 'wanderer'.

The MM's job is multifarious. She conducts deliveries, performs

ante- and post-natal care, and is required to meet a sterilization target

each month. Moreover, she is required to submit detailed statistical data

on the women in her zone. This data is checked by several superior officers

who then transcribe it onto a series of forms. Despite the amount of time

all these staff members spend on data collection and transcription, they are

aware and openly admit that most of it is invalid because villagers are not

anxious to report data on subjects such as miscarriages or stillbirth. The

ANM lies at the bottom of a hierarchy of supervisors and one ANM aptly describ¬

ed herself as a donkey ridden by supervisors who relied on her dung, her

statistics, for their fires.

In areas close to the PHC, ANM have become an established part of

the local health culture. They perform most deliveries because villagers

find it more convenient to deliver at the PHC than at their own homes where

pollution restrictions must be observed by all house members. However, in
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interior villages, MM are less often called for deliveries and the popular¬

ity of local dai has not diminished. In fact, there is a certain amount of

competitiveness that exists between MM and dai in these villages. Government

schemes have attempted to co-ordinate the activities of local and trained

midwives, but for the most part basic training attempts have failed. The

dai do not think that they have much to benefit from such training either

status wise, training wise, or cash wise. Many see the MM's position as

powerless and without prestige. They think it is ludicrous to be trained

by a young woman, often a virgin, who has less experience than they do.

Moreover, they are not impressed by modern paraphenalia or methodology, for

should they use it and complications arise they will be blamed. A few

exceptional ANM are establishing rapport with dai. but change is slow. Some

claim their position would be stronger if they were able to treat simple

ailments and carry medicines.

An ANM's position would be strengthened and her status elevated if

she had simple medicines to offer to villagers rather than gust advice, a cheap

commodity. Although the government has sanctioned ANM to carry simple

medicines, no ANM in the field area was issued with such medicines due to the

shortage at the PHC. On occasion, an ANM was given a supply of iron phosphate

tablets to distribute. Villagers, however, were not keen on accepting these

tablets because they were "heating" to the body. At first I understood this

to mean that they caused constipation, but after consuming a tablet myself

on an empty stomach, I found that they produced nausea and giddiness. ANM

were never informed that these pills must not be taken on an empty stomach.

At present, an ANM in Panaje and Vitla wanders through the countryside

with a bundle of data charts and a few condoms. If she encounters a sick

villager, she can do little more than advise her to see the hospital doctor.
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If a villager does consult a doctor on her suggestion, she will be treated

no differently than any other patient. This fact emphasizes to villagers

that an ANM has little status or influence with the doctor.

Even if the ANM was given simple medicines, she would initially run

into problems because of her family planning stigma. Some women are so

suspi cit'iSf the ANM's affiliation with the family planning campaign that they

will not accept iron tablets or triple entogen vaccinations from her for fear

that these will cause sterilization. On the other hand, some women request

that the ANM give them abortive medicines. They ask to be supplied with

estrogen tablets which are administered by practitioners to bring on menses.

A popular idea exists that these tablets are capable of causing abortion and

some women purchase them in towns and consume them in quantity. Others ask

the ANM to perform abortions for them refusing to believe that it is outside

her capabilities. Some ANM have, in fact, made a profitable business out

of the abortion trade and have gained popularity among the poor"1".
The ANM's biggest headache is the monthly target she must fulfill for

family planning. There is a strong sense of competition between ANM as each

is under pressure from her superiors to somehow bring in a specific target

number of sterilization cases. A zero sum law is in play; one ANM's success

is another's failure. Therefore, ANM do not co-operate with each other and

petty animosities and jealousies are rife.

The sole criteria by which an ANM is judged is the number of steril¬

ization cases which she brings in, not the number of deliveries she conducts,

or post-natal cases she attends. In theory, this should not be the case, but

The ANM who brought in the largest number of sterilization cases in South
Kanara in both 1974 and 1975 is a well known abortionist. She is espec¬

ially popular among the unmarried for she is their only recourse in cases
of pregnancy.
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in actuality it is. I would surmise that if anything has undermined the

spirit of the entire PHC, and the villagers' confidence in it, it has been

the family planning campaign. Let me expand on this subject.

Most villagers resent the fact that ANM are constantly encouraging

sterilization, and the time has past when the ANM is needed to acquaint

villagers with its merits. In the first place, most villagers only want

three or four children, a reasonable number for an agricultural family.

Secondly, villagers have been flooded, supersaturated, with family planning

propaganda for the past ten years and they do not like being coerced into

making personal decisions. It may be noted that in Panaje, approximately

40 per cent of sterilization cases come on their own accord and few of the

remaining cases have come merely because of an ANM's prodding. Moreover,

villagers are not against family planning methods as such. Native abortive

medicines have always existed in the village and are a recognized fact of

life; operations are not. Family planning alternatives such as injections

or tablets would, in my opinion, be more readily accepted. Birth control

pills have not been introduced in rural areas because it is said that villagers

cannot remember to take them daily. I have observed villagers diligently

take ayurvedic medicines for months at a time.

I may elucidate a serious repercussion whjc h has resulted from the

pressure placed on the ANM to bring in sterilization cases. I found that a

number of women having long term psychological or social problems were prodded

into having an operation and have subsequently used it as a means to escape

personal responsibilities. After the operation, these women have complained

of body weakness, and an inability to do heavy work. Their complaints have

in turn disillusioned other potential candidates. It may furthermore be

noted that such women often frequent vaidya or RMP with their complaints.
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Ganapathi, for example, has seen at least one hundred such cases in the past

three years with characteristic complaints of weakness, hot or cold sensations

in the genitals, and dreams of flying and falling. If such practitioners

come to think of family planning operations as dangerous, it is no small

wonder. They in turn can hardly be expected to campaign for family planning.

A successful family planning campaign must initially depend on exemplary

candidates procured by a screening procedure.

An alert AM has a much clearer perspective of local health ideology

and health conditions than her superiors. She most probably comes from a

village background herself and is acquainted with local disease etiology.

Her short scientific training and new status to some extent alienates her

from local views, but most AM find themselves vaccilating between the ideas

of two worlds. This is not necessarily disadvantageous for her work. If

suitably trained she would be in an ideal position to educate villagers via

the use of local ideology. At present, the AM is trained to be parent-

alistic and to tell villagers what is best for them. If her training were

altered to emphasize an integrative approach of local and modern ideology,

her value would increase manifold.

This was demonstrated to me by one clever AM who manipulated local

ideology to stress important concepts like vaccination. She explained vac¬

cination to women by comparing it to the traditional technique of child branding.

She stated that fever was proof of the vaccines shakti. Villagers accepted

this logic and she was successful. However, her enthusiasm over her job

was waning because among the staff, her efforts were unrecognized. Moreover,

it took her two years to build a rapport with villagers and an AM is up for

transfer once every three years. The prospect of having to face a new locale

and begin again would undermine her efforts in the village.
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An ANM's job is tedious and unappreciated. Most ANM find a few

houses in their zones where they are comfortable and treated as family

members. They spend a large portion of their time at these houses and

they visit other houses quickly making necessary chalk marks above the

door to signify to her superiors, should they check, that she did in fact

make her rounds to collect her statistics.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

THE DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICAL RESOURCES

Now that we have familiarized ourselves with the type of practitioners

found in the field area I may present data from a survey conducted on the

distribution of traditional and modern medical specialists practising in

the region. I may first consider the Panaje PHC zone and then turn my

attention to Vitla town.

The Panaje PHC zone is comprised of thirty two villages each having

an average population of 2,439 residents. The one town in the zone, Puttur,

has a population of 17,500. I have included a map of the area and a table

listing the practitioners in each locale (Table 38).

Tables 39, 40 and 41 summarize data extrapolated from the survey.

Approximately 70 per cent of those practitioners utilizing allopathic

medicine held some diploma either in integrated medicine or in ayurveda. Of

those practitioners who held a diploma, approximately 85 per cent utilized

allopathic medicine. Thirty per cent of RMPs utilizing allopathic medicine

had received no formal medical training either in allopathy or ayurveda

and had learned the use of allopathic medicines as a skill from other prac¬

titioners or from self study.

I may next summarize data on the average number of clients served by

various practitioners. This data can at best be taken as a rough approxima¬

tion for seasonal variations and the geographical distribution of diseases

affect case loads. Moreover, the location of a practitioner's house or shop

often determines his case load to a significant extent. For example, a

RMP or an astrologer in Puttur town has a high client turnover because of
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Table 38 Practitioners in the Panaje PHC Zone

Village Population Mantravadi MEBS RMP
Brah- Non-
man Brah¬

man

Ayurvedic Practitioners Popular Other
Vaidya using proces- Dai

sed homeopath- (local
ic + ayurvedic midwife)
medicines

1. Nekkilady 1902 1 1 1
2. Bellippady 1227 1
3. Kodimpady 1387 1 1 1 2 4
4. Bannur 1732
5. Padnur 1814 1
6. Kabaka 3820 1 2 4
7• Kudipady 1689
B. Balnad 357B 1 1 1 1
9. Puttur 2 4 11 11 5 2 ?
10. Chikkamudxmr 2822 2 1 1
11. Shanthigod 2064 2
12. Harimogru 2981 2 4 6
13- Kemminje 4081 1 4 2 2
14. Aryapu 4396 1 2 1
15. Kuriya 1833 2 5 2 2 1
16. Murdoor 1719 1 1 1 3 2 3
17. Sarve 1731 2 2 1
IB. Punchappady 944 1
19- Savanoor 1631 1 1
20. Palthady 1669 1
21. Kolthige 4124 1 2 1 2
22. Keyyoor 2734 3
23- Kedambady 1775 1 4 ■ 1
24. Volamogru 2712 1 1 1

25. Ariadka 2005 1 1

26.xMadnur ) 2786 10 2 1 2 1 10
27. Horth Madnur) 4881 4 3
28. Paduvannur 2302 1 6 2

29. Badagannur 1933 "X
«/ 1 3 3

30. Hidpalli 2296 1 3
•z

31. Bettampady 2957 2 6

32. Irde 1583 1 1 2

33. Panaje 2948 2 3 6

1 "bone-
setter
1 MBBS
not prac¬
tising
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Table 39 Practitioners in proportion to populace in the Panaje PHC Zone

Type of
Practitioner Number

Number of villagers
per specialist

Mantravadi 70 1,365

Vaidya 57 1,676

RMP and 8 rural 9,757 rural
Licentiate 11 town 1,590 town

5,029 rural

MBBS 11 rural* 7,096 rural
11 town 1,590 town

4,344 rural

* this includes one MBBS doctor who is not actually practising.

Table 40 Distribution of Practitioners

Type of Practitioner 20-30 31-40
AGE

41-50 51-61 61+

% % % % %
Mantravadi-Balime 10 25 20 35 10

Vaidya 8 23 27 24 18

RMP and Licentiate 10 20 45 15 . 10

MBBS 25 40 25 10

Table 41 Practitioners Experience

YEARS

Type~of Practitioner 1-5 6-10 11-19 20-30 31+

% % % % %
Mantravadi 15 20 30 25 10

Vaidya 12 30 15 30 13

RMP and Licentiate 8 20 32 32 8

MBBS 39 22 22 17
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Ms accessibility. TMs is not to say, however, ihat he is more popular

than a rural practitioner living in a more remote place. Although rural

based practitioners have a lesser turnover they often have a larger number of

regular clients and clients who come to them with specific complaints. Many

seemingly popular shop practitioners in towns concentrated on supplying passers-

by with drugs for minor ailments like stomach ache, slight fever, colds,etc.

Therefore we must look at the types of cases a practitioner is receiving before

determining his importance in an area.

Table 42 Estimate of Practitioner Patient Load

Practitioner
0-25 26-75

Clients per week
76-150 151-300 301+

* % % 1° fo

Mantravadi 70 20 10

Vaidya 55 30 10 5

RMP and

Licentiate 20 25 30 15 10

MBBS 15 40 45

The table portrays allopathy and the allopathic practitioner as more

popular than local practitioners. However, we must not falsely conclude that

allopathy is preferred for all diseases. To clarify this point we may in the

concluding section examine how the villager uses allopathic and local medicines

and what he expects from traditional and modern practitioners. Before pro¬

ceeding to this examination, however, I may briefly document the clustering of

doctors in crossroads towns by citing Vitla as a case study.
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As I have noted, Vitla presently has a population of about ten thousand.

Twenty years ago, when the population was between six and seven thousand, three

trained practitioners resided in the Yitla area. Two of these practitioners

strictly administered allopathic drugs and one practised integrated medicine.

Ten years ago, the figure had increased to six practitioners. The number of

practitioners now having offices in Vitla town is twelve and this discounts

three practitioners who have set up roadside clinics a few miles outside of town

on one of the major trade routes. Of the twelve practitioners in Vitla town,

five have MBBS degrees, four are licentiates of recognized schools, and the

remainder have RMP status."'" Two of the MBBS doctors, one licentiate, and two

RMP set up shop in Vitla during my fieldwork stay because of lack of opportun¬

ities and a bloated medical market in their native places. Of these five

practitioners, three are in their mid-twenties.

The effect of a large number of practitioners being drawn to crossroad

towns has been a marked increase in competition between practitioners. The

most popular doctor in Vitla is an LIM who has won the confidence of villagers

through his thirty five years of serving the populace. Unlike other practit¬

ioners, his practice has not been affected by the influx of new RMP and doctors.

As a result of competition among other practitioners, however, commercial medicine

has increased greatly. For example, one RMP who came to Vitla twelve years ago

set up an ayurvedic dispensary. At that time he occasionally used allopathic

drugs, but the majority of his practice was based on ayurvedic treatments. At

that time, he received approximately seventy five patients daily, but today he

receives approximately twenty patients daily. He has begun using more allo¬

pathic drugs in an effort to re-establish his practice and because patients openly

demand injections from him. His use of these drugs is readily open to the

charge of quackery. He freely administers single doses of antibiotics and I

1
Two of the MBBS doctors are attached to the PHC. One has a flourishing
private practice and the other, a young lady medical o'fficer, only performs
government duties.
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suspect that he uses cortisone to treat skin ailments. Another practitioner,

an LIM who has practised medicine in Vitla for a number of years in a bus stand

clinic, begrudges the rising competition for the decline in the number of

patients he receives. As in the latter case, his clientele has dropped in

number in the last ten years and he has resorted to winning patients by

dramatic results and potent medicines. He is encouraging his son, a student

in a Government Medical College, to enter government service to escape the dil¬

emma of small town medical practice and rising competition.

One reason for the sudden increase in the number of practitioners

setting up practice in towns like Vitla is that the medical market in the cities

of Mangalore and Udupi have become exceedingly difficult to enter. In 1940,

there were thirteen allopathic and fifteen ayurvedic practitioners residing in

Mangalore (population 80,000). Subsequent to the rise in status afforded to

the medical profession, land reform, the opening of a medical college, the steady

population growth of Mangalore,and the rising prosperity, this number today

stands at well over three hundred trained allopathic practitioners and at least

one hundred untrained RMP and ayurvedic vaidya. This means that there is

approximately one trained licentiate or MBBS doctor per six hundred population.

This is one of the highest ratios in all India . These facts and figures

illustrate the disproportionate distribution of medical practitioners in the

region.



PART FOUR

It is time to consider the broader implications of the South Kanara

study. First I will elucidate how the villager uses the heterogeneous medical

resources available to him, and how specific diseases are allocated to differ¬

ent medical cultures. A companion appendix will follow up the data presented

and make two sets of recommendations to health planners in the field of

medical education and rural health care delivery. Finally, in a concluding

chapter, I will consider the significance of three themes which have pervaded

this study.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

THE HIERARCHY OF RESORT

Gould (1957) has aptly characterized the villager as a "folk pragmatist"

in his selection of medical services in times of illness. Other anthropol¬

ogical studies, such as that hy Carstairs (l955» 1957) have emphasized that

the Indian villager is quite willing to accept new forms of medical treatment.

However, it must be understood that these new forms of treatment are relegated

the function of treating the symptoms, the nature of a disease, and not its

cause, conceived of in terms of cultural considerations^. We may agree with

Erasmus (1952; 196l) when he states that the acceptance of western medicine

in third world countries rests upon empirical observations. However, we

may certainly question his statement that:

It would appear that the folk look up to the doctor for his ability
to cure serious illnesses for which their own remedies are less

likely to be efficacious, independently of whether or not they
understand or believe in his explanation of causes.

(1952, 417)

The point is muddled. Villagers do not doubt the efficacy of local cures

in respect to ultimate causes, but recognize that in some cases western

medicine treats symptoms faster. Moreover, as ELeinman has noted:

Efficacy ... itself is a cultural construct. The healing
dialectic has been considered effective when the bonds
between the sick individual and the group, weakened by
disease are strengthened ... or when the individual experience
of illness has been made meaningful, personal suffering shared
and the individual leaves the marginal situation of sickness
and has been reincorporated in health or even death back into
the social body.

(1973, 210)

Anthropological studies in many third world countries (Gonzalez, 1966;
Maclean, 1966; Simmons, 1955; etc.) have revealed that modern medicines
have supplemented rather than replaced folk treatments because they are
looked at as symptom orientated and not cause orientated.
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Western medicine does not deal with ultimate cultural concerns and for this

reason it is often blamed for side effects and subsequent ailments either

due to the medicine's direct action or due to the fact that it has suppressed

symptoms without treating their essential causes.

Villagers are willing to undertake long ayurvedic or ritual cures,

but expect immediate relief from allopathy. Ayurveda is perceived as a treat¬

ment of bodily processes whereas allopathy is regarded as a technical treatment

of symptoms:

Disease

nature culture

symptoms ultimate causes (imbalance, stars, spirits, etc.)

allopathy ayurveda. mantravadi

dramatic relief curing as a slow process, reinstatement of balance

temporary relief permanent relief

side effects no side effects

The act of selecting medical aid, as Gould (1957; 1965) has noted, is

determined by several factors including a patient's education, economic

position, the availability of medical resources, and the nature of the disease

he has contracted. Let us briefly consider these factors.

A patient's education definitely influences his medical decisions.

A more educated villager has the tendency to use western medicine first, but

he also maintains a more complex notion of nosology and has the tendency to

suspect complicated bodily imbalances should allopathic medicine not produce

immediate results. Such a villager will seek allopathic medicine first and

then consult an ayurvedic pundit or mantravadi. In this regard, it is

interesting to note that there is a steady stream of educated patients who

travel from towns and the city to seek rural practitioners like Ganapathi and

Krishna Bhat.
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The less educated, on the other hand, tend to utilize folk medicine

first and western practitioners later; that is, if a PHC or popular doctor

does not reside nearby. As I have noted, if a PHC is conveniently located

within three to four miles of an impoverished villager, he will make use

of it as it is free and he has nothing to lose. However, he may not have

much faith in its services unless he supplies his own medicines or pays the

doctor something.

A villager's choice to consult a private practitioner for general

symptoms as opposed to a specific disease is initially determined by which¬

ever practitioner resides closest to his home (within economic constraints).

If an allopath resides nearby he may be consulted initially, but if the

symptoms do not dramatically disappear other sources of assistance will be

sought in keeping with the patient's evaluation of the etiology of the illness.

If his symptoms comprise a recognizable diagnostic category, then an approp¬

riate form of treatment will be undertaken which accords with its ascribed

etiology. A common pattern of diseases allocated to heterogeneous medical

cultures does in fact exist.

I conducted a study on sixty families in a four mile radius of Panaje

PHC in order to determine both their use of existing medical resources over

an eighteen month period and their ideas about the allocation of twenty five

diseases to heterogeneous medical cultures. The first part of the study

confirmed that villagers did not simply prefer one medical system or prac¬

titioner to another but based their decision of practitioner consultation

on far more subtle criteria.

^
Studies such as those by Madan (l969) and Bhardwaj (1975) have not paid
credence to the way in which villagers prefer traditional or modern
practitioners in respect to different diseases. It is misleading to
talk in terms of general preferences.
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Table 43 Specialist Consultation of Sixty Villagers Over an Eighteen Month
Period

Mantra- Jyoti- Offer- Ayur- Prim- Alio- Self
vadi sher ing to veda ary path Treat-

Buta or Health Outside ment
Deva Centre Panaje

Brahmans (20) 9 10 12 18 11 3 20

Shudras (20) 12 12 16 12 17 1 17

Harijans (20) 16 8 16 18 14 0 20

60 villagers 37 30 44 48 44 4 57
62^ 5Ofo 8Cfo Ijfo 1% 95io

In the second part of the study I asked an adult informant in each

house to specify which type of medical specialist he would prefer if a family

member contracted one of twenty five common diseases. I then asked the

informants to indicate their second choice should the first treatment fail.

Table 44 lists the quantitative results of this survey. I would add that

the patterns which appear in this survey cross-check against the patterns

found in actual case studies collected during sittings with traditional

eclectic, and modern medical practitioners.
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Table 44 Allocation of Twenty Five Diseases to Heterogenous Medical Cultures

Type of Medical Culture Frequented

DISEASE Ayur- English Self Jyot- Mantra- No
veda Treat- isher vadi Treatment

ment

Measles la 17 3 20
2 14 6 15
3 16 0 20

Mumps 1 14 6 20
2 18 2 20

3 17 3 20

Sanni 1 13 20
2 15 15 6 4
3 8 20 1 2 7

Jaundice 1 20 13 7
2 18 20 2

3 20 12 3 5

Persistent Cold 1 14 13 13
2 12 20 8

3 13 17 6

Grahani 1 20 16 3 1

2 14 20 2 4
3 18 8 5 9

Paralysis 1 18 19 3
2 17 16 2 5
3 18 17 1 1 3

Asthma 1 20 20 I6b
2 12 18 8 1 1

3 16 14 3 7

Apasmara 1 10 12 2 16
2 7 9 5 19
3 6 4 2 8 20

Madness 1 16 14 3 7
(Huchu) 2 8 10 8 17

3 13 7 5 15

1 = Brahman; 2 = Shudra; 3 = Harijan.

Many Brahman's knew of Ayurvedic preparations for asthma.
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Table 44 (Cont'd)

Type of Medical Culture Frequented
DISEASE Ayur- English Self Jyot- Mantra- No

veda Treat- isher vadi Treatment
ment

Sutaka vayu 1 18 11 6 1 2
2 8 16 2 3
3 9 3 6 6 9

Bala Graha 1 17 4 6 6 17
2 15 2 2 17
3 7 3 20

Pakki Kadaou 1 13 6 4 17
2 19 2 19
3 10 10 26

Herpes 1 11 6 6 1 6
2 9 6 19 6

3 12 20 8

Kemnu 1 12 1 8 1 18
2 8 2 10 20

3 10 5 5 20

Scabies 1 12 20 8
2 8 18 14
3 13 14 13

Worms 1 3 20 17
2 12 17 11

3 9 16 15

Dysentary 1 7 20 13
2 16 14 8

3 10 10 20

Indigestion 1 14 6 20
2 12 13 15
3 13 7 20

Gastro-enteritis 1 12 20 8

2 15 20 5
3 15 17 8

Tuberculosis 1 12 20
2 4 20

3 6 20
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Table 44 (Cont'd.)

Type of Medical Culture Frequented

Ayur- English Self Jyot- Mantra- No
DISEASE veda Treat- isher vadi Treatment

ment

Whooping Cough 1 10 16 14
2 7 18 6
3 6 12 9

Earache 1 -9 20 11
2 11 16 10 3
3 7 13 18 2

High Fever 1 16 20 4
2 11 20 2 4 3
3 15 17 7 1 3

Pandu Roga 1 17 3 20
2 12 2 10 2 1

3 9 1 8 5 2

Table 45 will summarize a few of the salient findings of Table 44.

The diseases listed under each medical resource comprise at least one

quarter (30) of the total one hundred and twenty responses given by the

sixty informants as to their first and second choice of medical service for

that disease. If at least twenty five of the sixty informants first choice

was the same medical resource, I have placed an asterix next to disease under

the relevant medical resource. This asterix does not necessarily indicate

overall popularity. For example, in the case of a cold or earache English

medicine is the most popular return in terms of overall popularity, but the
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Table 43 Allocation of Twenty Five Diseases to Medical Cultures

Ayurveda English Mantravadi
Self
Treatment Jyotisher

Measles

Mumps

Sanni*

Jaundice*

Cold

Grahani*

Paralysis*
Asthma

Madness*

Sutaka vayu*

Bala graha

Pakki kadapu

Herpes

Kempu

Scabies

Dysentary

Indigestion

gastroenteritis

Sanni*

Jaundice

Cold

Grahani

Paralysis*

Asthma

Madness

Sutaka vayu

Apasmara*

Madness*

Bala graha*

Pakki kadapu*

Kempu*

High fever*
Pandu roga

Scabies

Worms

Dysentary

Gastroenteritis

Tuberculosis*

Whooping cough

Earache

High fever*

Measles*

Mumps*

Cold*

Herpes*

Scabies*

Worms*

Dysentary*

Indigestion*

Whooping cough*
Earache*

Pandu roga*
(no treatment
unless serious)
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aster±y(is next to another medical resource, self help, indicating that the

informants generally attempted to cure the ailment on their own first, and

then preferred English medicine. In cases such as gastroenteritis, the

informant's returns did not indicate an overriding first choice, but clearly

indicated English medicine as a popular second choice. Here the fact

than an asterix has not been placed next to English medicine only indicates

that villagers wait before they consult an allopathic practitioner; perhaps

thinking the condition is caused by bad food, etc.

Gould (1957, 515) made a general observation that villagers tend to

use western medicine more commonly for "critical incapacitating dysfunctions"

and folk medicines for "chronic nonincapacitating dysfunctions". We see

from the data presented that many children's diseases are first brought to

mantravadi and ayurvedic practitioners and then to allopathic doctors. The

same is true for fits, madness, culturally defined disease such as sutaka vayu

and kempu and diseases having etiologies which run counter to notions of

western treatment such as pox diseases and measles. In some cases, ayurvedic

medicine is preferred because its treatment is markedly effective and in other

cases it is preferred because its symptomatic relief appears to be as effective

as that of English medicine which is more expensive. Therefore, Gould's

observation may be accepted only with qualification.

The economics of medical care greatly influences a patient's choice

of a practitioner. I have already noted that a single injection of anti¬

biotics costs an areca labourer an entire day's wages and in Chapter Two I

noted that loans are becoming difficult to obtain. Older practitioners stated

that thirty years ago medicines could be dispensed on credit with a reasonable

assurance that patients would repay them in some form. Since land reform,

however, economic instability and strained social relationships have made

credit harder to come by and many practitioners will not treat patients who

cannot pay in cash.
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One ramification of strained socio-economic relationships and a

confidence lapse is a developing trend whereby poor villagers frequent a

number of different practitioners for medication. They will go to one

practitioner and as soon as they build a debt, they will switch to another

practitioner, often not telling the second practitioner that they have already

received prior treatment for their illness. In cases where antibiotics are

being used, practitioner-jumping and the failure to follow the course of

antibiotic treatment could lead to a progressive deterioration of the patient's

immunilogical system.

Illness can easily wipe out the savings of a labourer who exists on

a subsistence economy. If drugs are needed for a long period of time, such

villagers will naturally prefer lower cost ayurvedic treatment from a prac¬

titioner such as Kanya Balyaya. However, where a symptom is prohibiting a

worker from earning daily wages, it is in his best interests to seek -immediate

relief, for his inability to work will jeopardize the maintenance of his

subsistence.

Another aspect of the economics of medicine is the spiralling price of

drugs. I would estimate that a majority of commonly used allopathic drugs

rose in price between 40 and 100 per cent during the twelve month period between

June 1974 and June 1975. This is far out of proportion to the rise in wages.

We must add on to the cost of medicine doctor's fees which amount to a minimum

of Rs.l to 3 per visit. It is little wonder then that the impoverished

villager will seek out less expensive RMP even when more qualified medical

practitioners are available.

Two cultural factors influence the villagers choice of medical aid.

The first is kai guna. A practitioner who is renowned for his curative powers

will naturally attract a great number of patients. Kai guna is attributed to

a practitioner and not a medical system. The second factor is a practitioner's
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rapport with patients and his sensitivity to the way in which his patients

think and the way in which they may choose to use disease as a means to

resolve personal anxieties or focus attention on group schisms. The

importance of a practitioner's sensitivity to the way in which a patient

may use illness for social purposes has been documented in Chapters Fifteen

and Sixteen. This is a significant aspect of the clinical situation and one

which should not be considered peripheral to the issue at hand. A large

number of patients consult practitioners for psychological as well as physio¬

logical reasons. The traditional practitioner often fulfills the role of

counsellor advising his patients in confidential matters either implicitly or

explicitly. Patients needing such counselling seek practitioners such as

Krishna Bhat or Ganapathi and use psychosomatic symptoms or illnesses as a

means to initiate a therapeutic relationship which extends beyond the treatment

of overt symptoms.

A local proverb states "Family matters should be kept secret, disease

should be made public". It is the practitioner's vocation to intuit the

underlying meaning of a patient's symptoms. Healing necessitates that a

practitioner interact with his patients on several planes of consciousness.

As Kleinman has noted:

... Healing has a position situated at the strategic interface between
the cultural system, the system of social relations and the indivi¬
dual. Healing occurs along a symbolic pathway of words, feeling,
values, expectations, beliefs and the like which connect cultural
events and forms with affective and physiological processes.

(1973, 210)

In many instances a villager expects quite a bit more from a consultation or

course of treatment than the relief of symptoms overtly expressed. Patients

seek support, guidance, affirmation of their worth, the projection or diminu-

ation of responsibility, and the resolving of deep anxieties.
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At such times, curative therapy becomes complex for a practitioner

may be faced with three or more interrelated problems: a schism in the

patient's social group, the patient's individual anxieties, and a set of

physical symptoms. The effective treatment of multiple aspects of illness

requires combined efforts of complementary medical systems and a traditional

network of referral exists. Many rural based traditional practitioners

include in their referral network doctors who practise modern medicine for

they recognize their limitations in times of emergency.

Most qualified modern practitioners, on the other hand, treat patients

mechanically. They ignore or are unaware of the social importance of the

curative process and the cultural meaning of disease as a sign as well as a

symptom of social as well as biological imbalance. They are often faced with

treating a matrix of social and psychological problems which they are not

capable of handling, but they do not exploit traditional sources of medical

assistance and counselling. Intoxicated with the status of their position

and the rigour of their training, they are unable to see that traditional

practitioners and medical cultures have value and potential for instigating

change.

A proverb commonly recited by Panaje vaidya states that disease is

a hunger and medicine is a food for that hunger. An understanding of a

patient's hunger involves both a comprehension of his deficiencies as well as

his yearnings. It requires a thorough knowledge of a patient's diet, defined

broadly as the course of his life, the way of his thinking, and the form of his

sustinence.

An understanding of a poor villager's life is not comprehended by most

qualified doctors. Given a doctor's limitations of time, his superior status

and the social distance he maintains from his patients as part of his role,

it is unreasonable to assume that he can be trained to fulfill the totality
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of his patient's needs. At best, the doctor can learn to be more responsive

to his patients vis-a-vis a better understanding of their cognitive framework.

It is to be seriously doubted that a greater number of doctors could ever

replace local practitioners or be able to fulfill the range of functions provided

by them to the public. It is, moreover, doubtful that multi-purpose health

workers recruited from outside a locale could be able to fulfill these functions.

Rather than replacing local practitioners, multi-purpose workers would merely

provide another source of palliative aid. This is not to undermine their

usefulness, but to emphasize that their function would be limited and they would

still remain outside local referral channels.

What is needed in rural India is more than just a greater number of

roaming PHC staff. What is needed is an effective rural health care delivery

scheme which actively involves existing medical cultures relegating such to a

clearly defined and respected position in an overall referral network. Western

medicine must be Indianized and indigenous medical cultures augmented by new

forms of knowledge. This dual process will require an understanding of local

health cultures and the training of health workers in the integration of local

and modern health ideology. The conclusion I have reached is that this is the

only way an effective system of total health services can be established.
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CONCLUSION

Among other living things, it is man's dignity to value certain
ideals above comfort and even above life. This human trait makes
of medicine a philosophy that goes beyond exact medical sciences,
because it must encompass not only man as a living machine but also
the collective aspirations of mankind.

(Dubos I960: 219)

This study has given an account of South Kanara's areca-nut belt and

the collective health ideology and co-ex'ist-iog medical practices of its
inhabitants. It has also examined the form and status of curative and

diagnostic agencies available to the villager in times of illness. I have

emphasized that in order to comprehend the way in which the villager uses these

resources, it is necessary to understand several concomitant factors including:

1. Socio-economic factors which determine the distribution and avail¬

ability of medical resources and their access to different strata

of society.

2. The villager's cognition of bodily processes, notions of health, and

disease etiology. These socio-cultural factors influence the

expression of a disability as well as dictate the requirements of a

cure.

3- The identity of disease as a sign as well as a symptom of imbalance;

in any one of several interrelated domains of a patient's external,

internal, personal, or social environments.

4. The influence of local practitioners or cults on the collective

ideology of a populace.

5. The palliative and curative attributes ascribed to different types

of medicine and systems of therapy.

6. The contribution of each medical culture's services to the welfare
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their respective ideologies sustain the morality of a populace as

well as affirm its structural principles.

7- The villager's use of the sick roles provided hy different medical

cultures as a means, a strategy, of resolving or focusing attention

on anxieties manifest from unsatisfactory, frustrating or over exact¬

ing social relationships.

Three interdependent themes have pervaded this study. The first

concerns the process of acculturation. I have characterized this process

both in regard to the Brahmanization of the village pantheon and the inter¬

action between pluralistic medical cultures. I would suggest that the appear¬

ance of a new form of medicine or system of treatment is analogous to the

appearance of a new deity in the villager's world. Just as a new deity does

not cause the villager to lose faith in his existing pantheon or the structur¬

al principles upon which it is ordered, so the appearance of a new medicine

or medical paradigm does not result in a loss of faith in old practices or

etiologies. A new deity or paradigm is rather incorporated into the estab¬

lished universe. It is either relegated to a particular domain of influence

or assimilated as a homologous expression of an already existing source of

power or knowledge.

In both cases, I have noted that acculturation has not produced a

systematic conceptual universe understood by all villagers in a similar manner.

Brahmans and non-Brahmans maintain their own perception of the local pantheon

and the body microcosm. What has resulted is the formation of aggregates

of ideas strung together by the threads of a few fundamental and mutually

accepted structural principles. It is vis-a-vis the exploitations of these

principles that heterogeneous ideologies take on a complementary appearance.
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The Brahmanization of the village pantheon was facilitated by a mutual

concern over the principle of ritual purity. I have focused attention on

the exploitation of the hot-cold principle in conjunction with the doctrine

of the multi-causality of disease to explicate how a complementarity has been

established between heterogeneous medical cultures and health ideologies.

This complementarity is moreover the result of the rational enterprise of

traditional and eclectic medical specialists who manipulate the hot-cold and

tridosha principles with subtlety. The rationale of these specialists is not

delimited to the classical tenets of their respective medical cultures. It

is rather innovative and impromptu. This was aptly demonstrated to me during

consultations which I attended in the homes of ayurvedic and eclectic practit¬

ioners. It is moreover evident in the way in which integrated practitioners

are attempting to subsume modern scientific data within a traditional conceptual

framework. These observations would lead me to support Toulmin in his emphasis

that:

... the rationality of intellectual performance should be judged
(correspondingly), by considering, not the internal consistency of
a man's habitual concepts and beliefs but rather the manner in
which he modifies this intellectual position in the face of new and
unforeseen experience.

(1972, 486)

The second and third themes involve the qualitative, transmutable

nature of power and the ideal of balance which pervades the intersecting

planes of the Hindu universe. I would suggest that the collective representation

of power as being unstable and subject to the influence of space, time, and

emotion has led to the Hindu emphasis on balance as an ideal. This subject

was initially raised in an investigation of the villager's apprehension of

power in the form of deities. It was furthered in examinations of the body

and mind, disease etiology, and the contrasting orientations of power manifest

in notions of the evil eye, tapas, etc.
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The ideal of balance is expressed in buta cult rituals. Buta are

controlled, cooled, by reciprocal obligations established through gifts which

make buta dependent on man. Established fields of purity similarly orien¬

tate the power of buta in times of transition. In the microcosm, man

balances his body and mind by paying heed to the heating and cooling influ¬

ences of his environment and of his own making, i.e. desires, ambitions, etc.

As in the case of buta. man's control of desires and ambitions is established

by a matrix of obligatory relationships with devotees, in his case, family and

kin. This involvement is highly complex and includes marriage alliances,

economic relationships, and ritual obligations to the living and the dead.

In this sense, Dumont is correct in stressing that the ontological unit of

traditional Indian society is not the individual but the group, an entity

composed of a multiplicity of relations, "ordered by its inner, mostly hier¬

archical, oppositions, into a single world" (1965, 99).

The villager also balances himself vis-a-vis acts of purity. These

acts become particularly important when one's matrix of social inter-relation-

ships become temporarily or permanently suspended or placed in transition.

The Brahman widow, alienated from her mother and sisters as well as her

deceased husband, is an example of uncontrolled power. She maintains the most

stringent of purity regulations in order to counterbalance accentuated desires

and emotions which result from her unbalanced social and biological position.

Her evil eye is particularly feared.

When illness occurs, the ideal of balance comes to the forefront. I

have emphasized that the villager is practical and pragmatic. Surveys con¬

ducted on villagers seeking medical aid from traditional and modern medical

practitioners clearly indicated that a majority of patients initially desire

palliative treatment. The ideal of balance becomes important when a villager

comes to recognize that his symptoms are not going to disappear. First he
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turns his attention to essential bodily processes. He looks to the myriad

internal and external factors capable of altering his optimum range of

heat or the functioning of the tridosha. He reflects on changes in his

environment and diet, the status of his social relationships, and the appropria¬

ted region of personal space which he has endeavoured to keep relatively

closed from intrusion. His imperatives are the expulsion of mala blocking

normal body processes, the removal of toxins from the blood, the replenish¬

ment of deficiencies, and the mitigation of external causative factors. Then as

"technical" medicines prove ineffective, illness takes on a deeper meaning.

We must pay credence to the deeper, the moral meaning of illness

if we are to understand the status and function which traditional medical

cultures maintain. It is necessary to recognize the social function of these

medical cultures and their role in reaffirming basic cultural principles. It

is also important to comprehend the way in which these medical cultures serve

to focus and displace responsibility associated with illness. With these

points in mind, I may conclude with a short except from my field notes. My

informant is Ishvara Bhat:

In India, if a man commits some nana, he may perform a seva. give
a Brahman a gift, or feed the poor. He does this to relieve his
papa and to achieve punya. Perhaps India is your Brahman and your
country gives us gifts to relieve its own -papa. I do not know.
What I do know is that disease increases if a man's life is not
controlled and such disease cannot be mitigated by allopathic
medicine. Prom what we read of western countries, it seems the
more physical diseases you find medicine for, the more mental
diseases and cancers you suffer. That is only natural for disease
is necessary to the law of karma. If this was not so, would there
be any justice, dharma. or morality? If a man commits papa, or
develops dosha imbalance he becomes ill. The aim of ayurveda as a
science of life is to rectify imbalances. The aim of religion is
to relieve man of papa and prepare him for death. Today, we are
losing sight of the interrelationship of these aims and pundit
say that it is the kali yuga. the age of darkness. We are attract¬
ed by fast symptomatic relief, cinemas, instant success, and
foreign goods, but as long as Hinduism remains, ayurveda will remain.
Ayurveda is the refuge of the body as the Hindu religion is the
refuge of the soul.
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Recommendations for Improving Rural Health
Care Delivery

Among the conclusions arrived at by the South Kanara

study Is a recognition of the continuing importance and

popularity of the traditional and eclectic medical cul¬

tures and registered medical practitioners in India today.

A somewhat similar finding has been reported by Kakar,

Murthy, and Parker in rural Punjab:

It is evident from the data...that folk practi¬
tioners and folk traditions play an important role
in certain specific illnesses, but non-institutionally
qualified indigenous medical practitioners dominate
the scene by virtue of their ability to capitalize
on such factors as paucity of qualified practitioners;
making themselves readily available; providing medi¬
cine in accordance with the local customs, beliefs,
and demands; and freely imitating the qualified al¬
lopaths in the use of medicines0..it would be normal
to expect that the indigenous medicine practitioners
will continue playing a significant role in providing
medical care to rural people for sometime to come.

(1972, 290)

Banerji, a prominent Indian health planner, has sug¬

gested that the popularity of the RMP is contingent upon

the fact that modern medical aid is not readily available

to villagersi

The RMP are in effect created as a result of the in¬
ability of the PHC dispensary or other qualified practi¬
tioners of western medicine to meet the demands for
medical care services in the villages.

(197^. 13^1)

Underlying this statement and much of Banerji's work is

a reaction against the myth of cultural resistance to the

acceptance of modern medicine in India's villages. Banerji
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24-14-9

blames social scientists for propagating this myth and

misleading health planners. Oddly, he places much of the

blame for the propagation of the myth on anthropological

studies such as those by Carstairs (1955)• Gould (1957)•

Opler (1962), and Marriot (1955). A scrutiny of their

works, however, reveals that they have not reported general

and rampant cultural resistance nor that modern medicine

is rejected outright. They have rather noted:

1. The inability of western trained doctors to under¬
stand the cognativ^ framework of villagers and the
symbolic reality of medicine.

2. Patterns of practitioner preference in respect to
specific diseases.

3. : ~ " -4 social and cultural factors <?JTecting
practitioner preferences.

Banerji is correct in his attack of the myth of cul¬

tural resistance and in his charge that India's health

services have let down the Indian people and not vice versa

(Ibid, 13^3). However, it would Indeed be a mistake to

stress the villager's acceptance of modern medicine at

the loss of recognition of:

1. Socio-cultural factors involved in the villager's
cognition of illness and curing.

2. The importance of pluralistic medical cultures in
many Indian villages and the role these medical cultures
play in maintaining individual as well as social welfare.

3. The positive value of RMP as agents of social changes
as cultural brokers.

The suggestion that a greater number of modern doctors

and more efficient PHCs would eliminate the popularity and

need for pluralistic medical cultures and RMP is over simplis¬

tic. In the first place, the popularity of modern
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medicine is not a true reflection of the popularity of

qualified modern medical practitioners. Villagers often

prefer the services of an RMP dispensing modern medicine to

that of a qualified doctor when both are readily available

for reasons which are both economic: and social in nature.

In the second place, it is not feasible that modern doctors

or PHC staff will be able to fulfill the multiple roles of

existing medical cultures.

The South Kanara study noted that most villagers are

pragmatic. After an initial period of exposure they have

accepted modern medical aid for a variety of illnesses and

symptom states. Attention must now be focused on three

interrelated questions:

1. How modern medical aid can be meaningfully integrated
into the villager's world so that it will be used effec¬
tively.

2. How modern doctors can be educated to be sensitive to
the villager's needs and ideas so that they can function
more effectively in diagnostic sessions. Moreover,
how they can be trained to pass on valuable health ideas
to villagers in a manner which they can understand.

3. How traditional and modern medical cultures can be made
complementary so as to offer the villagers more com¬
prehensive health services. Moreover, how cooperation
between heterogeneous medical practitioners and traditio¬
nal specialists can be promoted and referral relation-
shipsr established.

Keeping these questions and the South Kanara study in

mind, I will suggest a few tentative recommendations for im¬

proving rural health care delivery which health planners

might explore. The first focuses attention on the training of
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doctors and health workers to be responsive to local

health Ideology. The second suggests that RMP be recog¬

nized as a valuable medical resource and trained to better

fulfill their existing roles. The final recommendation

suggests that surveys be conducted to ascertain existing

medical resources in each village. Young licentiates

of ayurvedic medical courses should be encouraged to take

up practices In rural communities having no present medical

aid. Provisions might be made to alter the courses of

study for graduates embarking on a course as a rural prac¬

titioner.

Medical Education

The failure of India's modern medical schools to

prepare graduates for rural medical practice is widely

recognized and it is an issue of current political debate.

The key subject of social medicine which should prepare

graduates for community work has been described by

Banerji as "stale, stagnant, and uninspiring" (1973» 487).

A survey I conducted of one hundred young medical graduates

corroborated this description. It was found that a large

majority of graduates rated social and preventive medicine

as their least valuable and most boring course. Informants

planning on pursuing PHC careers noted that their courses

had not touched upon the realities and exigencies of rural

medical practice. Banerji has charged that most of the tea¬

chers of these courses are themselves out of touch with

village life for they have primarily been trained overseas
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or in Indian schools which have relied on western texts.

Critics have questioned both the aptitude of today's

doctor to deal with rural patients and their attitudes

toward these patients and rural work in general. Commissions,

such as the Gore Committee, have been delegated to inves¬

tigate how medical education can be made more relevant

to India's needs. So far, few practical proposals have

been made. The recent Gore Report (1976) suggested that

doctors should be trained in the social sciences to broaden

their social outlook, but as Jeffrey (1976)has noted, the

report was vague and the value of training doctors in

general sociological theory is dubious.

Doctors and health staff would greatly benefit by

an understanding of the conceptual framework of rural

patients. What needs to be taught is not sociology in

general, but the sociology of Indian health ideology and

medical culture. Emphasis must be placed on such subjects

as the use and meaning of the hot-cold idiom, the layman's

use of dosha terminology, local etiology, food classifi¬

cation, the symbolic aspect of medicine, the language of

disease, patient's expectations of a diagnostic session,

and so on. A familiarity with such subjects would make

for a greater rapport between patient and doctor, allowing

the doctor to better assess and diagnose a patient's ill¬

ness by knowing how to question him. Moreover, the use of

local concepts could enable a doctor to explain to patients

how they have contracted an illness and why they must follow

his instructions.

Doctors and health staff could be trained to teach
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modern health ideas in a manner which the villager

can understand. Instead of ignoring the villager's per¬

ception of health as balance and illness as imbalance,

medical staff might better be trained to work with the

balance metaphor. If villagers view medicine as hot or

cold and they understand curing in terms of reinstating

a balance of heat or dosha, why is it not possible for

doctors to work within this framework? especially when,

as I have demonstrated, this framework is so flexible.

I am suggesting that doctors and health staff be trained

to work within the existing cultural context Instead of

disregarding cultural parameters entirely. Medicine is

a social as well as a natural science and health education

must prepare medical staff to act as 'cultural brokers*

as well as fighters of microbes.

Medical students and health staff would benefit

from courses based upon field studies which have investi¬

gated diet, health customs, disease etiology, etc. The

Government should encourage medical anthropological research

and integrate these social studies and scientists into

medical education programmes.

A sociological orientation will produce a doctor with

a greater appreciation for his patient's problems and a

greater ability to communicate with his patients in their

own terms. It is doubtful, however, that it will change the

doctor's values or attitudes toward his profession. In his

analysis of the medical profession, Freldson has cogently
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...the weaknesses to be found in professions are
not mere flaws that can be corrected by recruiting
better men, improving their training and organizing
their work more effectively. They cannot be eradi¬
cated by the profession itself. These weaknesses
are consequences of the fact that men cannot be led
to serve an occupation by becoming committed to its
ideals alone. They must also become committed to a
concrete career and to concrete, historically located
institutions. And in the case of professionals they
also develop a sense of pride based on a typical con¬
ception of the special nature of their work. All three
things, I suggest, compose professionalism and in their
Interaction they produce the characteristic weakness
of professions. And since those weaknesses stem from
professionalism itself, professions cannot be expected
to be able to rectify them.

(1970, 155)

If the attitudes of doctors and health staff are to

be altered, then the entire structure of the medical pro¬

fession must be altered. This entails a change in both

the career and the material institution of medicine in India.

The special nature of the doctor's work, his domain of per¬

sonal knowledge and status ,must be defined in relation to

existing and auxiliary sources of medical aid and not in

isolation. Symbolic modernism in the form of sophisticated

medical technology must be underplayed and medical education

must concentrate on problems of relevance to the 80 percent

of India's population who live in villages. At the same

time that medical education is being orientated toward rural

health care problems, programs must be developed to train

existing and potential paraprofessional medical personnel,

e.g. RMP and teachers.* Government doctors must be encouraged

1
Such courses have been organized in the past and many
apparently were sucees&ful.For example, in the 1920's the
Bombay presidency conducted a course whereby thirty school
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to work with these Individuals.

Recently, the Government has placed emphasis on the

training of PHC staff in curative skills so that they may

become multi-purpose health workers.^" Although this idea

is laudatory, the fact remains that there is not enough

government medicine to supply PHC doctors, let alone their

staff. It is suggested that at least as much emphasis be

placed on training RMP who have medicine at their disposal

and who are already actively engaged in curative worksj for

better or for worse.

Registered Medical Practitioners

The South Kanara study revealed thati

1. Traditional and eclectic rural practitioners treat a
number of diseases and psycho-social problems not brought
to doctors in their initial stages.

2. Patients having long-term illnesses or psycho-social
problems are generally willing to engage in longer relation¬
ships with these practitioners than with busy doctors
who are less sympathetic and who by and large do not under-

masters were trained in elementary medicine and surgery.
They were then placed in small villages. A report found
in the Indian Medical Gazette (May 1928) stated that
health officials had found the scheme highly successful.
In 1950. a training course for village valdya conducted in
the Madras presidency was likewise reported as highly suc¬
cessful. A report of this scheme was found in the Indian
Journal of Ayurveda (July 1950).

1
The Srivatsav Committee (1976) has emphasized a need to
train both PHC staff and local personnel in basic medical
skills but thus far attention has only been focused on
government staff.
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stand the social meaning of illness and the sick
role.

3. These practitioners are part of a rural referral net¬
work which links them with astrologers, mantravadl, posse¬
sion cults etc. They are pragmatic and refer cases beyond
their competence to treat effectively to other practi¬
tioners and specialists including modern doctors.!

My colleagues at the NIMH were Interested in this

data and the possibilities that RMP might be trained to

more effectively treat psychological disturbances and re¬

cognize serious states of mental illnesses which could be

referred. I therefore conducted further research to deter¬

mine if RMP would be interested in receiving basic training

in both the treatment of mental problems and common diseases

endemic to the region.

From survey work, I found that a number of rural

practitioners were interested in knowing more about the

treatment of mental disturbances. Moreover, practitioners

who received many psychological cases, such as Krishna Bhat

and Ganapathi Bhat, expressed a desire to establish referral

channels for cases which they were not successful in treating.

Few practitioners, however, had a desire to be formally at¬

tached to the Government. Most stated that such an affilia¬

tion would be detrimental to their medical practices. They

were afraid, for example, that they would be pressured by

the Family planning Programme to bring in cases.

1
As Bhatla, Vlr, Timmappaya, and Chuttani (1975) found in
North India, RMP do refer difficult patients to doctors,
but a large majority of referrals are aspecific. Channels of
referral are not clearly defined and specific referral re¬
lationships are usually initiated by an RMP's personal
friendship with a doctor who may be a relative, caste mem-
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I next investigated the conditions under which these

practitioners would cooperate with a loosely formulated

training scheme. According to their stipulations, such

a scheme would have to be kept separate from the Family

Planning Programme.* Furthermore, training courses should

be periodical, of short duration, and performed in rural

areas rather than in large city hospitals. I would suggest

that these courses be conducted at renowned temples, an

ideal place for the integration of the old and new. Some

of these temples have already set up medical units and

employ doctors both for humanitarian reasons and for pur¬

poses of tax status. These temples might readily consent

to have training programmes held on their premises. Prac¬

titioners would be more likely to attend courses held at

such temples because an association with a renowned temple

would add to their own status and a visit would be attrac¬

tive to them.

I may emphasize by way of an example the importance

of an association with a renowned temple and the effect it

might have on the success of training programmes. A medical

team sponsored by Dharmastala temple had noteworthy success

in a triple entogen campaign which it carried out in three

ber, etc. No effort has been made by government doctors
to gain a familiarity with the RMP in their jurisdiction
nor to establish referral relationships.

Contrary to Bhatia and Neumann(1973) and Alexander and
Shivaswamy (1971), I found few practitioners who welcomed
the opportunity to participate in the Family Planning Pro¬
gramme .
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villages of South Kanara. I would estimate that the

average success rate for a PHC's triple entogen campaign

is about 3° to kO percent? that is out of 10 villagers

only 3 to ^ who receive an Initial vaccination finish a

series. The team's association with Dharmastala temple

made it immensely popular; their success rate was 98.6

percent. Villagers thought that the doctor and his

medicines had the blessing of the Dharmastala god, Manjunatha.

Table 1 Dharmastala Mobile Hospital Triple Entogen Programme

Kuppepadu
village

(Population
1,188)

Hospmar
village
(Population

1,176)

Peradi
village
(Population

1,172)

Number of Patients Receiving

1st vaccine 2nd vaccine 3rd vaccine

4-80

393

315

390

312

476

390

306

Training courses held at such renowned temples

would be prestigious and the integration of science and

tradition at these temples would foster the attitude of tra¬

ditional modernism to which many RMP already subscribe.
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It would,moreover,allow these practitioners to preserve

their dignity as opposed to "being subjected to a pa:^ia -

listic training programme conducted in a hospital where

they would be treated without status and respect.

The success of such training courses would be in large

part determined by the selection procedure used to group

practitioners into categories based on their experience,

present knowledge, and education. It is doubtful that ad

hoc courses would be popular. A course designed for prac¬

titioners like Krishna Bhat would be beyond the comprehension

of an uneducated valdya and courses designed for this prac¬

titioner would be condescending to practitioner's like Krishna

Bhat. In order to group practitioners in each region appro¬

priately, survey work would have to be carried out in each

area to determine prospective candidates. The survey I

conducted in Panaje PHC zone was carried out with the assis¬

tance of PHC staff and took four months to complete.

In reference to other possible training programmes,

it is my opinion that courses based upon the treatment of

specific types of diseases would be more successful than

general courses without a specific theme. Training courses

might be organized around children's diseases, skin diseases,

respiratory diseases, and so on. Such courses might further¬

more be an ideal time to establish clear channels of referral

between RMP's and government medical facilities. The success

of doctor-RMP referral relationships will depend primarily

on mutual respect; respect gained from an appreciation of
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each other's roles. Provisions might be made so that when

a RMP refers a patient to a government doctor, his patient

is given special attention in accord with, and thus affirming,

the RMP's status. Moreover, the patient might be directed

back to the RMP if his condition requires follow up treat¬

ment which the RMP is capable of administering.

Considering the PHC's small radius of effective in¬

fluence the establishment of such referral relationships

might be an important step in improving rural health care

delivery. However, two impediments stand in the way of

promoting such referral relationships. The first is eco¬

nomic and the second social. RMP do not wish to send patients

to PHC doctors who have private practices because they do

not wish to loose their patients entirely. This problem

would be primarily relevant to practitioners who reside in

villages in close proximity to the PHC. The second diffi¬

culty is in convincing government doctors of the positive

value of maintaining good relations with RMP in rural areas.

This may be accomplished more easily once the polemic surrounding

the RMP's right to use allopathic drugs has been clarified and

training courses in the proper use of essential drugs have .been

initiated.

It is past the time to-debate whether or not RMP should

be allowed to use potent allopathic drugs. The fact is that

a significant proportion of India's medical population using

allopathic drugs are RMP. Unknowingly, many of these practi¬

tioners are misusing potent drugs for want of better training.

Training these RMP in the proper use of commonly adminstered

allopathic drugs is of high priority. The question is how
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training programmes can be organized. I would suggest

that the pharmaceutical industry be encouraged to take an

active role in the organization of such courses and that

interns under the supervision of a few veteran rural doc¬

tors take an active part in the training of BMP.

In South Kanara, the pharmaceutical industry has a

significant financial interest in the RMP. I may briefly

document the extent of this interest. With the cooperation

of two pharmaceutical companies, I composed a list of

206 practitioners of allopathic medicine visited by their

medical representatives in the rural areas of Puttur, Sullia,

Bantual, Beltangadi, and Mangalore taluks. Data was then

collected on the size of their practice and their popularity

in respect to other nearby doctors. An analysis of this

data indicated that:

1) Established licentiates were often as popular as qua¬
lified doctors when both practiced in the same locale.

2) RMP were of immense importance as a market for the
pharmaceutical industry.

Consider,for example, the rating of the 206 practitioners

made by the medical representatives covering the areas:

Table 2 The Popularity of MBBS Doctors and Licentiates

Popularity MBBS Licentiates

Very popular

Popular

Average

62 (57%)

*+2 (39%)

4 ( 4*)

35 (36%)

52 (53%)

11 (11#)

Total 108 98
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According to these figures, 47.6 percent of the

practitioners visited by medical representatives have

been trained in ayurvedic or integrated medicine. Thirty-

six percent of their most prosperous clients fall in this

category and 55 percent of the clients they considered

popular. Moreover, these figures are low for they do not

include licentiates who are supplied drugs indirectly by

chemists and RMP not possessing medical diplomas and thus

not served by medical representatives.

If this data is indicative of the importance of the

RMP to the pharmaceutical industry in other sectors of

India, then the Government might justifiably request that

the industry cooperate with them in sponsoring and orga¬

nizing training courses for RMP who they are supplying

with potent drugs. The pharmaceutical industry has already

collected a considerable amount of data on RMP using allo¬

pathic drugs in the regions that their medical represen¬

tatives cover. The Government, in colloboration with the

pharmaceutical industry, could conduct short training courses

in each taluk for registered RMP. Ideally, the Government

would require all RMP to attend such courses and sanctions

could be imposed against practitioners who did not attend

by way of stricter drug control, enforcable with the coopera¬

tion of pharmaceutical companies and chemists.

I am not suggesting that such a programme would put

a halt to quackery. Surely, quackery and commercial medi¬

cine will exist in India despite the efforts of training

courses and sanctions. However, from my interviews with

numerous rural RMP, I recognized that a significant number
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of them were interested in acquiring medical skills and would

benefit greatly by such courses.

I would suggest that if such courses were implemented

that interns take an active part in teaching RMP medical

skills. At first, this might seem an unusual recommenda¬

tion? for interns obviously do not have extensive practi¬

cal experience. However, a twenty-four year old intern

would be far less elitist and parentalistic in his attitude

and relations with these practitioners than government

doctors, many of whom look upon RMP as quacks as well as

competitors. Moreover, an intern might learn much about

rural mentality from such an experience and this could

complement new courses in social and preventive medicine.

Ideally, final year students from both allopathic

and integrated courses might work together in training

projects, designed to train RMP, PHC staff, and teachers

in basic medical skills. Their cooperative effort might

be valuable in integrating ayurvedic and allopathic con¬

cepts and answering the wide range of questions which will

most likely be put to them by vaidya, teachers, etc. More¬

over, their dual presence might demonstrate that these

training programmes maintain a respect for traditional

ideas. A further value of such a programme would be that

it could be used as a screening procedure for medical graduates

who which to seek Government PHC employment.

The urgency of training RMP may ultimately be consi¬

dered in light of data presented in the South Ranara study

on the misuse of antibiotic drugs. The possible reper-
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cussions of the continuing misuse of potent drugs cannot

be Ignored. It is in the best interest of the public as

well as the pharmaceutical industry to take measures to

insure that RMP learn the proper use of essential drugs

if these drugs are not to become ineffective.

A final recommendation concerns the plight of young

licentiates. After a survey has been conducted in each

PHC zone, licentiates of ayurvedic medical schools should

be encouraged by the Government to set up practices in

villages presently having no trained licentiate or doc¬

tor. The survey conducted in Panaje PHC zone indicated

that a number of villages are virtually uncovered by

trained practitioners of either ayurvedic or allopathic

medicine. Licentiates might be induced to set up practices

in these villages by being offered financial backing to ini¬

tially assist them. Such incentives might furthermore serve

to distribute these practitioners in rural areas and re¬

duce the number clustering in large villages and towns

already having an abundance of practitioners. As most

licentiates do not come from wealthy families,.-economic in¬

centives would be attractive to them, especially in these

times of rising competition in larger villages and towns.

Grants to enable a final year ayurvedic student to

complete a further year of studies in allopathic medicine

should be made available to those students willing to take

up rural work. The additional year of training should in¬

clude instruction in allopathic skills, as well as social
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medicine and a course in mental health.

It must not be assumed that because ayurvedic medi¬

cine is 'traditional' that the institutionally trained

ayurvedic graduate is able to interact with rural patients

with ease and with a mutually comprehensible terminology.

The South Kanara study demonstrates that most villagers

know little about ayurvedic theory and terminology, although

they have been influenced by a few key ayurvedic ideas

and medicines. The institutionally trained ayurvedic

graduate must, like the allopathic graduate, learn to

integrate formal ideas with local ideas if he is to

establish dynamic practitioner-patient relationships and

fulfill a variety of interrelated roles.

Interviews with recent graduates of ayurvedic colleges,

however, revealed that they often have difficulty in dealing

with the social aspects of medicine. Moreover, rural based

ayurvedic graduates noted that they have been inadequately

trained to recognize and treat psychological disorders.

This criticism was substantiated by a survey of one hundred

final year students attending ayurvedic courses In South

Kanara and Mysore. The survey revealed that a course in

mental hygiene was overwhelmingly considered to be the

least valuable in their curriculum. This course is based

on classical texts and is often taught verbatim without

interpretation.

The South Kanara study demonstrates the role of the

ayurvedic practitioner as a social and psychological coun¬

sellor. It also documents the fact that many mental dis-
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orders are taken to an ayurvedic practitioner In their

early stages. It appears, however, that current courses

in ayurveda do not prepare students for this role nor do

they provide adequate training in the recognition of psycho¬

logical disorders.^" Ayurvedic training, like allopathic

training, emphasizes the use of medical and technical

treatments at the expense of an understanding of the social

and personal problems af the patient.

It is not my purpose to suggest ways of improving

ayurvedic training. It should be recognized, however,

that ayurvedic courses do not produce a medical practi¬

tioner who has been trained to understand the mentality

of the rural population. This 1-s a myth often propaga¬

ted by grass roots politicians. The fact remains that

the ayurvedic student needs orientation into the social

aspects of medicine as much as the allopathic student.

Carstairs and Kapur (19?6) have demonstrated that
paraprofessional personnel can be successfully trained
to collect data on psychiatric epidemiology. This
type of training might prove beneficial to ayurvedic
students.
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SeriousFeversandPoxDiseases EnglishKannadaTuluSymptoms Chlckenpox

kotale nlrukotale

kottale nlrkotla malledliboor- tend?(fal- len'onthe body)

Measles

gobbara gora kora

kora

Mumps Cholerla

keppataraya wantl-bhedl (vommltlng- purglng)

keppate kakkune-ur- chune

Leprosy

kushtaroga hlrlbene

kushtaroga kotta,kotto

Malaria

vlshama Jwara chellJwara

gaddeJara gattataJaro (Ghatfever)

PnejmonlashltaJwaracltaJaro 'double' Jwara
kaphasannl patha

SmallpoxAmmamalle£ogo Devi _Marlrogo malllgeroganelyarogo Sldubu

SeriousFeversandPoxDiseases EnglishKannadaTuluSymptoms ••

TyphoidsannlpathasannlAswellas kudlJwaradenotingthe.
classicalsymp¬ tomsoftyphoid, thetermsannl Isusedto refertoany feveroflong duration.

StomachDisordersandDigestiveComplaints Constipation

malabadd- hatl

pldayl popujjl

Diarrhoea Dysentary Dyspepsia Gas Gastro¬ enteritis Indigestion Lossof appetite

bhedl atlsara horagehogu- vudu ruktaati- sara ushpahora- kadde ruktahora- kadde
agnlmartdya hotteub- bara

vayu hottenovu ajirna haslve111a

banJldthu pdpunl pldaylpo- punl Julabupo- pundu netti gande
agnlmandya karavantl apune

banJ1 ubberl- pune
vayu ajlrno badavu1JJ1

-F^
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StomachDisordersandDigestiveComplaints
Tulu

Symptoms

ruchl1JJ1tastelessness karalbene banjibene gulmo

feelingof aballIn thestomach.
kakkunl- urchune banjlpurl

pinworm roundworm

English

Kannada

Lossofappe¬ tite

aruchi

Intestinal pain MucusIn stools

karalunovu urlshlta

Stomach ache

hottenovu hottekasa ho£teurl uslina

Stomach ulcers, tumours

gulma pittagulma

Vommlttlng anddlar- rohea

wanti-bhedl

Worms

h&la' kriml kllamlhula doddahul&

SkinAilments Articarla

vlsarpa

blsruppu

Athlete's 1oot Cracking ofthe lips Crackingof thesoles andpalms

hulatlnnu- vudu tutlodeyu- vudu kal-kalu odeyuvudu
lutl

r.snjl purlslnpure nettapudl kaikarpUda- vune
lutl

crackingskin associated-with Itching.More commonInwomen. Valdyalink thistomenses irregularities.

SkinAilments EnglishKannadaTuluSymptoms ••

Eczema Edema FungalIn¬ fection

gajakarna nlru slbba

uderpu nlru slbbo shlbbo

Herpes

sarpasutu

sarpasutu

Leucoderma Lice Pimples Rashes Redness and swelling

panduroga hennu modave dadlkke 9 kempu

pandurogo ••

pen® muddanl dadlkke kempu shlta kempu

smallwhite dlscolora- tlonsofthe skin,usually abovethe waist,onthe backofthe neckinot Itchyand considered Insignificant. Villagersdo notseektreat¬ mentforIt. fever,bur¬ ningsensa¬ tion,bolls 'crawlingon theskinlike asnake.' 'smallnails' appearingon theface. redpatches accompanied byburning sensationand sometimesby fever. swellingwhich Iscoldto thetouch accompanied byJointpains.



SkinAilments English

Kannada

Tulu

Symptoms

Redness and swelling Ringworm Scabies Scrofula Sores

hulakaddl thurlgajji kajjl

karkempu sarpa kempu
purlmepune gajJ1 kajjl podlkajjl

Ticks

unnl

gundamale rogo drlsthl bokke ushna bokke
unnl

skinof thefoot hardens andcracks. herpes. smallscabies causedby abutathrowing dirtorby contaminated blood. bolls forminga 'necklace' aroundthe neck. smallblis¬ tersorsores causedbythe evileye. smallSores• aroundthe mouth.

RespltatoryInfections Asthmaubbasa
nevasa

ubbaso nevasa

difficulty Inbreathing In. difficulty Inbreathing out.

guraluroga

RespiratoryInfections EnglishKannadaTuluSymptoms Asthma Bronchitis Cold Cough Fever Sorethroat, tonsllltls Tuberculosis Whooping cough

dammu kuttuvudu
kasashavasa shlta neggadl kemmu Jwara gantlu nivu

TB kshayar5ga naylkemmu hunnu naruhunnu arasuhunnu kurru rajakurru rupaylhunnu

usul^ kiattune usuls kattune
slto chemmo Jara meylbar- pundu varnall lrnall TB kshayarogo nayltemma naylchemmo bokke ••

Hunnu, pusysores, arelisted
ona

progre;
slvescale. Arasuor kingly

sore:
referto thosewhich are

serious]
Infected. KurruIsan abscess. Rajakurru

J
anabscess

c
thespinal column

havlr
three,heads

WoundsandInfections Bollsbokke

-e*
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WoundsandInfections EnglishKannadaTuluSymptoms
Bolls Blisters NailInfec¬ tion

guile •• ugurusutu

Infectionof thefingers andtoe3

yedlhunnu

Wound

gaya

bokke ugurusutu denglbappu

representa¬ tiveofthe threeeyes ofShiva, whocauses themto appear. Ruoa.vlhunnu Isanabscess aslargeas arupavlcoin. Thearea aroundthe nailbecomes crustyand lnfectedi wholenail deteriorates. Fingersarid toesbecome crustyand hardandlook likeacrab's claw.Swelling andpusforms.
gadl

Women'sDiseasesandMensesTerminology Abortion (natural) Abortion (unnatural) Menarchy Monthly menses

garbhasrava garbhahogu- vudu garbhapata ruwtu mallige mut^u dura

garbhapondu meyadudupo-miscarriage puftdupriortothe thirdmonth.
banjlpopune pldayl malllge.

Women'sDiseasesandMensesTerminology English

Kannada

Tulu

Symptoms

Pregnancy Labour Prolapse of uterus Post- delivery Polluting wind after delivery

garbhlnl prasava hirlgaya garbhakosha horageJaru- vudu banantl sutakavayu

banjlnal
•

benebar- pune garbhapatro Jarune peddoltl sutakavayu nanjl

Thisterm refersto theforty dayperiod following delivery, duringwhich timethe womantakes complete rest. Chills,fits, Jointpains, andmental disorder. ItIsdue toImproper dietduring thebanantl periodl

ToxinsIn theblood Vaginal bleeding White discharge

cavl mal_lnda hogutade
billhogu- vudu

billseragu

cavl meldtu popune boldu popune

Seepage239-
-o.



Children'sDiseases EnglishKannadaTuluSymptoms Children's fits

balagraha

patlke sankada
balagraha clnnedosha

pakkeroga pakklkadapu
pakkl kadapu

Eyesopened widely,staring blankly, crying,shaking hardening ofthe stomach, phlagm,occa¬ sionalfits. Ayurvedaenu- teentypes ofbala graha. Weakness, bloodlessness, limbsbending Inwards, wheezing, continual lowfever, excessphlegm.

grahanl

kranl

Alternating excessive hungerand lossofap¬ petite. Indigestion, Irregular bowelmovements generalweak¬ ness,bloated stomach.

cavl tarnare roga

cavl tamare

Seepage239. Cracking oftheskin.

**TheseillnesseshavenocorrespondingEnglishterms.
MentalStates EnglishKannada

TuluSymptoms mandebecca gaddlbldl bodokadlp- _pune bodotap- pune

Anxietyor confusion Palntness Giddiness Headache Madness Incoherent speech Overly talkative
Nottalking Nervousness Nerveweak¬ ness

Fitsand epilepsy

taleblsl gaddlbldl bodatapu- vudu smrltltapu- vudu bavallbaru— vudu
taletere- gutade

talenovu bhrantu huchu huchu matu pitta worlka aglde chltta bhrame kal-kalu naduka nervousagl- bltte naranltrana apasmara bodakshaya

taruglrlp- pundu
Barebene marls marl-iklra- vune plttokedre- tlnds bhrame naronitrana

Arousalof pitta.

bodakadlppune kulepattune
Apasmara refersto suddenun¬ conscious¬ ness,epi¬ lepsy,fits andfoaming atthemouth. Therearetwo generalclassl flcatlonsof aoasnara:

-^1 r\)



MentalStates EnglishKannadaTuluSymptoms
Fitsand epilepsy

thatwhich Iscaused bydosha Imbalance andthat causedby buta.

DiseasesandAbnormalitiesoftheEye Conjunctivitis Nightblind¬ ness

kempukannu kanpunovu ur{kannu lrulukannu

korlkannu
••

lrlekannu

Weakeye¬ sight

kannumanda

kannusojante apune

AbnormalitiesoftheMouth Bleeding gums Mouthsores Oralmoni¬ liasis

vasaduhunnu baylhunnu agra

niddlkaravune baylpuddl apundu agra

Toothache

halunovu haluslddlta

AbnormalitiesoftheEar Earacheklvlnovu
koollkuthundu keblbene kebludeppune

Eardis¬ charge

klvlsoru- vudu

keblt5rundu

AnalTractandUrinaryDisorders EnglishKannadaTuluSymptoms Bedwetting Burning urine

chapeyall muthra maduvudu •
urlmuthra urlucha

pajette patlke malppune
urlmuthro patikeurl apune

Diabetes urinary discharge Hemorrhoids Night emissions Veneral disease

prameha moler5ga kanasanall veryahogu- vudu farlnglroga
mulavyadl kanottadatu pBpune

•

parenglrogo

General Hemea Sprain Stuttering, stammering

teradubeguvuduandrevayu anthravayu uluku kokkall

ulkune kakkallke

CulturalDiseases
butapettupettasudden

highfever oruncon¬ sciousness Inchild¬ ren.This iscaused bythetouch ofab53ta.
-C*
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CulturalDiseases EnglishKannadaTuluSymptoms ••
kallottu

kallottu

kulepattune nagadosha

kulepat- tune
nagadosha

pideupadra

pldeupad¬ ra

Infection ofthefoot causedby steppingon astoneon whichaser¬ penthas spit. Suddenfits causedby ancestor spirits. Childless¬ ness,having onechild, hatingonly femalechil¬ dren,eye defects,men¬ strualcom¬ plaints, skindiseases suchaslep¬ rosyandherpes. overcrylng, fevers,fre¬ quentdiarr¬ hoea.

sonku

sonku

Suddenfits, scratches, periodic fevers.
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KannadaandTuluBodyParts EnglishKannadaTulu
head

tale

tare, mande ••

temples

hedatale

kennltare

hair

kudalu

kudjalu

skull

taleburude
•

kadpu

brain

bunda

fontanel

nettl

nettl

forehead

mundale

mundal •

face

m5re

mone

brow

hubbu

purbu

ears

klvl

kebl

eyes

kannu

kannu ••

eyelashes

'rappe

slme

eyepupll

kannupappe

kannudagombe

cheeks

keppatekapala
keppatekeppe

nose

mugu

munku

mouth

bayl

bayi

lips

tutl

blmma

loigue

nallge

nalayl

teeth

hallu

kull

fillkteeth

haluhallu

gums

vasadu
•

nljji, sljji

roofofmouth

tallge •

\'

throat

gantalu

donde, kantelu, gantalu

HCUlUOUa (U1U wwŵw»* /EnglishKannadaTulu
Jaw

davadl

chin

gadda

gadda

neck

koralu

kekkllu

shoulder

hegalu

puggelu

arm

ratte t51u

ratte t5liS

forearm

mungal

armpit

kankulu

hand

kal

kal

palm

angal

angal

wrist

manlguntu

kaltattu

fingers

blralu

blrelu

thumb

hebblralu

kenbarablre

secondfinger

torublralu

kolubirelu

thirdfinger

nadublralu
•

nadublrelu

fourthfinger

pavltrablralu

smallfinger

klnnlblralu

klnnlblrelu

nail

uguru

uguru

chest

ede

tlgale

heart

hrdeye, ede

tlgale

breast

mole

mire

nipple

moletottu

miretottu

backbone

bennuhurl

berlta-kolu

baok

hennu

berl



Englsih

Kannada

Tulu

back spinalcord waist navel stomach Intestines appendix penis penis(child's) vagina pubichair testicles anus bladder urine uterus buttocks thigh leg knee calf

bennu maduluballl sonta •• hokkula
•

hotte karelu karelubala tunnl an&& yonl roma taradu, taradublja gudadnera, andu mutrakosha muthra

*

garbhakosha kunde tode kalu monakalu meenakanda

berl sonta •• puvolu banjl karelu kunne muncl (chillpepper) putl, kunnu, pui-il roma pottelu, kotte* plnkandaotte •••
patlke^ me^lnlru kajelu plnkana tude

•

karu moranpu meenampote

aannaaaana xuiuooay farisiconi.; EnglishKannadaTulu ••
frontofleg ankle toes heel,sole Joints bones blood skin veins,nerves, arteries foetus placenta umbilicalcord liver

f

ribs

kalagantu,, angalu manlgantu kalblralu. hlmadl kllu, 8andu elu rUkta, netteru charma nara garbha masu hukalaballl pittakosha pakalabu

karugantu ang&ru karudablrelu adl-karu, p&da gantu, marampu elu netteru oharma nara garbha tanka

-P*
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Medicinal Plants and Folk Remedies
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Preliminary Discussion

A few words may be said about the naming of plants

as a preface to the lists of medicinal plants and their

uses. Plants are often remembered by their shape, smell,

and taste. Many are named via the doctrine of signatures?

that is, they are named in reference to an outstanding

characteristic. It is to be emphasized that plant names

are only locally applicable and not uniform throughout the

District. The name of a plant coined via the doctrine of

signatures in one locality may be the name of another plant

in a different locality because it has a common outstanding

characteristic. I found that plant names often changed with¬

in a twenty mile radius, and in some cases, different castes

used different names for the same plant. Moreover, new

names for plants were coined by vaidya. Brahman valdya

often gave Sanskritic names to plants because they resembled

an unidentified plant described in a Sanskritic text by

taste, appearance, or action. Sanskritic names are in

themselves descriptive and one plant often has several names.

One ramification of the local naming phenomena is mis-

identification. This is caused by the transmission of folk

knowledge about locally named plants from one part of the

District to other areas of the District, State and beyond,

where the name specifies a different plant. This phenomena

has been intensified by the mass media. Sanskritic sloka

and local songs and stories were utilized in the past to

convey folk knowledge about medicinal plants. Today the
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memorization of sloka, stories, and songs Is rare, but

the printing industry is flourishing.

For centuries, the names and properties of plants

have been written in Kannada, Malayalam, and Sanskrit.
• •

Brahmans in particular have kept family Journals containing

notes on medicinal plants and these notes have been passed

down for generations. During the past one hundred years,

numerous private limited edition medical pamphlets and

books have been printed and these publications often have

wide circulation. For example, I_found Brahman informants

who owned medical pamphlets over one hundred years old,

printed in such far off locations as Calcutta, Kashmir,

Benares^ and Gujarat.

The spread of medical lore in an environment where

a standardization of plant names does not exist has caused

numerous disputes to arise between vaidya over the identity

and usage of specific plants. Moreover, villagers who

are literate but untrained in ayurveda, have unknowingly

misused medicines by copying them from pamphlets without

scrutiny. This ambiguity has been recognized by the

Government Board of Indian Medicine which is endeavouring

to classify and standardize plant names. This task is

of critical importance. In a case where one name is

shared by two plants in different localities, a mix-up

might end in tragedy since some local drugs are toxic un¬

less purified in particular ways. Cases which might remind

one of the story of the sorcerer's apprentice are not lacking

in India.
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I have compiled a list of local plants which are

used medicinally in the Panaje-Vitla region. This list

is not exhaustive and represents only those plants which

could be positively Identified. The layman knows the

use of only a small percentage of these plants, perhaps

between 30 and 60. A local valdya generally knows the

use of between 50 and 150 plants. Ayurvedic pundit

whom I encountered knew the use of between 3°0 and 500

plants growing in the region.

I collected voluminous data on medicinal preparations

administered by ayurvedic practitioners, but I will not

attempt to catalogue them in this appendix. Those pre¬

parations are mixtures of several herbs and a mere listing

of their ingredients would misrepresent the subtly of their

preparation and the logic of their combination. I will

rather list the plants which were used as single plant

medicines by local valdya and ayurvedic pundit alike. I will

then list the medicines most often used by laymen for common

ailments. Following this, I will note the medicines used

by a renowned snake bite vaidya and a few ayurvedic prepara¬

tions commonly purchased by villagers from medicine shops

and ayurvedic chemists.

I would like to express my gratitude to P.S. Ganapathi

Bhat, Dr. P.S. Ishvara Bhat, P.S. Shankaranarayana Bhat, P.S.

Venkatramana Bhat, Kangila Krishna Bhat, Levi Soans, and

the Botany Department of the Areca-nut Research Station,

Vitla, for their assistance in identifying these medicinal
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plants. Basic texts consulted Include Madras Flora, Indian
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Notes on Medicinal Preparations

Kashaya (Decoction)

To prepare a kashaya, the part of the plant to be
utilized is cleaned"! chopped up finely and placed in an
earthen pot. Sixteen times its quantity in water is
added, and it is allowed to boil without a lid on a low
fire until it is reduced to one-eighth its original
quantity. It is then removed from the fire, cooled,
and filtered.

Kashaya is taken twice daily, once in the early
morning before breakfast and again in the evening before
sleeping. One-half of the preparation is taken each time.
It is prepared fresh daily.

Many varieties of kashaya exist, but this prepara¬
tion is the most common and the one to which I refer. It
Is known as ashtamamsha kashaya.

Medicinal Gangl (Medicated rice with rice water)

To prepare a medicinal gangl, four tola (840 grains)
of the medicine is cleaned and ground coarsely. It is
tied loosely In a cloth and placed in a pot with sixteen
times its quantity of water and twice its quantity of broken
rice. It Is boiled until the water is almost evaporated.
It is to be eaten when the rice is moderately hot but not
cool.

Unless otherwise specified, medicinal gangl is taken
only once, either in the morning or at noon. It must be
followed and accompanied by a restricted diet, i.e. no
oily foods, condiments, and nanju foods.

Medicinal Oil

Medicinal oils are prepared by mixing eight parts of
oil with one part of the coarsely ground medicine. Coconut
oil is generally used, except in preparation of oil for Joint
pains, vata complaints, for which sesame seed oil is used.
This mixture is boiled for a period of time determined by
the medicine being prepared.

When medicated oil Is applied to the head, it it not
to be left on for more than two hours.

Oil applied to the skin should never be allowed to
dry; it must be washed off.



PlantName

MedicinalUse

Kannadai Tului Sanskriti Latlni

Abbebadeda kayl Kenkannupu Shivashaktl Glorlosasuperba
KiAdkabale TiAdkare• LiRandlautlllsslma KiAdumba TiAdumbu SiAJapadalata LiIpomoeablloba KiAdusoge TiAdlodlu SiVasaka LiAdhatodavaslca KiAgasemara TiAgasadamaro SiAgustlya LiSesbanlagrandlflora KiAgaslyena SiAtp.3l LiLlnlumusltaessulm KiAgllugandha SiLagu,Aguru LiAqullarlaagallocha

Tocurethepainoftoothache, thisplantIsgroundandthe pasteIsappliedtothesoleof thefootontheoppositesidefrom thetooth. Groundwithgingerandturmeric andrubbedonthenavelregion,
Itgivesrelieffrompiles. AdecoctionoftheplantIstaken

asanabortiveagent. ThemilkyJuiceofthisplant Isusedforthepurificationof mercury. TherootIsboiledwithriceand isgroundwellandappliedtothe head.ItIssaidtobecooling tothebrainandIsutilizedwhen apersontalksIncoherently. TheJuiceoftheleavestaken withhoneyIsutilizedasanex¬ pectorantforcoughs. Adecoctionoftheplantrelieves headache. TheJuiceoftheleavesmixed withcoppersulfaterelievesthe itchingofthegonads. TheplantIsusedinthepurifi¬ cationofmercury. Alsousedtotreatasthmatics. TheseedisgroundandItspaste Isappliedtotheaffectedarea foraraavata(Jointpainscaused by accumulationsofundigested matter). ThisplantIsheatproducing. Itispreparedintoakashayato relievewhitedischargeandhead¬ ache. Adecoctionoftheplantgiven afterdelivery,aidsIntheexpul¬ sionoftheplacenta.

PlantName

MedicinalUse

KiAgnlballl TiAgnlbodtu LiNaravellacypylaecla KiAittaballl LiVentllag6"madraspatne KiAkkachuharuve TiNellapadpe LiAmaranthusspecies KiAkkatanglhu TiPaduppuhuvu SiAcupa LiAdlnacordl KiAkklballi TiArkebo6ru SiGorakshl LiPothosscandens KiAkkire TiUrasanlge SiBuralaba LiTragiainvolucrata KiAmbate LiSpondlasmagnlfera KiAmrltaballl TiAmrltabooru SiAmrlta LiTlnosporacordlfolla
Thiscreeperattractsheat andistiedaroundthehead torelievethepainofhead¬ ache. TherootIsgroundInoiland Isappliedtowoundstopromote heallng. ThewholeplantIspreparedInto adecoctiontoeliminatePitta. TherindofthefruitIsused asalaxativeandpurgative. TheleavesaregroundInwater inwhichricehasbeenwashedi thepasteIsappliedtostopthe burningsensationofbolls. Iteliminatespitta. ItIsgiventocowstoIncrease lactation. TherootisgroundIntender coconutwaterandgiventodrink. Itactsasadiureticandremedies bloodpassingIntheurine. ItstenderleavescrushedInmilk reducesmenstrualflow. AdecoctionIspreparedtocurb .dysentery. Thebitterrootofthiscreeper Isgroundandmixedwithghee andIsutilizedasamedicine forpittaandJointpains. ItIscoolingandamedicinal wine,arlshta.Ispreparedfrom Itandusedwidelyasafebrifuge. Theroot,crushedInwaterand mixedwithJaggerysugar.,Is takenInternallytorelieve burningsensationduringurina¬ tion.



PlantName

MedicinalUse

KtAnavlnamara TiAnavu SiKadamba LiNucleaspecies

Thetendershootsareground withcuminandappliedasa demulcent. ThewholeplantIsprepared Intoakashayaandtakento reducefever.

Ki Li

Andepaje Flcusrepens
KiAnilekayl SiHarlthakI LiTerminallachebula KiAnJura TtAnjuro LiFlcuscarlca

Thetendershootsgroundwith cuminareappliedtothehead asapastetorelieveheadache pains. Aftercalving,thisIsgiven
toexpeltheplacenta. Adecoctionoftheplantacts asanexpectorant. ThenutIstakenasapurgative. UsedIncombinationwithShanthl ka.vlandNelllkayl.Itactsas avermifuge. AmedicinaloilIsprepared whichIsusedIncasesofvata, Jointpains. IncombinationWithpowdered gingerandblackpepper,it Isanexpectorant. DecoctionofthefruitIstaken forintestinaldisordersandas alaxative.

KiAnkole LiAlanglumdecapetalium
Therootandbarkareprepared lhtoamedicinalganglwhiiiIs takenforskinailments. Ahalfofaseedofthefruit groundInoilandbengalgram Istakendallyfor24to48 daystopurgethebody.ItIs particularlyusedbylepers, whomustpurgeforsixtydays beforetheycanreceiveayur¬ vedictreatment.

KiAntaraganga TiNlrchambu LiPlstlastratlotes
TheplantIsburntandtheash Istakenasadiuretic.

KiAraleBarkgroundInsugarwaterIs LiGossyplumherbaceumappliedtocutstopromote healingandtoStopbleeding.

PlantName

MedicinalUse

KiAramapalahannu SiTajapala LiToddhallaaslatlca Ki Ti Si

Arasina Manjal Kanchana
LiCurcumalonga KiArasinagentlge TiManjalgente LiBarlerlaspecies KiArate TiArate SiRasna LiAlplnlagalanga KiArenelll LiPhyllanthusdlstlchus KiArikeballi LiSeterlaitallca KiArerrachlkutl LiLavangascandus KiArilmara Kadumandara

TiArilmaro SiKanchanara LiBauhlnlatomentosa(?) KiAshoka TiAsokatamara SiAshoka LiSaraoaIndlca KiAshvagandha Hlremaddlnaglda
SiAshvagandha LiWlthanlasomnlfera

TherootIsgroundwithhoney andtakenasanexpectorant. Theroot,powderedandheated inoilIsrubbedontobolls topreventsepsis.• ThepowderedrootIstaken withbuttermilkforrelief fromIndigestion. AkashayaoftherootIsan expectorant. AkashayapreparedfromIts rootreducesvata,Jointpains. ThisplantIsgroundInbutter¬ milkandappliedtowoundsto promotehealing. ThewholeplantIsground Inbutterandappliedto swellings, Barkandleavesareground andboiledandappliedtowounds. Thisplanteliminatespitta andactsasanaphrodisiac. AdecoctionofItsrootinduces sleep. Thebarkactsasanemmeno- gogueandcontrolsuterinebleeding. Itsdriedflowersaredissolved Inwaterandaretakenfordysen¬ tery. Thebarkgroundinturmericpaste Isappliedasademulcent. Thisplanteliminatespittaand hasasedativequality.
2



MedicinalUse

KiAshvata TiAttose SiBodhl LiFlcusrellglosa
ItIsacoolingplantused asanemmenogogue.Onthe fifthdayaftermenseshas begun,awomanmaywalk aroundthetreetoIncrease herfertility. ItsastringentbarkIstaken Incasesofgout.

KiAtlvedaya LiAoonltumhetero- phyllum
KiAttl SiHemadugdha LiFlcusglomerata

Thisplantdecoctionoffers relieffromstomachache. AkashayaofthisplantIs usedasabloodpurifier, particularlyIncasesof kempuandskinIrritations. TheJuiceoftherootIs takenforurinaryInfec¬ tions.

KiAneklvlglda TiCademardu LiAdlantumcaudatum KiAhemungu Klramanlsappu
SiShukanasa LiOroxylumindlcum

TheJuiceoftheplantIsan expectorant. ItIsoneoftheIngredients ofdashamullaarlshta,a popularayurvedicwine. Thebarkisusedtogive relief_fromdysentery. Akashayaoftheplantreduces vata.

KiAneneglllu TiMulluneglllu SiShlvadamshtra LiPedallummurex KiInetagate Ti£netajunku SiKasamarda LiCassiaoccldentalls
Increasessemensupply. TheleafJuiceIsappliedto ringwormIrritationsanditIs usedasademulcent. Adecoctionofthewholeplant actsasavermifuge.

PlantName

MedicinalUse

KiBadramushtl TiMuttanga SiMushtha LiCyperusrotundus
CrushedInbuttermilk,It Isallowedtosettleover¬ nightandthendrunkInthe morningtogiverelieffrom dysentery• Itisusedforcomplaints oftheliverandspleenIn children.

Ki.Baje TiBaje LiAcroruscalamus
TherootIslickedslowly bychildrentoImprovespeech Impedimentssuchasstammering andInabilitytopronounce retroflexsounds. ItIsalsousefulasanexpec¬ torant.

KiBellantegl<}a TiBollesappu LiMussaendafrondosa KiBelantottu TiIJina LiCinnamoniumspecies KiBenga TiBengadamaro Lipterocarpusmar- supium
KiBennanaru LiDlospyrosembroy- pterus

KiBllvapatre TiBllvapatre LiAeglemarmelos

Theleavesarechewedto promotethementalfaculties. TheJuiceofthestemIs appliedexternallyforcon¬ junctivitis. Thebarkispowderedand takenasanexpectorant. Italsoreducesdizziness. ItIsusedtocurbexcessive menstrualflow,Inthepre¬ parationofsnakebitemedi¬ cines,andtorelievehead¬ achepain. AkashayaIspreparedfor mouthsores. ItIsanexpectorantanda bloodpurifier. ThefruitIscrushedInbutter¬ milkandisdrunktogivere¬ lieffromdiarrhoeaanddysen¬ tery.
Intheearlystagesofdiabetes, Itsgroundleavesmixedwithblack pepperare'giventoreducethe sugarcontentoftheurine.
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MedicinalUse

KiBharangi Gantubharengl
TiC'nlfutekku LiClerodendronpula- maslade

KiBhraml LiMonnlerallnlfolia KiBldlru TiBedru LiBamfcusaarundlrlacea
Therootisanexpectorant. ItIsusedIncombination withothermedicinesto relievethesepfeisofsnake bite. Acoolingoilisprepared withitsleavesanditis appliedtotheheadfor relieffromheadacheandto Improvethememory. ItsbitterkashayaIsused asabloodpurifierandtaken afterdeliveryIthelpsIn thecontractionofthe uterus. ItsbittersaltIsusedas anexpectorant. BoiledbamboobarkIsapplied locallyforfractures.It isananodyne.

KiBillgentlge TiBoldugentlge LiBarlerlaprlonltus KiBlruizara LiBegnonaceaespecies
Thesproutsareusedasan emmenogogue. RootorrootbarkIsused forJointpains. ItIspreparedintoamedici¬ nalganglandIstakentore¬ lievethepainofsnakebite. ItIsoneoftheIngredients ofdashamulla.

KiBondubale TiBondubate LiDlosprosembroy- pterla

Amedicinalganglprepared fromthisplant"helpstore¬ movepoisonsfromtheblood stream.ItIsusedafter snakebite. TheleaforbarkboiledIn oilandappliedtotheskin servesasademulcent.
KtBogarl TiBogrldamaro SiBadarl LiZlzyphusJuJuba

ThiscoolingplantIsusedas abloodpurifier. ItsJuiceisappliedtomouth sores.

PlantName

MedicinalUse

KiBurgaTherootisground,filtered, SiShalmaleanddried.ItIsthentaken LiBombaxselbawithmilktoIncreaseviri¬ lityandpotency.

KiChakranlke SiSudarhana LiApamaslllquosa(?) KiChallblja SiKataka LiStrychnospotatorum KiChavl TiChavldal LiSolanaceaespecies KiChandallke SiSalavruksha LiShorearobusta KiChemballl SiVldarlfta LiPuirarlatuberosa KiChennaraballl TiChenneburru" Si:Kumarlka LiSmilaxchina
(?)

ThewholeplantIsground andtakenInsmallquantity tocuredysentery. Theseedsarecrushedtoform apasteandIsappliedto swellings. Thepowderedseedsmixedwith honeyareappliedtoboils. Thepowderedseedsmixedwith milkIsappliedtostoppain¬ fulIrritationsoftheeye. Adecoctionoftheseedshelps
todecreaseurination. Juiceoftheleavesandhoney (1tsp.)istakenInthemorning forweakness,rheumaticpains,

andmenstrualIrregularities. Theleavesaresaidtodigest phlegmiI.e.theypreventIts formation. TheplantIsgroundintoapaste andappliedasademulcent. TheJuiceoftheleavesisused togrindtherestoftheplanti thispasteIsappliedtothebody toreduceJointpains. Thetuberoftheplant_lspre¬ paredIntoamilkkashayaand istakentopurifytheblood. ThiscoolingplantIsusedas akashayatoreducepittaand burningsensationInthebody.
KiCherrethamara LiHoligarnaannlthana
Onetola(210grains)ofthe barkispreparedIntoamedi¬ cinalganglanditismixed withcoconutmilk.Ithelps correoturinarydisorders.
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PlantName

MedicinalUse

KiChelubaladaglda TiChelakondltadal LiHellotroplumlndicum KfChlmullu LiCeasalplnlaspecies KiChltramulla LiPlumbagozeylanlca KiChurlmullu LiZlzyphusspecies KiDadabadlke Kadub&sale
SiPatraJiva LiBrlophyllumcaly- slnlum

KiDaddala TiDaddala LiCareyaarborea KtDalimbe TiDalimba SiKaraka Dadlma
LiPunlcagranatum KiDasavala TiDasanpu LiHibiscusrosa- slnesls

Atonicpreparedfromthis plantIsgiventochildren tostrengthentheliver. ItIsalsoanexpectorant. Akashayaofthisplant
Istakentoeliminatepitta. TherootIspurifiedand groundtoprepareakashaya forJointpains. TheunpurlfledrootIsan abortiveagent. TheJuiceofIts.sproutsare droppedIntotheeyetostop inflammations.Itiscooling. AppliedtoInsectbites,it relievesItchingsensation. Incombinationwithother plants,itIsusedtopurify theblood. TheleafJuiceIssqueezed onburnstorelievethe pain. TheleavesaregroundInto apasteandappliedtoreduce swelling. Theouterskinofthefruit Isdriedandpowdered.Five gramsdissolvedInbutter¬ milkgivesrelieffromdy¬ sentery,reducesaggravated fltta,andstopsexcessive hirst.

Thesproutsaregroundand appliedasathickpasteto reduceswellings. AmedicinalganglIstaken
tocureleucorrhoea. Thegroundleavesareprepared Intoapancakewithriceflour andeatentoreduceswellings andInfectedbolls.

PlantNames

MedicinalUse

KiDhoopadamara LiAilanthusmalarious
TheJuiceofthetreeIs anthelmintic. ThesmokeIsInhaledtostop balagrahafits.

KiEdaroll Kadum&lllge
TiEdroll SiPrlya SupUJa

LiJasmlnumangustl- follum

TheleafJuiceIstaken Incasesofsnakebite. Waterextractedfromthe creeperIsutilizedaseye drops.

KiEkke TiEkke SiArkahvah Vasukah
LiCalotroplsglgan- tea

Thisheatingplanthas somanymedicinalusesthat onevaldyacommentedthat'a wholecliniccouldberun withonlythisplant!' ItIsgroundInurineandthe pasteIsappliedlocallyfor Internalbruisesandswelling. Appliedaroundaboll,Itforces thebolltoahead.Ithasa verywideusageparticularly amongHarljansandhilltribes. Itsroot,crushedandtakenwith honey,Isanexpectorant. ItIsanantidoteforsnakevenom. Groundwithgingerrootand tamarind,ItrelievesIndiges¬ tion. BoiledInricewashedwaterand thenallowedtoferment,ItIs eatentoreduceswellingsof thehandsandlegs. ItIsusedtoinduceabortion.
KiElagadamara TiBoorugo LiBombaxmalaba- ricum

ThebarkIsgroundandthepaste Isappliedtopimples.
KiElavadlga TiElahure LiCassiasophera
TherootIsgroundIntender coconutwaterandIsapplied tobolls. OneteaspoonoftheleafJuice withhoneyIsgiventosmall childrenasanexpectorant(3x£• dally).S3



PlantName

MedicinalUse

KiElekalll TiKalll*• LiEuphorbianlvulla KiElluglda TiEnmedadal LiSesamumlndlcum KiEnjlrupale LiClelsanthuscol- llnus

KiEratlmadhura Jestamadhu
SiYastlmadhu LiGlyrrhlzaglabra KiErrapemara TiErrape LiCynometraraml- flora

TheleafJuiceIsadrastic purgative.Insmalldosages, ItIsusefultocuredysentery anddiarrhoea. ThegroundrootpasteIs appliedtoswellings. IngestedInsmallquantities, ItIsapurgativeusedfor ruktagulma,falsepregnancy. Akashlyaofthewholeplant
isanemmenogogue. Thetenderleavesareboiled

Inmilkandappliedtothe headtorelieveheadache. Ithasacoolingnature. Theleavescrushedwithsalt areappliedtothegums forrelieffromtoothacheand Inflammationofthegums. Akashayaofthesprouts stopsdysentery. Thisplantreducespittaand actsasafebrifuge.ItIs extremelysweet. GroundwithlemonitIstaken Internallytoalleviatecough. Theredbarkofthistree Iscutwithanon-metalobject andIspreparedIntoamedi¬ cinalgangl.ThisganglIs Ingestedoncedallyforthree daystocurebollsandskin lnfec"Ions.

KiGaddemadhu Gajakarna
TiGadimardu LiAdlantumcaudatum

ThisfernIscrushedinto &pasteandIsappliedtowounds. Addedtoshelllimeandglngely oil,thispasteIsappliedto ulcers.

KiGadekarande LiSpranthuslndlcus
Thegroundrootls,glvento womentopromotefertility. Akashayaoftherootcorrects vata.

PlantName

MedicinalUse

Ki

Gadekarande (cont.)
KiGamatemara TiGamatomaro LiZenthoxylumrhetsa KiGandhamenasu_ SiSugandha'marloha LiPipercubeta KiGaraga TiGaruga SiBhringaraja Suparna

LiEcllptaalba KiGarublja LiAnacardlumocclden- tale

KiGo^lmara TiAledamaro SiVata LiFlousbengalinsls
Akashayaofthewhole plantIspreparedwith asafoetidaandIsused asapurgative. Thegroundbarkofthis treeIsappliedtoswellings. Thethornsofthetreeare groundInbuttermilk,boiled andtakenforJaladosha,ex¬ cessmucusanddifficultyIn breathingatnight. Febrifuge. ThisplantIsoneofthe Ingredientsofdachanulla arlshta. ThecoolingleafJuiceIs usedInthepreparationof medicinaloils. Itisanexpectorant,and theoilIsusedtoprevent hairfromfallingout. TheJuiceofthefruitis giventowomenafterdelivery topromotestrength. Tostopdiarrhoea,tenounces of"thefruitJuiceIsconsumed. Asteamingdecoctionofthebark

Isusedexternallyasatreat¬ mentforpiles. TheskinofthefruitIsused Inadecoctiontopurifythe blood. IncombinationwithFlcusglo- merata,Ficusglbbosa,Flcus rellglosa,andghee,agrltha, pasteIspreparedandapplied asadisinfectantandbinder oftheskin.ItIswidelyused foritspropertiesasademul¬ cent. Akashayaofthefourbarksof theabovementionedtreesisused asabathtopurifythebody.
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PlantName

MedicinalUse

KiGorate TiGentlge SiKuratige LiBarl^rlaprlonitus
Therootsandleavesare usedtocorrecturinary disorders. TherootIsusedtomakea kashayaforJointpains. Groundwithturmeric,ItIs preparedintoamedicinaloil andIsappliedtoswellings.

Ki Li

Gulabl Rosacentifolla

Theleavesareademulcent.
KiGullabadane TiChltrate SiGarbhada LiSolaniumferox

TherootIsusedtoprepare akashayaforJointpains.
KiGurugunjl TiGurugunjl SiGunja LiAbrusprecatorlus KiGarikehullu SiDurva LiCynodondactylon

Leavesandrootareexpecto¬ rants.PreparedIntoapaste theyareappliedtoreduce swellingscausedbysnakebite. TheplantIsgroundwith turmericrootandappliedto swellings.Friedwithghee, ItIsappliedlocallytocar¬ buncles. Amilkkashayaofthisplant
istakenasaremedyforkranl. ItIsatonicforbodypains causedbyoverheat. FiftygramsboiledInmilkIs giver,forwhitedischarge.

KiHagelakayl TiKanchala LiNomordlcacharantla
TheJuiceoftheleavesIs takenIntheearlystagesof diabetes.

KiHaralu TiAlambuda SiAvunda' LiRlclftduscommunis
IncasesofJaundice,akashaya ofJaggerysugarandcastorIs takentwicedailyforfivedays. AdietavoidingoilyfoodsIs followed. Forburns,theaffectedareaIs fannedwithcastorleaves,which haveananodynicaction.

PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiHippallballl TiIppull SiPlppall LiPiperlongum KiHullmara TiPull LiTamarlndlsindlcus
Thefruitisanexpectorant, aperient,andantiemetic.

ThebarkIspowderedandIs appliedtowoundstostopbleeding. ItIsusedbybonesettersto Joinbreaks.

Ki1111klvlballl TiEllkebl SiMushakarnl LiHydrocotylecompo- sltae

KiIndlnamara Balnlmara
TiIndimara LiCaryotaurens

Inearlystagesofhernia, thewholeplantIsusedasa laxativeandtakenincon- Junctionwithadiuretic. Onespoonfuloftheleaf JuiceIsgiventochildrenas avermifuge. Amedicinaloilpreparedfrom theplantIsusedforearache. Apowderpreparedfromthebark correctsexcessivemenstrual bleeding. Fiveofthefruitsareleftover¬ nighttosoakInbuttermilk. Inthemorning,theyaresqueezed intofreshmilkanddrunkasan anthelmintic.

KiIngu TiIngu LiFerulaasafoetlda
Antispasmodic,carminative,ex¬ pectorant,laxative. Itactsasalocalstimulant tomucusmembranes,particularly thatofthealimentarycanal. ItIsgiventochildrento correctInfantilefitsandhys¬ teria.

Ki Ti Si

Ittlmara Klnnlgoll Plaksha
LiFlcusglbbosa KiIravantlge TiIravantige SiAtemukta LiCosmoscrysanthemum

ItsusedaresimilartoAttl. AdecoctionoftheleafJuiceis appliedasademulcent. Theleavesareusedtowash woundsandsores.
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PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiIshvaraballl TiIshvarab§M SiAhlgandha LiArlstolochlalndloa
ThepasteoftherootIs appliedtobolls,swellings, andstiffJoints. AkashayaIspreparedand givenasavermifugefor children.

KiJatamamsl TiJatamamsl SiJa$a Nalika
LiNardostachysJata¬ mamsl

AdecoctionoftherootIs given,Insmalldosages, towomenwithhysteria.
KiJedemullu Chedemullu

TiMulluparand LiRhamnussatlva KiJlrlge TiJlrdarl SiJlrana LiCumlnumcyminum KiJajlmalllge TiJajlmalllge LtJasmlnumgrandlflora KtJapalamara TiBeradekayl I.iCrotontlgllum KiJaylkayl TiJadrlkal SiJathlphala LiMyrlstlcafragrans
AdecoctionIsprepared

oftherootbarkandJaggery sugartoIncreasedigestive powerandappetite. ItIsabloodpurifier. Withrocksalt,akashaya Ispreparedtorelievemdl- gestlon. Theleavesaretopically soothingandapasteprepared fromthemIsappliedIncases ofscabies. Theflowersarecalmative,and servetopurifytheblood. ThisplantIsextremelyheating andpoisonous.Purified,ltIs usedlsapurgative. Expectorant,carminative,aro¬ matic,hallucinogenic,stimu¬ lant.Insmallquantities,nut¬ megIncreasesdigestivepower.
KiKachura TiKachurakanda LiKempeferlagalanga
ThisbitterplantIsground intoapasteandappliedtothe headtocontrolandlessenmad¬ ness.ItIsasedativeandles¬ senspitta.

PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiKadlru Kallangandale(?)
TiKuruntottl LiSldaspecies KiKahlbeyu LiAzadlrotaindlca (Neem)

TherootIsusedtoprepare akashayawhichreducesvata. Theboiledleavesareused forscabies. ThebarkLeusedasananthel¬ mintic,emeticandbloodpuri¬ fier. Appliedexternallyforrheu¬ matism.

KiKahldarle TiKalppedaraplre LiLuffaamaraor Luffaacuntanglla
KiKahlpataglla TiKalpatlakal LiTrlchnosanthoscu- cumrlna

TheleavesaregroundInto apasteandappliedtoreduce swellings. ThefiberofthefruitIs groundwithmustardseedsand Isappliedexternallytoplies. ThisbitterplantIscombined withBadramushtlandNelll kaylandpreparedIntoakashaya. Inthiscapacity,ltactsas afebrifuge. TorelieveJointpains,a decoctionispreparedIncombi¬ nationwithBadramushtland neem.

KiKaiyovu TiAllmarde LiMemecylonumbella- tum

KiKalyyolu TiEdamuri LiHellctereslxora
TheleavesaresqueezedInto waterandtheJuiceIsused asanemollientforbolls aroundtheeyes. Adecoctionpreparedfromthe bitterrootbarkexpelspoisons fromthebloodandIsuseful formenstrualIrregularities. ItIsafebrifuge,andIstaken afterdeliverytohelpInthe contractionoftheuterus.

KiKalll LiEupfiorbiaanti- quorum
KiKallubale LiMusasup&rba

ItIspoisonousandmustbe purifiedbeforebeingused. ItIsapurgativeandan abortiveagent. Theseedsofthisplantare groundInwater,filteredand drunkasadiuretic.
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PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiKalushunthl TiKallashunthl SiKolanjana LiZingiberofficina¬ lis

K:Kanchamara TiKanchamaro SiAshamantlka LiBauhlnlatomentosa KiKanchlballl LiMomordlcaspecies KiKanchlkare LiRandiaspecies KiKanchuhull TiKanchlpull LiCitrusspecies
Groundwithwaterandtaken Internally,Itstrengthens theliver. Stimulant,carminative,given fordyspepsiaandflatulent colic. WithblackpepperandJaggery sugar,ItIspreparedIntoa kashayaandtakentorelieve indigestion. TherootIsgroundincoconut oil,heatedandappliedto Jointstorelievestiffnessand swellings. AdecoctionofthebarkIs takenIncasesofgoiter. LeafJuiceIsusedtotreat diabetes. Theleavesareboiledand groundInmilkandappliedto theheadtoeliminatepitta. TheJuiceofthefruitIs squeezedanddrunkandapplied totheheadtoreducedizzi¬ ness. TheJuiceIssqueezedonto swellingswhichresultfrom lrifectedwounds.

KiKapltta LiElephantlaspecies KiKaralenkl TiKaralenkl LiVitextrlfolla KiKarlnekkl LiJustlclagenda- russa

Thefruit,bark,androotof thisplantareu£edtostop dysentery. Thebarkandleavesofthis treeareusedforIntestinal disorders,dysentery,andfor prolapseoftheuterusafter delivery. ItIsbitter,carminative,and purgative. ThebarkgroundInwaterwith cuminseedsIstakenonce monthlytoreduceexcessive menstrualbleeding.

PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiKarlnekkl(cont.)
Thisplanthasthesamevalue toMuslimsasTulaslhasto Hindus. TheJuiceoftheleaves(Joz.) Isdrunktohelpdigestfish andtogiverelieffromcon¬ stipation. ItIsgivenafterdeliveryto helpIntheexpulsionofthe placenta.

KiKarandeglda SiMundltlka* LiSphaeranthuslndl- cus

ThewholeplantIsburntto ashandtheashIsdissolved
Inwateranddrunktorelieve gastriculcers. Adecoctionoftherootand cuminseedsrelievesstomach pains. AkashayaIspreparedfor swellings. Diuretic.

KiKaravlra TiKaravero LiNerlumodorlum KiKarltulasl TiKapputolachl SiTulasl LiOclmumsanctum KiKasakasa TiGasagasa LiPapaversomnlferum
TherootIspoisonous,but forlongstanding,seemingly Incurableulcers,ItIspre¬ paredIntoanoilandapplied. TheleafJuiceIssqueezed directlyoncutstopromote healingandstopbleeding. Febrifuge. ItIstheholyplantofthe HinduandIsplantedInthecourt¬ yardinfrontofeachhouse,it issaidtodisinfecttheair,and thuspreventthespreadofdisease. Itactsasanaphrodisiac.

KiKasarka TiKayeru LiStrychnosnox-vomloa
TherootbarkIsgroundand appliedasapastetocarbuncles. Itmustbeappliedwithcaution. ItIsanabortiveagent.

KiKatukarohlnl SiKatukke LiHelleborusnlger
Fivegramsofthisbitterplant preparedIntoakashayawithfive gramsofEratlmadhuraIsavaso-
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PlantName

MedicinalUses

KiKatukarohlnl (cont.)
KiKachl SiKadlra LiAcaciacatechu KiKadamba TiKadvala SiKlpah Prlyakah

LiAnthocephalusca- damba

KiK5.duhattl LiHlftlscuslampus KiKaduhesaru TiKadupadenjl LiPhaseolusadenan- thus

dilator. Oneozaftertheeveningmeal and̂oz,lnthemorningbefore breakfastactstoeliminate dizzinessandrelieveheadache. ItIspreparedIntoadecoction withblackpepperandginger toreducefever. ItsInnercoreIsgroundand preparedIntoakashayafor bloodpurification. ItIsusedforleprosy,urinary Infections,andstomachdisor¬ ders. Externally,ItIsappliedIn theformofapowdertobolls, ulcers,andcutaneouseruptions. ThebarkIsafebrifuge. Amedicinalganglofthebark reducesswellingsandpainsof theJointsandlimbs. Adecoctionoftherootregula¬ rizesthemenstrualcycle. ItIsafebrifugewhichreduces Jointpains, ItIsanIngredientofdashamulla arlshta.

Ki

Ksdusowte

Thetendershootsandleaves
Ti

Nurthengi

aregro.'ndandgiventochildren
Li

Cucurbltaceae

Insmalldosesasapurgative.
Ki

Kalajlrlge

Indecoction,ItIsusedfor
Ti

Kaiajlrdarl

uterinecontractionafterdelivery
Si

AgnlblJa

ItIsextremelybitter.
Li

Vernonlaanthelmln- tlca

Ki

Kamakasturl

AnInfusionoftheunctuous
Ti

Kamakastarl

seedsareanaphrodisiac.The
Li

Oclmumbaslllcum
seedsarecarminativeandare usedtostopdiarrhoea.

PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiKamakasturl {cont.)
TiKatubende LiGyfocarpuscombretae- TiKatukanchl LiAtlantismono- phyllum

TiKatukene KiKadusurnagadde LiAmirphopallus"du- buls

TheleafJuiceIsusedfor earacheandtoreducerheuma¬ ticpains. Theseedsoftheplantare usedtorelievestomachpain andIndigestion. Theplantisboiledwithrice andappliedtotheheadto relieveheadache. ItIsacathartic.
KiKodaslgeglda TiKoijanchl LiHollerhlnaantl- desenterlca

Akashayapreparedfromthe barkisafebrifugeandcures dysentery. TheleavesaregroundInlemon Juiceandappliedasapasteto relieveburningsensationof redrashes.

KiKonde SiRajaruksha LiCassuaplstula
ThegumofthefruitIsaca¬ thartic.

KiKorungu Honge
TiKorungu LiPongamlaglabra KiKudane LiSolanlumlnaloum KiKottemullu LiZl2£phus'±ylopyrus KiLollsara LiAloevera

AdecoctionofthebarkIs usedtoexpelpoisonsfromthe blood. Italsorelievesheadachepains andmenstrualcramps.
ItIsusedforvatacomplaints, andItIsoneoftheIngredientsof dashanullaarlshta.' ThebarkIndecoctionIsusedas amedicineformouthsores. AmedicinalganglIspreparedfor scabiesandIncasesofsnakebite. TheleafJuiceIssqueezedover burnsasanemollient. ItistakenInternallyfordysentery
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PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiLollsara(cont.)
andIsusedforvariousmen¬ strualcomplaints.Theleaves arecrushedandappliedto theheadforsleeplessness. TheleafJuiceIsdroppedInto theeyesforconjunctivitis.

KiMabalahull TiMapalapull LiCitrusmedlca

TheJuiceofthefruitIsex¬ tractedandIsusedasanex¬ pectorantanddigestiveagent.
KiMaddarasa LiTabernaemontana coronarla

Thelea"'e3aregroundwithraw riceandappliedasapaste todryupcarbuncles. TherootIschewedtorelieve toothache.

TiMadmalakare LiRandiaspecies
Theleavesoftheplantare friedinoilandappliedasa demulcentandhealingagent toburnsandcuts.

KiMadrengl TiMadarangl LiLowsonlaalba KiMaltaballl LiVentllagomadbas{?) KiMaJJlgehullu LiAndropogonschoenan- thus

ThetendershootsgroundIn milkaretakenforthreedays aftermenseshasbeguntoIncrease fertility. Theseleavesandtheleavesof Jasminumgrandlfloraarecrushed intoapasteandappliedforderma tltlsandfungalInfections. Mixedwithwaterandappliedas apaste,itaidsinthehealingof wounds.ItIswidelyusedbybone settersforItsJoiningproperties AdecoctionIspreparedasafebrl fuge. ThisplantIsmixedwithwaterand boiledandtakenasacarminative. AkashayaIspreparedwithblack peppertocorrectmenstrualdiffi¬ culties. Theleavesactasafebrifuge.

PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiMangaravail Sanduballl
SiVagra LiVltisquadrangu- larls

Thestemsandleavesare friedingheeandusedasa cathartic. AdecoctionIspreparedto relievestomachache.
KiManjlshta LiRublacordifolla
AdecoctionIspreparedto relievegoutandskindiseases. Asamedicinaloil,ItIsapplied forheadache.

KiMan^kkanaglda TiMaranarl LiLlmnophllasorophula- rlacese
KiMadavala Lavancliahullu

TiMadavala LiAndropogonspecies KiMullamutuga TiHungare Pungare
LiErythlnaspecies

FriedcuminIsgroundInIts leafJuiceandappliedasaJoining agentforbones. RootdecoctionIsusedas apurifierforurine. AmedicinaloilIsappliedfor rheumaticcomplaints. InsmallquantitiesitIsuse¬ fultoreducehighfevers. AdecoctionofthebarkIs usedforskinInfectionsand painfulmenses.

KiMuttaga SiPalasha LiButeafrondosa
ApowderpreparedfromItsseeds aregivenasavermifugetosmall children. Flowersinduceurination. AkashayaOfthabarkistaken forfever,colds,andcoughs. ApowderofthegumIstakenfor diarrhoea.

KiMundantl TiMundovu LiPandunusspecies
SproutsandInnercoreareprepa¬ red.Intoamedicinalganglfor dizzinessandpittacomplaints.

KiNadlhlngu SiHingupatrlka LiGardensgumlfera
Itincreasessemensupply. ItIsappliedtohealsores.

KiNandlbattalu TiNandlbatlu SiNandyavarta LiBauhiniaspeoles
ThecoolingJuiceoftheflowers Isdroppedintotheeyestostop burningsensation._̂ TherootIspreparedIntokashayaV>4 forbodypains.



PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiNannall Nannarl
T:Sughandl LiHemidesmuslndlcus Anantamulelndlcus

KiNaylkabbu TiNalkarambu LiGlobbabublfera
Theroot,groundcoarselyand boiledInwater,IsIngested asabloodpurifier. Boiledincow'smilk,theroot Isdrunktorelieveburning sensationduringurination. Theleavesandcuminseedsare groundtogetherandappliedfor toothache. TheleafJuiceIssqueezedinto theeyestosootheconjuncti¬ vitis^ Akashayaoftheplant,except fortheleaves,Isusedforsnake bite.

Nekkarlke Nekkaredal Melastomamala- bathricum Nekki Nukkl Nlrgundhl Vltexnegundo Nelabevu Coraklryatu Andrographlspanl- culata Nelachare Balabheda Sidacardlnl- folla Nelakanchl Naregamlaalata Nelakumbalaballl Nelakumbudo'" Iyponoeadlgitata
ThisplantIsastomachicand tonic. Adecoctionofthisheating planthelpsvatapainsitheJuloe oftheleavesandoilarerubbed ontheaffectedarea,anda decoctionIstakenInternally. Wholeplantispreparedinto adecoctiontoreducefever. TheleafJuiceIssqueezedIn wateranddrunktostopheavy mensesflow. Thewholeplantispreparedinto amilkkashayatoreducepitta anddizziness. ThetuberispreparedIntoamilk kashayaasanexpectorantandal¬ terative.ItIsalsotakentoIm¬ provegeneraldebility.

PlantNames

MedicinalUses

Ki Li Ki TI Si Li Ki Li Ki Li Ki Ti Si Li Ki Ti Li

Nelamuchlru Elephaitopesscabar Nelanelll Kirunelll Bhoomyamalakal Phyllanthusnlrurl Nelaparande Chellanthusfari- nosa Nelappane Clrcullgoorchloldes
KiNelasamplge LiZlnylberacaespecies Nellimara Nellldamaro Amalakl Phyllanthusemblica Embllcaofficinalis Nerale Nerludamara SyziglumJambo- lanium

KiNlrugala LiPremnaspecies
Itistakenasanexpectorant andtonic. Twooz,oftheplantJuice

Ismixedwithbuttermilkand drunkforthreemorningsfollo¬ wingthecompletionofthemen¬ strualcycle.Itreducesleucorr- hoea. Adecoctionofthewholeplant
Istakenasadiuretic. Takenwithbuttermilk,Itstops dysentery. Thewholeplantisgroundauid mixedwithhoneyandtakenas anexpectorant. AkashayaoftherootIsan emmenogogueandcorrectsrheu¬ maticcomplaints. AkashayaIspreparedforrheu- matlccomplaints.1'herootis preparedasafebrifuge. ThisplantIsveryheating. AkashSyaIspreparedasacarmi¬ native,emmenogogue,andtore¬ ducepitta. Theleavesarepreparedtocurb heavymenstrualbleeding. ThefruitIsrichInvitaminC. ThebarkIsusedasabloodpuri¬ fier. Itspasterubbedoverthepubic regionrelievesburningsensation duringurination. Akashayapreparedfromthebark andsproutsIstakenasanemmeno¬ gogueandtostopdysentery. ThebarkIsadiureticandreduces thesugarcontentofurine. Akashayaoftherootactsasa febrifugeandexpectorant.



PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiNlrumarava TiNirmaruvo SiArjuna LiTermlnaliaarjuna KiNugge TiNurgedamaro LiMorlngaolelfera
Akashayaofthebarksoothes painsoftheheart. Anashpreparedfromthebark isalsousedforheartpain. Theleavesarecrushedwith saltintoapasteandare appliedasademulcentfor scabies. Forswellings,thebarkis groundinricewaterwith mustardseedsandappliedlo¬ cally. Oneoz. oneoz. native. Takeninternally,thebarkis anabort!facient.ofthebarkJuiceand ofhoneyactasacarml-

KiNurrekayi TiAntavalakayl LiSaplndustrlpolla- ta KiNachikemullu TiNachikedal LiMimosapudlca KiNaylkull LiWrlghtlatinctorla KiNaylsonangu TiNaylkuttl SiKnplkaohchu LiMucunapruriens KiNayltulasi TiNayltolachl SiVanatulasi LiAgeratumcanyzoldeg
Juiceofthefruitisdissolved inwaterandgiventochildren asanemetic. Correctsheavybleedingof mensesandwhitedischarge. TheJuiceoftheplantis boiledwithoilandisapplied externallyastreatmentfor balagraha. Amedicinaloilpreparedfrom thisplantisappliedforbolls. Theseedsareanexpectorant. Therootisgroundandthepaste isusedasademulcent. Thecrushedtootintendercoco¬ nutwaterisdrunkfortherelief ofburningsensationduringuri¬ nation, TheleafJiitceisextractedand appliedtowounds.

KiOllekodlThetwigsofthiscreeperare LiMlmecylonamplexl- caule

PlantNames

MedicinalUses

Ki

Ollekodl (cont.)
KiOllemenasu TiYeddemunchl LiPipernigrum KiOrlle LiPapllonaslaspecies KiOrlletaware LiHebenarlarotundl- folla

groundinmilkandtakenas anemeticandcathartic.
Itisverybitter.Groundin lemonJuice,itisapplied forskinconditionssuchas herpesandkempu. Groundwithcuminseedsin cow'smilk,itisdrunkto relievepainfulmenstrual cramps. Itispreparedintoapaste andappliedtotheforehead torelieveheadachepains. Preparedintoadecoction withgingerandhoney,it actsasanexpectorant. Amilkkashayapreparedfrom thesweetrootofthisplant istakenfortheheart. Atonicispreparedfromthe rootforrheumaticcomplaints. Thetuberisgroundinoiland thenboiledinoil.Itis usefulasanalterativefor children.

KiOma 3tAJamoda LiCarumooptloum
Itisfriedandmixedin honeyforgrahanl. AkashayapreparedfromCma andsaltinequalamounts relievesindigestionandstops dysentery. Akashayaof5maandcuminseeds soothescoughs.

KiPachakadlru TiPachakurul^ Lipogestemonpac- houll

Thewholeplantisprepared intoadecoctionandusedas afebrifuge,

KiPadavall LiClssampelosparelra
Itisusedasanemmenogogueand tostopdiarrhoeainchildren,
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PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiPallsappu TiPallchappu LiIndlgoferapulchllla
Leavesaregroundandthepaste Isappliedtoscabsofchlckenpox topromotehealing. TheJuiceoftheleaves asademulcentforwounds.

KiPanchapatre balll.
LiArtemeslavulgaris KiPandelusappu LiUvarlanarum KiParpatahullu TiKorapantl LiMellungostrlcta

ItIsavermifugeandrelieves colicandstomachacheofchildren Oneoz.oftheleafJuiceis usedasapurgativeforchildren. TheJuiceoftheleavesIs boiledwithgarlicandtaken toexpelworms. ItIsgroundwithBadramushtl andIruvellandusedasafebri- fuge. ItisalsousedInJaundiceand liverconditions.

KiParemullu TiPademullu LiPolycarpaeacorym- basa

ThewholeplantIsusedinthe preparationofaganglforgrahanl
KiPatalagaruda LiRalwolflaserpentina KiPatangamara TiSappanga LiCaesalplnlasappan KiParekurumba TiPlthajankl LiChonemorphamacro- phylla

KiPalemara SiSapthaparna LiAlstonlascholaris
TherootgroundInlemonJuice isusedforapplicationsfor snakebitesandswellings. ItIsalsousedforItssedative quality. ThebarkIspreparedIntoa ganglfordizzinessandjaundice. TheleafJuiceIsusedtodissolve thewhitefilmwhichdevelopsover theeyeIngrahanl. TheleafJhlceIsappliedto bolls. ItIsafebrifugeandbloodpuri¬ fier.

KiParljatamara LiNyetanthesarbor- trlstls

ThegroundbarkIsusedfor mouthulcers.

PlantNames

ftedlclnalUses

KiPashanabhSdl LiAervalanata

Thewholeplantisprepared Intoadecoctionandtakenas adiuretic.

KiPSrale LiPerangayl LiPsldlumguyava KiPInSrl LiStercullafoetldla KiPonne Punnekayl
LiCalophyllumspeoles KiPongare Hongaraka

LiErythinlaindlca KiPunarpujl LiGarcinialndlca
Theleavesandtendershoots ofMadavalaandpgraleare groundtogethertostopdysen¬ tery. ItIsusedforrheumatic complaintsandIntheprepara¬ tionofbalagrahaoil. TheleafJuiceIsdilutedIn waterandusedasaneyebath forconjunctivitis. ForItchingofscabies,the JuiceoftheleavesIsapplied. TheleavesaresqueezedIntoco¬ conutoil,heated,andtheoil Isappliedtoburns. TheJuiceofthefruitIs richInvitamincanduseful Inpittadisorders. ThenutIsdriedandpowdered andusedInthetreatmentof burns.

KiPunnBga TiKumkumamara LiMallotusphlllppl- nensls

Theleavesareademulcentused
Inthetreatmentofringworm.

KiPurusharatna LiIonldlumsufflulstl- coslm

ThewholeplantIsgroundIn milkandtakenInternally;It thickenssemenandImproves virility.

KiRatnagentlge LiCaesalplnlapul- cherrlma
KiRfihublja LiRungiarepens or Elaeocarpusserratus (?)

Itreducesrheumaticpains, whenpreparedintoa'decoction withotherplants. Theleavesandbarkareanthel¬ mintic. ThebarkgroundIncoconutmilk Isusedforbackacheandgeneral rheumaticcomplaints.
-P*
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PlantNames

MedicinalUses

Ki Ki Li

RahubIJa (cont.) Ramatulasl Oclmum* canum

TheheatingbarkorleafJuice Isgroundtoapasteandapplied toabolltobringIttoahead. TheleafJuiceIsrubbedonthe bodytoreduceachescausedby fever.

KiRenje SiBakula LiKlmusopselenjlor sapotaclae(?)
K; Li

Rudrakshlmara Guazlnatonutosa
ItIspreparedasatonic fdrbleedinggumsandItIs usedasatoothpowder. BarkIsgroundInmilkand takendailytoreducehigh bloodpressure.

KiSahadevl LiVernonlaclnerea KiSambrani LiAnesomllesspecies Agnimonlaeupatorla (?)
KiSamudramapala .'..Samudrapala

LiAgyrelsaspecies KiSaslve LiBrasslcalntlgrl- folla

KiSavantlge LiChrysanthemumindl- cum

KiSham! LiAcaciashuma

TheplantIstiedaroundthe headtorelieveheadache. Internally,thedecoctionacts asafebrifuge. Theleavesandstemareground andthecoolingpasteIsapplied
totheskinafterchlckenpox. TheleafJuiceandhoneyare mixedandtakentoeliminate phlegm. Thefruitiscrushedandapplied totheheadwhenthereIsan excessofheatInthebody, tamare,oranynervouscondition. Theseedsaregroundwithtopsoll fromanthillsandappliedwith honeytorheumaticswellings. Theflowersnndoilareusedto promotehairgrowth. ItissimilarInItsactionto Kadlrubutitisheating. Theleavesarecrushedwithasa- foetldaandbuttermilkandtaken onthefirstthreedaysofmenses toIncreasefertility.

PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiShankhapushpa TtMandaretapu LiClltorlaturnata KiSharapunka LiTlphroslapurperea KifShatavari Asha<}l
LiAsparagusracemosus KiShanthlkayl LiTermlnallacatappa KiShrlGandha TiGandhodamaro LiSantalumalbum

TherootIsgroundtoapaste andonespoonfulIstakenIn themorningasananthelmintic andpurgative. AdecoctionIsusedtoreduce swellingsofthehandsandfeet. Amilkkashayaoftheseedsre¬ lievesbodilyheatandburning sensation. Therootisatonicandgalac- tagogue. Theouterskinofthenuts,ginger, andcardamomaregroundtogether andpreparedintoakashayafor indigestion. Itreducespitta. ThegroundrootIsappliedto bollsandskinirritations. Groundinricewashedwaterand combinedwithsugar,ItIsdrunk torelieveJointpains.ItIs adiuretic. ThepasteIsappliedtothehead torelieveheadache.
KiShrlHonne ShrlPunne

TiPunnedamaro LiCalophyllumtomen- tosum

Kashayapreparedfrombarkand leaveseliminatesvata.
KiSlndla Gavatekayl

LiCucumestrlgonls
Forpittadisordersandtopromote fertility.TakenIncombination withKayubevuandHagelakayl,It minimizessexualdesire.

KiSunnamukka Suvarlnagadde
LiCassiaaurlculata or Amorphophallusdu- buls

Akashayaoftheleavesactas apurgative. ThegroundtuberpasteIsapplied topiles.
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PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiTagate TiSajunku LiCassiaTora KiTaggl TiIttavo LiClerondendronphlo- inoldes

Akashayamadefromtheroot actsasabloodpurifier. Thegroundleavesareapplied asademulcentforringworm. Theleaves,groundinsalt water,areappliedtoJoints toreduceswellings. TheJuiceoftheleavesrelieves thepainofearache.
KiTartavalu SiVusuka LiPortulacaquadrl- fula

ItIsusedasademulcent forskinIrritations.
KiTallsapatre SiTh&lusapathra LiFlaucourtlacataphrec- ta
Groundwithhoney,ItIs takenInternallyasanex¬ pectorant.

KiTeglame SiPunarnava SiBorrheriadlffasa
TherootJuiceIsadiuretic.

KiTlgadl SiThrlVrut LiIpomaeaturpethum KiTonde TiManoll LiCephalandralndlca KiTumbe LiLeucaslinlfolla
TheplantIsground,dissolved

InhotwateranddrunkwithJag¬ gerysugarfordiarrhoea. TherootispreparedIntoa milkkashayaandIstakenasan alterative. ItsleafJuiceandShatavarl leafJuicearemixedwithmilk andaregiventowomenafterde¬ liveryasapurgative. ThisIsalsohelpfulIncasesof sutakavayu. TheJuiceofthefreshflowers areusedaseyedrops. Toeliminateworms,theleafJuice IspouredIntothenostrils. TheleafJuiceIsarestorantfor apersonwhohasfallenunconscious. Leavesaregroundwithonionand honeyandchewedtoeliminatephlegm.
PlantNames

MedicinalUses

KiUmmatta TiUmbugo LiDaturastramonium
TherootbarkIsboiledwith milkandfriedIngheeto detoxifyit.Then,ItIsground Ingheeandtakeninsmallplll- slzeportionstoInducesleep. AnantidotetoItIsmilkand sugar. Smokedleavesrelieveasthmatic attacks. TheseedsboiledIncow'surine stopsdiarrhoea. TheleavesandJaggerysugarare boiledtoformapaste.ThisIs appliedforrheumaticcomplaints.

KiUpallkana TiUppallge LiMacarangalndlca
Thepastygumsapofthetree Isappliedtobollstohasten theiropening.

KiUrage TiTlmare LiHydrocotyleaslatlca
Theleavesaregroundwithwater andmilkandpreparedIntoa chutneytoImprovethememory.

KiUrlpu LiHopeaparvlflora
Amedicinalganglisprepared utllyzlngthetreebark.It Isusefulforbolls.

KiUttarane TiUttaranedal SiApamarga LiAchyranthesaspera
Itisverycooling.Theleaves aregroundInbutterfordysen¬ tery. Theashcollectedfromtheburnt plantIsdissolvedInwaterand pouredIntotheeartostopIn¬ fection. Diuretic,hemostatic,blood purifierandcoagulator. Forheavymensesbleeding,ade¬ coctionispreparedfromtheJuice oftheplant. Afterchildbirth,theredvariety ofthisplantIsgiventostop uterinebleedingandtoexpelthe placenta.

KiVlshnukrantl LiEvolvulusalsinoldes
ThewholeplantIspreparedInto adecoctiontorelieveburning sensationIntheurine.
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KiYelakkl TiYelatarl LiElettarlacarda- momum

KiYellekalli LiEuphorbianlvulla
Cardamomseedsandtender coconutwateractasadiuretic. Italsostopsdysentery. Themilkextractedfromthe leavesandthestemIsdried andpowdered.ItIsdiluted withricewaterandtakenas apurgative.

Itrequirescarefuluseand mustbepurifiedbeforebeing used.
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roxK ttemeaies
ForBollsandKempui Externalapplicationsofanyofthefollowingare

widelyusedi Cow'sghee Ishvaraberuroot Neemsprouts Nuggeleavescrushedwithsalt PaleleafJuice Ruktachandanapaste(Redsandalwood) Sandalwoodpaste
Othermedicinalpreparationsforbollsi AmedicinalganglpreparedfromthebarkofErrapetree. ThebollIswashedInakashayapreparedfromthebark ofthefourFicustrees(Flcusglonerata,Flcusglbbosa, Ficu?rellglosa,Flcusbengallnslr:). DasavalaleavesgroundwithricepreparedIntoapancake andeaten. EkkeleavesareappliedaroundthebolltoforceItto ahead. TheleafJuiceorbarkofRahublJaIsgroundtoapaste andappliedtoabolltobringIttoahead.ItIsex¬ tremelyheating,andIfareactionoccurs,whiteearth fromananthillIsappliedtocoolthearea. WhiteK1skara(Ixoreacocclnea)rootgroundInricewashed waterIsapplied. TurmericpowdergroundwithPaleleavesIsappliedasa poultice. AmedicinaloilIspreparedfromi GentlgesproutsgroundInturmericpowder KSlaJlrlge N5ylkull

ForScabiesandRashesi ThebarkandrootofKottumullupreparedIntoa
1

LatinnamesaregivenonlyIftheyhavenotbeenlisted previouslyInthissection.

medicinalgangl. Urasanlgeleaves(Akklre)friedInbutter,ground,and appliedasapoultice. AnapplicationofKodaslgeleavesgroundInlemonJuice. AkashayaofOlJekofllandNaylsonanguroottakenlnter- nally. OllekodlgroundInlemonJuiceIstakenInternally.This mMlcTnSIsalsohelpfulIncasesofherpes. WhentakingthismediolneItIsImportanttoavoidoily foodsandfish. ForRingwormi AnapplicationofKarltulaslleavesgroundInsalt. AnapplicationofAkklbaljlleafJuiceIncoconutoil. Dadab&dlkeandAmba^earegroundtogetherandtheJuice IspouredcontinuouslyontotheburnuntilanItching sensationresults. DadabfidlkeleavesarecrushedandtheleafJuiceIsapplied tothe'HTrn.Afterone-halfhour,theareawillblacken. ThisapplicationIscontinuedfortwodays. TheoilextractedfromtheouterskinofTamarindseeds mixedwithashcollectedfromburnedhairisrubbedon theburn. Amedicinaloilcanbepreparedfromanyofthefollowlngi Jatltree(Teakwood)sprouts Pongare Punarpull
Anyofthefollowingcanberubbedontheburni Coconutmilk JuiceofKarltulaslleaves LSllsaraleafJuice Oldhoney Shelllime

Foraslightburn,cow'sgheemixedwithsaltIsapplied. Petrol,spirit,orkerosenseoilIsapplied.
VJl
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ForCutsi* Applicationsofanyofthefollowingi
Aralebarkgroundwithsugar. Cowdungmixedwithshelllime. Gaddemadhuleavesarecrushedandappliedwithshelllime. ThisIscommonlyusedfordeepwounds. GarlicgroundInwater. TheacidicJuiceofKanchuhullIssqueezeddirectly ontoswellingsresultingfromcuts. ThecrushedleavesofK5tugulabl(Hosacentrlfolla). FlecesofonionarefriedIncoconutoil.Whenthepieces so*ten,theyareremovedandtheremainingoilIsapplied tothacut. KarltulaslleafJuice. ForIndlgestloni Prepareakashayaofanyofthefollowlngi Anemungu,towhichasafoetidaandbuttermilkareadded. Blackpepper,ginger,andJaggerysugar. Cuminandrocksalt. Ekke,gingerroot,andtamarind. Garlic,asafoetida,andQaia. Ginger Ginger,cardamomseeds,andtheouterskinofShanthlkayl. 1ItmaybenotedthatIntheopinionofmanyvillagers, healingtakeslongerInthewintermonthsthanInthesummer becauseofthefluctuationofhotandcoldduringthewinter daysandnightsjI.e.a'contractionofthehealingwound. Manyvillagersconsiderwintertobethemostunhealthyseason. CoastalfishermensaythatIfawoundIsreceivedduringhigh tide,morebloodwillbeshedandclottingwilltakenlonger thanacutreceivedInlowtide.

ForIndigestion(cont.)i Nuggeleaves Oma 5maandsaltInequalquantities. Oreitherofthefollowlngi Buttermilktowhichsalthasbeenadded. Fenny(cashewfruitalcohol). ToEliminateWormsi AsafoetidadissolvedInwaterIsdrunk. Threeoz.oftheJuiceofbittergourdmixedwith3oz. ofcoconutmilk.Takenthreetimesaday,onedosageevery twoweeks,Iteliminatesplnworms. AkashayaofIshvaraballlIsgiventochildrenunder twoeachmonthforthree'consecutlvedays.Childrenover twoaregiventhisonceeverysixmonthsforthreecon¬ secutivedays.(Thiscontrolsthenumberofworms.) AkashayaofNelllkayl,Shanthlkayl,andAnilekayl. ForDysenteryi Akashayapreparedfromanyofthefollowlngi
Ambate Anemungubark Cardamomseeds Dallmbeshell KalaJlrlge Kodaslgebark Oma

OthermedicinesIncludei Badramushticrushedandaddedtobuttermilk.Itisallowed
tosettleovernightandIsdrunkInthemorning. One-halfofaripeBllvapatrefruitcrushedInbuttermilk anddrunk.
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ForDysentery(cont.) Pashamullaarlshta(availablefromshops). NelanelllcrushedInbuttermilkIsdrunk. PeralesproutscrushedInmilkanddrunk. SandalwoodpastedissolvedInatendercoconutIsdrunk. AredhotpieceofcharcoalIsImmersedIntotheJuice ofared-skinnedtendercoconutanddrunk. ForPainfulBowelMovementswithExpulsionofBlood andPhlegmi
Prepareakashayaofanyofthefollowlngi Enjlrusprouts Lollsaraleavesandcuminseeds Palebark.

ForRelieffromConstlpatlom AkashayaofKarlnekklleaves.ThismedicineIsespecially usedInrelievingconstipationcausedbyovereatingfish ormeat. ToRelieveBurningSensationDuringUrlnatlom JuiceofAmrlthaballlmixedInwaterandtakenInternally. TheclearJuiceobtainedfromtherootofAttltreetaken Internally. JuiceofNaylsonangurootcrushedIntendercoconutwaterand takeninternally. ApasteofNelllkaylIsrubbedoverthepubloregion. Forchildren!NannarlrootisgroundInunboiledfresh cow'srpllkandappliedtothepubicregion. ForelderlypeopleiAkashayaofNannarlrootIsprepared andtakenInternally.

ForJaundicei CastorleafJuiceandJaggeryIsconsumedforfivedays. Arestricteddiet,excludingnanjufoodsandoils,Is followed. AdecoctionoftheleavesorbarkofKedlge(Pandanus fasclcularls)Istaken. LollsaraleafJuicegroundwithblackpepper,milk,Jaggery sugar,andginger. TheJuiceoftheflowersofTumbearesqueezedIntoboth eyestosootheandalleviatetheyelloweyesofJaundice. RustIsheatedandboiledIncow'surinewithNelanelll andtakenasadecoction. FcrIndigestionduringJaundice,adecoctionIsprepared ofKaralenklleafJuice. ForCoughi Prepareakashayaofanyofthefollowlngi Blackpepper CuminseedandQma Gingerroot Gingerrootandhoney Gingerrootandblackpepper Gingerroot,onion,andJaggerysugar Sambran1leafJuiceandhoney
OthercommonremediesIncludei Anilekayl,gingerroot,blackpepper,andPiperlongum arefriedtogether,ground,mixedwithhoneyandeaten. Cow'sgheeIsmixedwithsugarandlicked. GlngelyseedsandblackpepperarefriedIngheeandlicked. OnionandJaggerysugararefriedIngheeandeaten. EratlmadhuraandlemonaregroundtogetherIntoapaste. SugarIsaddedandItIslicked.
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Expectorantsi Tunbeleavesgroundwithonionareaddedtohoneyandeaten. Forchildren:OneteaspoonofElavadlgaleafJuloeand honeytakenorallythreetimesaday. ForRelieffromColdsi GaragaleavesarecrushedslightlyandplacedInhot oil.ThisoilIsappliedtothetopofthehead. ForRelieffromAsthma: Unmattaleavesarecrushed,rolled,andsmoked. ForFever: Prepareakashayaofanyoneofthefollowing: Amrlthaballlroot AmrlthaballTrootandKarltulasl Blackpepper Maltaballl MajJlgeleaves Neemleaves Vlshnukrantl
Oranyofthefollowing: EubHamamatulaslleafJuiceonthebody. Pashamullaarlshta. Amrlthaarlstha AkashayaofAmrlthaballl,Parpatahullu,andgingerroot. AkashayaofKatukarohlnl,blackpepper,andgingerroot. AkashayaofNelabevu,Anilekayl,Neemleaves,andginger. ApplyTumbeandAnilekaylpoulticetothebodytorelieve bodypainscausedbyfever.

Poxes,Measles,andRuktaPitta AsImentionedInthetext,medicinesarenotadminis¬
teredtosuppressthesymptomsofmeasles,anyofthepox diseases,orruktapitta,anIllnessdefinedbybloody dischargefromabodyorifice.TheafflictedwillIni¬ tiallybegiventheprasadaofafamilyorvillagedeity, especiallythatofMarl,Devi,Bhagavati,orafemale buta.ContaminatedbloodIsallowedtoflowoutofthe bodybeforeanytreatmentcommences.Thenotionthat thesmallpoxgoddesswillbeangeredIfapoxdiseaseIs treatedsupportsthisIdea.TreatmentIsadministered aftertheseventhdayofapoxdiseasebutsugarcane JuiceisplacedIntoachild'seyespriortotheseventh dayifthereIsburningsensation.Aftertheseventh dayofvisiblepox,apoulticeofPaleleaves,turmeric root,andcuminseedsIsprepared.ThisIsappliedto theskintodryupthepustuleswhichcommonlybecome Infected. Inthecaseofmeasles,medicinemaybeadministered

afterthreedays.Commonmedicinesaredecoctionsmade fromPongarebark,Elavadlgaroot,Dasav51a,orTlmare leaves,oracombinationofAkklballl,Eratlmadhura, andAmrlthaballl.Approximatelytengramsofthesesub¬ stancesareboiledInonelitreofwaterandreducedto sixoz.ThisdecoctionIstakenthreetimesdaily.In thelatterdaysoftheIllness,horsegramsoupIseaten.
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SomeBrahmanswillgiveachildwithmeasles
orchickenpoxaNeemkashayaduringtheInitialperiod ofthedisease,nottosuppressthesymptomsbutto assistInpurifyingtheblood.Itmaybenotedthat evenIncaseswherehighfeverresultsfromapox disease,simplefeverremedieswillnotbeutilized.In thecaseofruktapitta,apractitionerwillusually beconsultedafteranInitialperiodhaselapsed,but somevillagersselfadministeradecoctionofAmrlthaballl. ?jrHeadachei Applyapoulticeofanyofthefollowingi Garlic Gingerroot Katukarohlnl Sandalwoodpaste Mustardseeds

Oranyofthefollowingi Agllu^andhaground,heated,andappliedtothehead. AkashayaoftheplantIspreparedandtakenInternally. AgnlballivineIstiedaroundthehead. —-••— BlackpepperboiledIntoathickpasteandappliedtothe head. AkashayaofAdusoge,blackpepper,ginger,honey,Piper longum. AkashayaofNannarlroot. Ummattaleavesareground,heated,andappliedtothe head. IfthereIsaburningsensationIntheeyesorsleepless¬ nessasaresultofalongdayinthehotsun,coconutor glngelyoilIsappliedtothesolesofthefeettogiverelii
ForSwellingoftheLimbsi Alocalapplicationofanyofthefollowing■ Maddarasaleavesgroundinrawrice. FatalagarudarootgroundInlemonJuice. Naylsonanguroot. SambranlleavesgroundInrawrice. PastygumofUppallge.

Oranyofthefollowingt AkashayaofKahlpataglla,Neemleaves,andBadramushtl.
AkashayaofKaranderootandJaggerysugar. AmedicinalganglofKesavlnaleaves(Colocaslaanti- quorum). AlocalapplicationofMaddarasaleavesgroundInraw rice. AnapplicationofNaylsonangurootpreparedintoa poultice.ThisIsalsousedtotreatrashes. AkashayaofpilekodlIsusedtobathethelimb. TheJuiceofaredtendercoconutIsdrunk. Cow'surineIsdrunk. ForVata(Stiffness,Pain,andSwelling-oftheJoints)■ Alocalapplicationofanyofthefollowingi CastorleavesboiledInglngelyoil. EkkegroundIncow'surine. GingerfriedIncoconutoil. UmmattaleavesboiledInJaggerysugar. IshvaraberugroundInlemonJuice. Sandalwood,ylcewashedwater,andsugararemixedtogether anddrunk.TheIngestionofsandalwoodcausesexcessiveurina¬ tion.
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ForVata(oorjt.)i NekklleafJuicesqueezedintococonutoil,heated,andapplied. Sonduballlleavesareapplied. •• TagateleavesgroundInsaltwater. EkkeboiledInricewashedwaterIslefttofermentandthenconsumed.Thisreducesswellingsofthehandsandlegs. AmedicinalganglofKadambabarkIsconsumed.
ApoulticeofKamakasturlleavesIsapplied. Apoulticeofmustardseeds,carbonsoot,andsolifroman anthillaremixedwithhoneyandapplied. ForWomen'sComplaintsi Mensesi OllekodlandcuminseedsgroundIncow'milkIstakenInternallyformenstrualcramps. AkashayaofSlndlaIstakenforrelieffromcramps.(usedmainlybyBrahmans). GheeIsrubbedexternallytothelowerabdomenandthe waterofatenderredcoconutIsmixedwithsandalwoodanddrunktorelievecramps. Forscantymenses,adecoctionoffenugreek.

ToInducemenses,adecoctionofglngelyseedsandfenu¬ greek.ThisIspopularamongBrahmans. Leukorrhea: AdecoctionofDasavalabark.ThisIsprimarilyprepared
byBrahmans. ftbortlves Abortivemedicinesareknowntomanywomenbutare6pokenofsecretively.Medicinesutilizedafterdeliverytocontroluterinebleedingaregenerallyknownbyelderlywomenanddal. ToInduceabortionadecoctionmaybepreparedoutofthefollowingi

Abortives(cont.)i Kalll EER6 Nuggebark SHlvaShaktl Palasha
AChltramullar66torstrychninestickIsInserted Intothevaginatodilatetheuterus. Tocontroluterinebleedingafterdeliveryi TheJuiceofcoconut.InflorescenceIscrushedInmilk andgiventodrink.ThisdecoctionIsverycooling.It Isalsogivenbylocalmldwlvestopreventhabitual abortions. AdecoctionofUttaraneIsusedtocontrolexcessive bleeding,toaidintheexpulsionoftheplacentaand asabloodpurifier. DeooctlonofAshoka. ForChildren'sDiseasesi Forbalagrahai AdecoctionofPanchapatreleafJuiceandhoney. TheJuiceofNekklleavesandonionaremixedtogether withhoneyandconsumed. Gorochane,thebilestoneofacow,Isconsumed. ToInducespeechandremovephlegmi Nutmeg,honey,blackpepper,Piperlor.gum,gingerandBaje aregroundIntoafinepowderandlicked. RespiratorytroubleofachildresultingInunconscious¬ nessi TumbeleavesarecrushedwithfiveredantsanddroppedInto theeyesandmouthofthechild.
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Laymen'sTreatmentofSnakeBltei Asadiagnosticaide,AmrlthaballlstemIslicked,ifit tastessweet,thepatienthasbeenbitten,IfIttastes bitter,hehasreceivedonlyascratch. Amrlthahalll,Ekke,garlic,andpeppercornsareground togetheraridappliedexternallyasapoultice. BhSranglandPatalagarudaaregroundtogetherandapplied externallyasapoultice. KarltulaslrootIsgroundinbutterandappliedtothe wound. AcutIsmadefourfingersabovethebiteandheating milkJuiceofEkkeispouredontoItcausingthepoison tobedrainedout.ThentheJuiceofanonionIssqueezed throughthesoligatheredfromaKarltulaslplantor ananthill.OneglassofthisJuiceshouldbedrunk. practitioner'sTreatmentofSnakeBltei ExternalpasteIspreparedofi Patalagaruda I'shvaraberu Pudelugamate(Latinnameunknown) Somudrapala EKanayaka ThesemedicinesaregroundIntheInnerskinofared tendercoconut. InternallyforviperbitethefollowingmedicationIs prescribedi AmedicinalganglofBondubarebarkIstakenforthree daysfollowingthebite.Forthefollowingthreedays amedicinalganglwillbepreparedusingKott£mullu, andChurlmullu^ Whiletakingthismedication,ifbleedingoccursfromthe noseormouth,amedicinalganglofGilltree(Latinname unknown)IstakenInthemorning,andamedicinalgangl ofShatavarlIstakenIntheevening. Internally,forkratebite,thefollowingmedicationIs prescribedi Forthefirstfivedaysfollowingthebite,amedicinal gangiIspreparedofSamudrapalaroot. Forthefollowingtwodays,Bondubaremedicinalgangi.
Istaken, followedbyfive daysormeaicinaigangi ofChurlmullu,Kottemullu,andBengabark. ForCobrabltei Ifallfourof'thecobra'sfangshavebrokenunderthe skinofthevictim,theValdyadoesnotguaranteethe successofhistreatment. Externalapplicationi Patalagaruda Ishvaraberu Pudelugamate Bharangl Internally,flve'daysmedicinalganglofBlrumara.This IsfollowedbyfivedaysofSamuarapalagangl,followed byfivedaysofBondubarebarkganj1. Villagerspurchasereadymadeayurvedicmedicinalwines, arlshtaandasava.andoils,talla.fromshops,chemists, andvaidyarenownedfortheirpreparations.Themostcommonly usedofthesemedicinesarei1 MedicineUse AshokarlshtaMenstrualcomplaints DashamullaarlshtaStopsdysentery DrakshaarlshtaCondiment,alterative PunarnavasaAnaemia SarasvatarishtaSedative NlrgundhltallaJointpainsandrheumaticswellings 1

TheIngredientsofthesepreparationsarelistedInImcops ValdyaYogaRatnavalll(1968).
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